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At railways the capacity is scarce. An increasing demand challenges policy
makers to think of innovative ways in which the current infrastructure
might be used. The Program for High-Frequency Railway Transport (in
Dutch: Programma Hoogfrequent Spoorvervoer), which has been launched
recently by the Dutch government, is an example of such innovative
movement. This program sets aside the traditional timetables, which
characterize the railways nowadays, and paves the way for timetable-free
railway operation. This new approach will result in a dynamic environment
which requires conflict resolution methods that are dynamic and robust.
But even in today’s railway system, the need for such resolution methods
is evident.
This thesis presents an innovative approach based on the theory of
the Semi-Markovian Decision Processes and examines its potential as a
dynamic delay management mechanism. The approach is compared to
the resolution method used nowadays by ProRail (the Dutch railway infrastructure manager) and to a number of other heuristics. The research
presented in this thesis shows promising results that reveal the potential
of the approach.
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Het proefschrift dat in uw handen ligt, is het resultaat van een immense inspanning.
Hiermee doel ik niet alleen op mijn eigen inspanning, die zonder twijfel als draconisch
bestempeld kan worden, maar ook op de grote inzet van een heleboel mensen, zonder wie
dit proefschrift onmogelijk tot stand heeft kunnen komen. Deze mensen zou ik hier graag
in het zonnetje willen zetten.
Allereerst wil ik mijn begeleider Jan van der Wal bedanken, die enorm veel van zijn
schaarse tijd heeft besteed om het onderzoek in goede banen te leiden en, wanneer nodig
en onnodig, van kritisch commentaar te voorzien. Ruim zes jaar lang heeft Jan me
bijgestaan en ondersteund wanneer het tegen zat. Zijn aanwijzingen zijn de kwaliteit en
de ‘volwassenheid’ van het uitvoeren van het onderzoek ten goede gekomen. Misschien
wel het meest intensief was de samenwerking in het laatste jaar. In dat jaar ben ik zeer
intensief gaan schrijven en heeft Jan wekelijks stapels papier ter beoordeling gekregen.
Zijn kritische houding zorgde ervoor dat ieder hoofdstuk meerdere malen herschreven
werd, wat de totale hoeveelheid leesvoer alleen maar heeft doen stijgen. Ook ben ik Jan
dankbaar voor zijn flexibiliteit, aangezien onze bijeenkomsten niet altijd op zijn kamer in
de UvA plaats konden vinden, maar steeds vaker verschoven richting de restauratie van
station Utrecht, waar Jan halverwege zijn reis naar huis uitstapte.
Ook ben ik Nico van Dijk zeer dankbaar, die bij ProRail de interesse voor het onderwerp van het onderzoek heeft gewekt en hiermee het fundament heeft gelegd voor het
onderzoek. Ook gedurende het onderzoek zorgde Nico voor het in standhouden van de
zakelijke relatie tussen ProRail en de faculteit, wat mijn onderzoek zeer ten goede kwam.
Vanuit ProRail hebben diverse mensen zich ingespannen voor het succesvolle verloop
van mijn onderzoek. In eerste instantie wil ik hiervoor Dick Middelkoop bedanken, die
van begin af aan interesse heeft getoond voor het onderzoek en benieuwd was naar de
mogelijkheden van de toepassing van het wiskundig model om de punctualiteit van treinen
te verbeteren. In de eerste jaren heb ik dan ook intensief samengewerkt met zijn afdeling
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Strategie en Innovatie.
In de laatste jaren is een andere afdeling van ProRail, de afdeling Verkeersleiding, meer
betrokken geraakt bij het onderzoek. Binnen deze afdeling wil ik Rein Klein Schiphorst
bedanken voor zijn interesse in het onderzoek. Zijn enthousiasme voor de mogelijkheden
die het wiskundig model biedt, heeft deuren geopend voor het praktische gedeelte van
het onderzoek; onder leiding van Rein is een case study vastgesteld die een lastig traject
bevat waarop veel treinconflicten plaatsvinden, waardoor het interessant is om er innoverende conflictoplossingstechnieken op toe te passen. Naast zijn begeleiding en nuttige
aanwijzingen, heeft Rein erop toegezien dat alle benodigde data beschikbaar was.
Tijdens mijn onderzoek heb ik te maken gehad met veel directe collega’s die ik dagelijks
zag en die het vaak eenzame onderzoekstraject aanzienlijk opgevrolijkt hebben. Op de
UvA heb ik verreweg de meeste tijd met René Haijema doorgebracht. Doordat René ook
een promovendus van Jan was en hij min of meer dezelfde technieken gebruikte voor zijn
onderzoek, hebben we veel tijd samen doorgebracht. De positionering van zijn kamer ten
opzichte van de mijne, met maar 1 muur ertussen, heeft het contact intensiever gemaakt.
Vaak werd ik herrinnerd aan het late uur als de heavy metal muziek uit zijn kamer schalde
en bleek dat wij als enige twee personen op de gang overgebleven waren. Ik heb goede
herinneringen aan de extra vakken die ik samen met René gevolgd heb aan de Universiteit
van Utrecht en de vele congresen die we samen bezocht hebben. Het deed me dan ook veel
deugd om door René uitgenodigd te worden in de functie van paranimf op zijn promotie
afgelopen jaar en ben zeer blij dat René ook paranimf op mijn promotie wil zijn.
Naast René wil ik ook Jan Hontelez noemen die altijd zeer geı̈nteresseerd was in mijn
onderzoek en waarmee ik in de laatste fase van mijn onderzoek een kamer heb gedeeld.
De dagen waarop we samen in de kamer zaten, waren misschien wel iets minder productief
maar hebben mijn onderzoek goed gedaan door de oppepper die hieruit vloeide. Ook de
andere collega’s van de vakgroep Operational research wil ik bedanken voor de boeiende
gesprekken en gezelligheid.
Bij ProRail heb ik de meeste tijd op de afdeling Strategie en Innovatie doorgebracht.
Op die afdeling heb ik veel contact gehad met onder andere Tijs Huisman, Leo Lodder
en Jarie Potuijt. Deze mensen zou ik hier willen bedanken voor de leuke sfeer die mijn
onderzoek goed heeft gedaan.
Mijn financiële situatie begon in de laatste jaren van het onderzoek penibeler te worden, waarop ik een part-time baan heb gezocht in het bedrijfsleven. Hier wil ik dan
ook in het bijzonder Jan Thiermann voor bedanken. Hij heeft mij een baan aangeboden
bij Incontrol Simulation Solutions waar ik een hele fijne sfeer heb aangetroffen en volop
mogelijkheden kreeg om mijn promotieonderzoek mee te combineren. Misschien wel het
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leukste was dat ik ook vanuit deze positie intensief met ProRail werkte, maar in dit geval
als consultant die ProRail assisteert.
De goede sfeer binnen Incontrol wordt natuurlijk gecreëerd door de medewerkers,
waarvoor ik ze allen dankbaar ben. In het bijzonder wil ik mijn directe collega’s onder
de aandacht brengen, met wie ik inmiddels dagelijks (lees: full-time) opgescheept ben.
De collega’s in kwestie worden ook wel eens de Friso-boys genoemd (verwijzend naar de
software Friso die we voor ProRail ontwikkelen). Hierbij is Joris Steneker duidelijk een
onbetwiste über Friso-boy gezien zijn status als Projectleider. De afgelopen jaren heb
ik van Joris veel geleerd, maar misschien het meest moet ik hem dankbaar zijn voor de
alertheid en scherpheid die hij van ons verlangt. Zijn woorden ‘Waar ben jij nu mee
bezig?’ zijn inmiddels legendarisch geworden. Een andere Friso-boy is Marvin Hermelijn,
die verreweg de mafste persoon is die ik ken, en die de sfeer in het hele bedrijf hoog houdt.
De vaak nutteloze maar erg vermakelijke gesprekken die hij met Menno van Schayk voert
(de laatste Friso-boy) zorgen voor een leuke afwisseling bij deze drukke baan. Al met
al ben ik Incontrol zeer dankbaar voor de gezonde variatie die de baan gedurende mijn
promotieonderzoek met zich meebracht, waardoor ik het onderzoek steeds met een frisse
kijk kon voortzetten. Incontrol heeft daarnaast mijn bewustzijn van het tijdmanagement
sterk vergroot en hierdoor een zeer positieve bijdrage geleverd aan de doorlooptijd van
mijn onderzoek.
Ook wil ik mijn vrienden bedanken voor de morele steun die ik de afgelopen periode
van ze kreeg. Misschien wel de meeste energie putte ik uit de vele squash-avonden samen
met Vincent Mekking. Op deze avonden kon ik niet alleen mijn frustraties op het balletje
richten maar ook mijn hart luchten over de tegenslagen die met enige regelmaat opdoken in mijn onderzoek. Verder wil ik mijn Amsterdamse vrienden Wouter, Arjan, Frans,
Jethro, Boris en hun vriendinnen bedanken voor de vele ontspannende activiteiten (Lowlands, cabaretuitjes en de zogenaamde ‘chill’ avonden) die het onderzoeksleven net even
een oppeper gaven. Hiernaast wil ik ook de vriendengroep uit West-Friesland bedanken
dat zij steeds enthousiast naar de voortgang van mijn onderzoek vroegen en ‘aldoor’ constateerden dat ik nog niet klaar was. Deze nieuwsgierigheid gaf me steeds weer een impuls
om het onderzoek snel af te ronden. De vele verjaardagen en andere sociale activiteiten
met deze groep, zorgden voor een hele gezonde ontspanning.
Misschien wel het dichtst bij het onderzoek stond mijn vriendin en aanstaande vrouw
Loes Pronk. Zij heeft vele jaren geduld opgebracht en begrip getoond voor de grote
hoeveelheid (vrije) tijd die ik in het proefschrift heb gestopt. In deze periode was Loes alles
behalve een passieve kijker. Ze heeft niet alleen haar gevoel voor taal en haar redactionele
ervaring gebruikt om delen van het proefschrift te redigeren, maar ook bleek ze een ware
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uur pakweg vijftien stellingen het daglicht gezien. Maar hoe praktisch en behulpzaam de
bovenstaande praktijken ook niet waren, de grootste steun kwam voort uit de morele en
liefdevolle ondersteuning die ik ontving door Loes aan mijn zij te hebben. Deze steun
zal ze ook tijdens de verdediging aan me bieden door als paranimf deel te nemen aan de
ceremonie. Al met al kan ik dan ook niet anders dan superblij zijn om Loes binnenkort
mijn vrouw te mogen noemen.
Ik wil mijn schoonouders, Koos en Ria, bedanken dat ze zo’n prachtige vrouw ter
wereld hebben gebracht en wil ook hierbij aangeven hoe dierbaar het voor me is om zo
hartelijk opgenomen te worden in huize Pronk door zowel mijn schoonouders als door Martijn en Suzanne. Jullie interesse in mijn onderzoek heeft mij gemotiveerd en aangespoord
om snel klaar te zijn.
Ook wil ik mijn zus Layla en haar vriend Maarten bedanken voor de leuke tijd samen
en voor jullie interesse in het onderzoek. En ook al zien we elkaar de laatste tijd niet zo
vaak, hoop ik dat dit in de toekomst verandert, nu dit tijdrovende onderzoek achter de
rug is.
Maar de belangrijkste complimenten wil ik natuurlijk geven aan mijn ouders. Van
jongs af aan hebben jullie mij gemotiveerd en geı̈nspireerd om door te studeren. De
boeiende verhalen van mijn vader over zijn ervaring als promovendus, en de interesse voor
exacte vakken die ik, dankzij mijn Russische achtergrond, via mijn moeder heb gekregen,
hebben mij ertoe gezet om zelf een leven als onderzoeker te gaan ervaren. Met zijn
nuchtere kijk en zijn wijsheden als ‘als het makkelijk was, zou iedereen het tussendoor
gedaan hebben’ kon mijn vader mij altijd motiveren. Aan de andere kant kon ik bij mijn
moeder altijd een luisterend oor vinden. Maar ook inhoudelijk hebben mijn ouders hun
bijdrage aan het proefschrift geleverd. De Russische samenvatting werd door mijn moeder
geredigeerd, terwijl de mooie zinnen in de Arabische samenvatting voor het overgrote
deel door mijn vader zijn geformuleerd. Zijn ervaring als schrijver in Arabische bladen
is hierbij goed van pas gekomen. Pa en Ma, ontzettend bedankt voor jullie steun en
aanmoedigingen. Of zoals het zo mooi in het Russisch klinkt:
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Chapter 1
General introduction and overview
1.1

Introduction

The Dutch railway system is one of the most heavily utilized railway systems in the
world. The railway capacity has become scarce. When delays occur, these delays easily
expand throughout the railway network, disrupting it heavily. This demands a careful
approach to manage and reduce these delays. Moreover, it is expected that in the future
the demand for railway services will raise even further. This holds for both passenger and
freight sectors. Building more railway tracks is a very costly solution which in addition
takes long time before being implemented, instead, new methods need to be explored to
utilize the available capacity in a better way.
As pointed out by Vromans [128], due to interdependencies at the railway network the
large part of the delays are knock-on delays which are transmitted from one train onto
other. A large part of these delays originates at junctions where trains from different
directions meet and intersect each other’s paths. If handled correctly, train conflicts at
these junctions would have less impact on the network. This would contribute to a more
stable network where delay recovery is a fairly fast process and where unrecoverable delays
are less damaging.
Many approaches have already been introduced to tackle this train conflict problem.
By far most of the approaches are combinatorial of nature. The problem is then formulated
as a mixed integer programming model or a Job shop model. One of the major drawbacks
of these approaches is that these do not reflect the stochastic, unpredictable, nature of
the real world. Most of the operations (train running times, dwell times etc.) are subject
to stochastic disturbances. Moreover, when the proposed resolution is not met or an
unforeseen event occurs, the whole model must be recalculated. On the other hand the
few stochastic models found in the literature are mostly simulation based and lack a
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number of factors that in our view are important when constructing qualitatively good
conflict resolution strategies.
In this dissertation we will examine the possibility of using another technique, based on
the theory of the Semi-Markovian Decision processes, to tackle the train conflict problem.
We will refer to this approach as the SMD approach. The theory of the Semi-Markovian
Decision processes is a well established theory and has a broad range of applications in a
variety of stochastic and dynamic systems. The theory has however never been applied
in the field of dynamic conflict resolutions at railways before. The focus of the thesis lays
more on the methodology of modelling, i.e. how can the railway situation be modelled
as a SMD model (i.e. model which is based on the SMD approach) so that it can be
used for dynamic conflict resolutions, than on the mathematical technique. Moreover, the
emphasis will lay on the situation of a near future where much more trains are expected
to run, at least, within the busiest part of The Netherlands and where timetables play
a much smaller role than is the case nowadays. The central questions are whether it is
possible to model this new railway situation by means of the SMD model and whether the
approach gives promising results. And secondly, can the model be applied to a current
situation, where timetables play a much larger role, and if so, whether the technique is
promising when compared to the conflict resolution method used nowadays by ProRail,
the Dutch railway infrastructure manager and traffic controller.
In this first chapter of the thesis we will give the practical motivation for this research
and place it in a broader perspective. We will discuss the different performance measures
that can be found in practice and we will look at the Dutch railway network. We will
then briefly explain the current way of working at the Dutch railways; beginning from the
schedule generation until the construction of the conflict resolution rules. Next we will
look at the available literature and will briefly explain the theory that our approach is
based on. The chapter will be concluded with the outline of the remainder of the thesis.

1.2. PRACTICAL MOTIVATION

1.2

3

Practical motivation

Railways are often associated with timetables which are designed to separate trains from
each other in time and space. The idea behind the timetables is that less train conflicts
occur and that high-level service towards passengers is ensured. The practice is however
different. Train delays do occur and, due to interdependencies within a railway network,
result in additional delays to other train services. As a consequence train operations
are more stochastic in nature when compared to the initial planning. Furthermore, the
demand for railway services (both public and freight) is expected to grow, which requires
an increase in capacity. This increase can be achieved either by building more railway
tracks or by utilizing the existing capacity in a better way. The former is a very costly as
well as short-sighted measure which drives the policy makers towards the second option.
In 2008, the Dutch government expressed its ambitions to intensify the railway transport within the densely populated part of The Netherlands, called Randstad [88]. As
part of this plan, the Programme for High-frequency Railway Transport (PHS) [in Dutch:
Programma Hoogfrequent Spoorvervoer] has been initiated ([89], [90]). The objective of
this programme is to increase significantly the number of train services to facilitate the
growth in demand. This growth in demand is found in both the public transportation
and the railway freight sectors. Between 2008 and 2020 it is predicted that the passenger
demand will increase with 60% to 70% during the rush hours while the transported freight
volume is estimated to increase to 100 million tons in 2020 (compare to 28 million tons
in 2000 and 45 million tons in 2008) [90]. The PHS programme intends to increase the
number of trains within some parts of the Randstad to 6 Intercity trains and 6 regional
trains per hour, allowing for a timetable-free operation. The Dutch Ministry of Transport,
Public Works and Water Management has announced the project called OV SAAL [87],
to be the first project of the PHS programme. The preparations for this project have
already started, as announced in the management plan 2009 [99] of ProRail. The project
OV SAAL incorporates a track section between vital parts of The Netherlands: Schiphol
Airport, Amsterdam, Almere and Lelystad where already in 2012 a high frequency operation is planned. Other track sections will then follow shortly1 . The pilot study with
the code name ETMET, started on the 31st of august 2009 on the corridor Amsterdam
- Eindhoven ([33], [127], [92]). The study lasted one week, where in the peak hours, 6

1

Three more corridors are to be part of the high-frequency operation before 2020: Utrecht - Arnhem/Nijmegen, Utrecht - Den Bosch and the Hague - Rotterdam.
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Intercity trains, up to 6 Regional trains and up to 2 freight trains2 have been running
hourly in each direction. The pilot study has shown very promising results ([91]) and an
even longer pilot study is scheduled for the last quarter of 2010. For the PHS programme
a budget of 200 million Euro has been reserved by the ministry, which is intended to be
spent before 2012. An additional investment of 4.5 billion Euro is planned for the period
2012 - 2020 [87]. Above this governmental expenditure, the Dutch Railways (NS) has
announced in 2009 to invest 700 to 800 million Euro in the project [94].
The idea behind the high-frequency transport is that the railway operation will be
similar to the Metro system where the trains run close to each other. The operation
is not entirely timetable-free since the trains are still scheduled to be separated in time
with more or less equal intervals in-between. But due to the high frequency one may
speak of a timetable-free operation. After all, due to a high number of trains dwelling
on stations, no connections between trains need to be defined. This way less delays are
transmitted due to train connections. Moreover, the passengers do not need to consider
the departure times of trains since the average waiting times are low. Furthermore, it
is to be expected that this high frequency operation will lead to less buffer space within
the system. Therefore, small delays will more often lead to train conflicts. As a direct
consequence, the train arrival times will be more random than is the case nowadays. This
change in railway operation will lead to a more dynamic railway service which increases
the need for new techniques that can solve train conflicts dynamically.
Even though our primary goal is to design a methodology for future purposes, it is
interesting to examine whether the method is applicable for the current situation where
timetables are designed but due to delays conflicts arise. In The Netherlands, train
dispatchers use the so-called TAD rules (In Dutch: Trein AfhandelingsDocument) to
solve conflicts between trains. The TAD rules are constructed off-line and are referenced
to whenever a conflict occurs. An example of the TAD rules can be found in Table 8.7 on
page 144. Unfortunately these rules are often unsatisfactory. First of all, the TAD rules
assume that only one train is delayed at the same time. Subsequently, not all conflict
situations are covered by these rules. Secondly, the rules are static and can not handle
changing situations. The rules cover only the trains that occur within the timetable.
When an ‘unknown’ train reaches the junction, the train dispatcher is at his own. An
example of such an ‘unknown’ train could be some construction traffic, shunting traffic or
an empty locomotive. Further, it is unknown whether the TAD rules are close to optimal.
2

On the section between Utrecht and Geldermalsen 6 Regional trains were running while on other

sections this number was 4. Moreover, 2 freight paths have been reserved. Not all of these paths have
been utilized during the pilot.
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The rules have never been compared to other rules.
A number of approaches that solve train conflicts, can be found within the literature, however all of them have their drawbacks so that new approaches are a welcomed
development.
These factors have inspired us to search for a different approach that could solve train
conflicts in the timetable-free environment but which is also applicable for the environment
using timetables. In the latter case our goal is to study whether this approach can
outperform the TAD rules. We have chosen to describe and model these conflict situations
in terms of a Semi-Markovian Decision (SMD) process. The theory of the SMD processes,
is well known and is a powerful tool when studying stochastic and dynamic environments.
To our knowledge though, this approach has never been used for the purposes of dynamic
conflict resolution at railways.

1.3

The research in a broader perspective

As described above, this research examines the possibility of using the Semi-Markovian
Decision processes in order to solve railway conflicts. These conflicts can be the result
of either a railway system that is timetable free or a railway system with a disrupted
timetable.
At railways two kind of delays can be identified. First there are primary delays that are
a direct consequence of a disturbance. The second category are the secondary delays which
are knock-on delays caused by delays of earlier trains due to interdependencies within the
railway network. Vromans [128] identifies a number of disturbances which can cause
primary delays. These are disturbances caused by faulty assumptions in the planning
phase (e.g. overestimation of the capacities of rolling stock, usage of longer and heavier
trains during operation than has been previously planned, too short dwell times etc.),
infrastructure failures (e.g. malfunctioning switches or signals), rolling stock breakdowns
(e.g. malfunctioning engine or doors, leaks etc.), human factors (e.g. stochastic nature of
driver behaviour), accidents with other traffic or suicides, vandalism, weather conditions.
Due to the unpredictable nature of these disturbances, they are difficult to prevent.
There is plenty of research that tries to minimize the probability of such a disturbance
to evolve into a delay. For example, studying the boarding behaviour of passengers may
help to decrease the probability of the boarding time fluctuations to cause disturbances
(e.g. [132], [44]).
Then there are models that aim at cleverly distributing time supplements and buffers
within the timetable to reduce the probability of small disturbances evolving into de-
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lays. As an example for the work in this direction we refer the reader to [64], [66] and
[124]. These models however can not completely prevent delays from occurring. Larger
disturbances will still lead to delays.
Vromans [128] states that due to interdependencies at the railway network, the large
part of the delays are knock-on delays. Delayed trains run outside of their planned paths3
and will possibly interfere with the paths of other trains giving rise to train conflicts.
This research aims to resolve train conflicts and in this way to minimize knock-on
delays that are the result of such conflicts.

1.4

Performance measures

The performance of the railway companies is judged by various criteria. In The Netherlands, the NS (by far the largest Dutch passenger railway operating company) is judged
by the percentage of trains that are more than 3 minutes late4 . Other countries use other
threshold values as the punctuality criterion.
But the punctuality criterion is not the only criterion that can be used to judge the
performance of railway companies. An alternative is to look at the percentage of the train
connections that are maintained, the total delay of the passenger trains, or the total delay
of the railway network as a whole. The above criteria are related to passenger experience,
while environmental aspects could also be taken into account. Energy consumption of the
trains is a good example of such criterion.
From the infrastructure point of view, other optimisation criteria can be considered.
An example for such a criterion is maximizing the throughput through some bottleneck
or minimizing the traverse time of the trains within some line segment.
In the research presented in this thesis the conflict resolution strategy will aim at
resolving conflicts in such a manner as to optimise one or more of the above criteria.

3

Scheduled trains are assigned to a certain path within the spacetime continuum. Two separated

paths are called conflict-free since the trains that are assigned to them will never be in conflict unless
they deviate from their paths.
4
Starting from the year 2010 the trains are regarded as being late if their delay exceeds 5 minutes
[126].
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The railway network and decomposition

A railway network is usually a very complex web containing many hubs and intersections
where trains from different directions meet. Figure 1.1 depicts the Dutch railway network.

Legend
Dutch border
Railway

Figure 1.1: The Dutch railway network

When zooming in on a certain hub, an even more complex area will be revealed.
Figure 1.2 depicts the situation in the neighbourhood of the Rotterdam Central station.
Modelling such an area in an exact way would result in a formulation with an enormous
complexity. Such a model tends to become computationally intractable. Instead, an approximation model is needed. A model that captures the essential parts of the conflicting
situations and comes up with good dynamic rules for local optimisation. A lot of conflicting situations, regardless of the ‘zoom’ level essentially come down to the following:
trains from different directions come together and compete for some railway segment. In
this thesis we will focus on models that describe these situations.
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Delft
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Figure 1.2: The railway in the neighbourhood of the Rotterdam Central station

1.6

Scheduling and Rescheduling in The Netherlands

In this section we give background information about the scheduling and rescheduling as
it is being done in The Netherlands. The readers that are familiar with this practice or
not directly interested in this subject can skip this section.
The Dutch railway network consists of 2896 km of railway on which 387 stations are
located [100]. ProRail is a private organisation that is owned by the Dutch government
(the State of The Netherlands is the sole shareholder). ProRail acts as a railway infrastructure manager which is in charge of railway maintenance as well as investments in
railway network extensions. It is also a traffic controller in addition to being an independent organisation which allocates the railway capacity by granting concessions to different
railway operators. Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) is the largest railway operator which
shares the available infrastructure with other public transport operators (Arriva, Syntus,
Veolia, Connexxion, etc.), a number of cargo operators and some international railway
players.
To regulate the railway operations, that together attribute to 145 million kilometres
each year [100], a timetable is designed and updated on a regular basis. Since designing
a qualitatively good timetable is a very difficult and time consuming process, a decision
support system has been built under the name of DONS (Design Of Network Schedules)
([123], [95], [50], [51]). DONS is a timetable design system which helps constructing
periodic timetables that satisfy a whole range of different constraints. In The Netherlands,
the timetable is periodic, repeating a basic schedule each hour. At rush hours additional
trains are inserted into the basic schedule to account for the higher demand.
DONS consists of a database part and a computation part. The DONS database forms
the core of the system that contains all the information about the infrastructure (both
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current and possible future projects), rolling stock and other relevant information. The
computation part then uses this information together with some user input to design a
timetable. The design is done in two steps. First a global schedule is generated which
is done by the CADANS module [107] of DONS. This module presents the timetabling
problem as a Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP), first introduced by Serafini
and Ukovich in 1989 [112]. The problem is solved by means of a constraint programming
based algorithm. The result is a set of arrival and departure times for all considered train
services on a global level. The schedule on a local level is constructed by the STATIONS
module ([139], [138] and [63]). This module takes the solution of the CADANS module
and tries to find a feasible platform assignment and train routing through each station
in the network. The result of the calculations is the so-called Basic One-hour Timetable
(BOT). Commonly, three BOTs are constructed, one for the off-peak hour, one for the
morning peak hour and one for the evening peak hour.
These BOTs provide the basis for the timetables. The next step is to design a Weekly
timetable (24x7), which takes the BOTs as basis and alters them by considering traffic
fluctuations during the week (less traffic during the weekend and some additional traffic
on Monday and Friday due to the weekend). From these Weekly timetables, the Daily
timetables are created which consider holidays, special events (football matches, concerts,
etc.), scheduled maintenance and other special occasions.
The quality of the timetable produced by DONS is measured by two approaches. The
first approach is an analytical model based on the Max-Plus algebra ([46], [31]). The key
idea is that the timetable can be represented by a so-called timed event graph which is a
Petri net with the element ‘time’ added to it. The Petri net is suitable since a timetable
can be seen as a combination of events which are strongly correlated; an event can not start
before one or more preceding events have been completed. The Max-Plus algebra is then
used to solve such graphs. This approach has been built into the tool called PETER ([114],
[42]). The goal is to measure the timetable robustness by introducing a disturbance and
analysing the rate at which the system reverts to the original timetable. This tool is very
useful to identify bottlenecks in the system and for forecasting delay propagations through
the network. This way, different timetables can be compared. The second approach to
measure the quality of the timetables is by means of the simulation technique. The tool
SIMONE [85] has been developed to simulate the whole Dutch network and analyse the
effect of complicated disturbance scenarios on the whole network as well as the effects
of new infrastructure. The tool is also used to compare different timetables. SIMONE
is connected to DONS so that different timetables and infrastructures can be simulated.
FRISO [86] is another simulation tool which has much more detail of the infrastructure
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and the train movements than SIMONE and is used to evaluate timetables at a more
detailed level.
Another approach to test the quality of the timetable is to analyse real-life realisation
data. This approach is different from the two described above, since it evaluates the train
operations after these have actually occurred. The tool that is used for this end is called
TNV prepare [39] which analyses train punctuality based on train detection data.
After the timetable has been calculated, it can not be made operational before a
number of closely related problems are solved. We will mention here the rolling stock
circulation problem, the crew planning problem and the shunting problem. For other
problems we refer to the overview paper of Huisman et al. [52]. A good paper describing
the rolling stock circulation problem, as it is being done by the NS, is written by Fioole et
al. [34]. The paper discusses the problem of assignment of rolling stock to the timetable
services when both arrival and departure times are known beforehand as well as the
expected number of passengers. The problem is formulated as a mixed integer problem
and is solved by CPLEX. On the other hand, crew planning is done by TURNI which is
based on a mathematical programming technique ([65], [1], [2], [122]). The term shunting
refers to the process of parking the rolling stock at a shunt yard. The corresponding
planning problem is referred to as a shunting problem. This problem is described by
Lentink et al. [73] and Schrijver et al. [108].
Above a very brief overview is given of the techniques that are used when designing
timetables in The Netherlands. Unfortunately, during the operation, delays can occur
which disturb the scheduled operation of trains and may lead to train conflicts. To resolve
these conflicts, the so-called TAD rules are generated. These rules are the result of a
negotiation process between different railway operators and ProRail where each operator
tries to optimize the situation for its own trains. The set of TAD rules are presented as
a guidebook to each dispatcher. Whenever a conflict occurs, the dispatcher looks up the
corresponding rule and applies it. More on TAD rules will be discussed in Chapter 8. An
interested reader can refer to Table 8.7 on page 144 where an example of these rules is
given.
In this section the way of working at the Dutch railways has been discussed. For the
tools and approaches used by other railway companies we refer to the technical overview
report of Barber et al. [10].

1.7

Literature overview

The dynamic conflict resolution problem, studied in this research, falls within the larger
group of problems that carry the name of Railway scheduling problems. These problems
have been extensively studied in the literature and are known to be NP-hard [35]. Excellent overviews are given by Assad [9], Cordeau [27], Törnquist [118] and D’Ariano [28].
In her overview paper, Törnquist has classified the relevant literature into three main
categories: Tactical scheduling, Operational scheduling and Rescheduling. The three categories have a lot in common but at the same time are very different. The Tactical
scheduling is very popular in Europe and involves generation of a timetable long before
it is applied in practice. Such a timetable is usually referred to as a Master schedule.
The generation of this schedule often takes several months. Thus, the models do not have
strict computational time limits. The scope of these models is often very global involving
very large networks. The objective is usually to find a feasible timetable that respects
a variety of constraints such as meeting the passenger and freight demand, taking into
account the availability of the fleet of rolling stock material, personnel and the capacity
of the infrastructure. A qualitatively good, conflict-free timetable is preferred here above
the computational speed of the underlying algorithms.
Operational scheduling is practised, among others, in North America and Australia
and has a much shorter time frame. The schedule is usually generated a couple of hours
to days prior to being put to operation. At this level more up-to-date information is
available. This way of working suits the accidental nature of operation of the freight
railway traffic. The models in this field of scheduling thus have a certain computational
time limit but not as strict as is the case with the models of Rescheduling.
While the Tactical and Operational scheduling involved constructing the timetable
from scratch, Rescheduling is done when train conflicts arise due to perturbations. In this
case, the time for solving the conflict is very limited and the objective of the model most
often involves minimisation of delays and/or restoring the initial timetable.
Since the purpose of this thesis is the on-line dynamic conflict resolution, the approaches of direct interest are the approaches describing Rescheduling. However, for the
reasons of literature integrity and since the models of both Tactical and Operational
scheduling aim at solving problems related to some extend to the Rescheduling problem, we will list these approaches as well. The reader not directly interested in these
approaches is advised to continue to Section 1.7.3.
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1.7.1

Tactical scheduling

With the tactical scheduling, the emphasis lays more on the quality of the timetable rather
than on the computational speed of the underlying algorithm. The quality of the timetable
is often measured by its robustness and reliability. The robustness of the timetable refers
to its resistance level against stochastic disturbances while the term reliability refers to
the level of train punctuality when the timetable is applied.
One of the first pioneers in this field is Szpigel. In his paper [116] he solves train
conflicts on a single track line by means of a Mixed Integer program. The line has a
number of meets and overtakes where the train order needs to be established. A Branch
and Bound algorithm is used to solve the model. Szpigel applies this model to a line
section in Brazil with an objective to minimize the weighted travel time of the trains.
The Mixed Integer formulation is adopted by Jovanovic [57] as well. By minimizing the
costs of tardiness the dispatching problem is solved where trains are running on a track line
consisting of both single and double track segments. In this approach the binary variables
are used to indicate the location of meeting point while the arrival and departure times
are represented by continuous variables. Later, this approach has been used for the SCAN
system by Jovanovic and Harker ([58],[59]). SCAN stands for SCheduled ANalysis and
is a decision support system that combines combinatorial optimization and simulation to
help decision makers construct robust schedules.
Chiang et al. [24] describe a knowledge-based railway scheduling system which is operational at the Taiwan Railway administration. The master scheduling plan is obtained
in two steps. In the first step a global schedule is obtained with an initial train diagram
by ignoring train conflicts. These conflicts are then solved by the local scheduler which is
advised by an embedded knowledge base.
Carey and Lockwood [22] propose a train dispatching model for a line consisting of
a number of stations and links based on a binary mixed integer problem formulation. It
supports traffic in one direction only but the speeds of the trains may vary. The model
is solved by means of a heuristic approach which first schedules each train individually
and then reschedules these initial schedules so that these fit together. The uni-directional
traffic assumption is relieved in the follow-up paper [17] where the author shows that the
approach is suitable for more general cases.
Brännlund et al. [13] estimate the value of running different types of services at specified times and use these estimates to obtain a schedule that maximizes the ‘profit’. A
Lagrangian relaxation approach is used to solve the general integer program. The approach relaxes the track capacity constraints. A priority based heuristic is then used to
find a feasible solution. Nou [93] extends the paper of Brännlund et al. and presents
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alternative approaches to generate feasible solutions.
Mackenzie [77] proposes two different approaches to solve the train time-tabling problem for complex networks. The first approach is based on a formulation of a large binaryprogramming problem which is solved by means of Lagrangian relaxation. The second
approach is heuristic in nature, which is based on a probabilistic search procedure. This
heuristic generates many alternative timetables then selects one which minimises the total delay. A comparable approach is proposed by Pudney and Wardop [101]. They too,
use a probabilistic search technique for generating timetables. By randomly perturbing
different data, many hundreds of different train schedules are generated. The algorithm
then selects the best schedule based on a total delay cost.
Caprara et al. ([15] and [16]) model the train scheduling problem as a linear integer
programming model and use graph theory to represent the problem. The nodes of the
graph represent the arrival and departure times. The model is solved by Lagrangian
relaxation and is applied to a real-world problem at the Italian railways.
Ingolitto et al. [55] present a constraint programming model and propose an algorithm
to reduce the search space. By assigning values to variables and verifying the constraints,
different solutions are obtained, each from a different subset of the search space. Then
the best one is chosen based on the least average traversal time. The proposed algorithm
is shown to be more efficient than the algorithms that search for one single solution in
a whole search space. Constraint programming is also used by Salido et al. [106] and
Abril et al. [4]. The authors divide the problem into a number of semi-independent subproblems to reduce the huge number of variables and constraints of the original problem.
The performance of sub-models is compared to that of the centralized original model. The
authors conclude that the decentralised model is more efficient and has a better behaviour
than the latter one.
Zhou and Zhong [136] use a multi-objective train scheduling problem and apply it
to a real-world problem where different types of trains with different speeds are running
on a double-track railway network. The objective is twofold: to minimize the scheduled
waiting times of the high-speed trains and to minimize the total travel time of all trains.
A branch and bound technique is then used to solve the model. In their follow-up paper
[137] the problem is generalized.
Oliveira [97] maps the single-track railway scheduling problem into a job shop scheduling problem and introduces some real-world constraints by means of the constraint programming. The objective is to minimize the total delay.
Serafini and Ukovich [112] introduce the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem which
can be used to construct periodic timetables. Schrijver and Steenbeek [107] introduce an
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approach that generates feasible periodic timetables for the Dutch railway network. Odijk
[95] uses a cutting plane algorithm based on the approach of Schrijver and Steenbeek and
applies it to a real-life situation of a modest, but yet non-trivial size. The algorithm turns
out to perform very well. A number of papers show how the Periodic Event Scheduling
Problem can be extended including the paper of Liebchen and Möhring [76] and Liebchen
[75] and the paper of Kroon and Peeters [67].
Goverde et al. [40] introduce the max-plus algebra as a mathematical model to generate
periodic timetables. The authors show that essential dynamic characteristics of the system
can be quantified including the minimal cycle time and critical circuits. This approach
can also be used to predict the propagation of the delays over the railway network. In
the subsequent paper (Goverde and Hansen [39]) the authors analyse the Dutch railway
operations and introduce the tool TNV-Prepare which filters and prepares train data
from log-files for the sake of the detailed statistical analysis. Another model to evaluate
timetables stability is proposed by Delorme et al. [32]. The model is based on a formulation
of a multi-objective combinatorial optimization set packing problem and is solved by
computing a shortest path on a graph. The approach has been tested in France on
the Pierrefitte-Gonesse junction and showed that significant gain in robustness of the
timetable can be obtained.

1.7.2

Operational scheduling

Operational scheduling is usually done a couple of hours to days from the moment the
schedule should be put to operation. As a result, in comparison to Tactical scheduling,
more up-to-date information is available and the algorithms have relatively strict time
limits.
Kraft [62] develops a dispatching rule which provides departure times, velocities of
trains in sections of the line and their stop times at the meeting and passing points. A
branch and bound procedure is used to find such a rule with an objective to minimize the
weighted sum of delays.
Kraay et al. [61] introduce a mathematical model which generates a schedule that lists
the arrival and departure times of the trains together with the speed that these trains
should run with to minimize the fuel consumption as well as the train delays. The problem
is formulated as a non-linear mixed integer program and solved by means of a branch and
bound technique. Another non-linear mixed integer program is proposed by Higgins et
al. [48] which incorporates lower and upper bounds on train speeds for each train on each
segment. The objective is to minimize the total train tardiness together with the fuel
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consumption.
Cai et al. [14] describe a heuristic algorithm that can be applied to a single track
system and that is in use at a major Asian railway system. The approach generates
feasible timetables in a short amount of time. It can incorporate additional constraints
and can be used in situations where a new train needs to be added to an existing timetable.
A number of approaches attempt to solve conflicts by doing both: setting the train order and re-routing of trains. Among these approaches is the model of Carey and Carville
[18]. The authors address the train platforming problem which assigns trains to time slots
and to platforms within complex stations. An algorithm with different search strategies
ensures that a feasible schedule is found within a reasonable time. In a parallel paper [19]
the authors test the reliability and robustness of the schedule by disturbing the arrival,
departure and dwell times in a simulation study. In [20] they extend the scheduling algorithm to a network of complex stations with single or multiple one-way lines in between.
Ghoseiri et al. [36] present a multi-objective optimization model for the passenger
train-scheduling problem on a railway network consisting of single and multiple tracks.
The objective of the model is lowering the fuel consumption together with the minimization of the total passenger travel time.
Semet and Schoenauer ([110], [111]) seek to reconstruct the original timetable after
being perturbed. In doing so, the authors try to minimize the accumulated delays by
adapting arrival and departure times and by reallocating the resources (tracks, routing
nodes). This is done by an algorithm that is based on a semi-greedy heuristic. The algorithm gradually reconstructs the original timetable by inserting one train after another.
By comparing the results of the algorithm to the results of the optimal solution obtained
from the integer programming solver (CPLEX), the authors conclude that the approach
is promising.
Isaai [56] presents a hybrid approach involving a simulated annealing and a constraintbased heuristic to generate a conflict-free timetable efficiently. First, a fairly good solution
is found with the heuristic. Then the algorithm is used to improve the solution quality.
This way, the exhaustive search is avoided and the possibility is reduced of being trapped
in a local optimum. The approach has been tested with real-life data from the Iranian
railway network.
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1.7.3

Rescheduling

Very little literature exists on Rescheduling. The issue has been addressed only recently
due to the complex nature of the problem and the very limited available computational
time. The different approaches that are described in the literature minimize delay propagation by setting the train order at crossing points.
Among these approaches is the model proposed by Adenso-Diaz et al. [5]. The authors
describe the on-line conflict resolution problem as a mixed integer programming model
and state that solving this problem by means of the Branch and Bound technique is
very time consuming. Instead, the authors propose a heuristic approach that intelligently
reduces the search space by elimination of certain branches that are considered to be
inferior. The approach is implemented at the Spanish national railway company where
the tool preselects the best resolution rules and presents them to a train dispatcher.
Törnquist and Persson [120] propose a two level procedure to resolve train conflicts.
The relaxation of the mixed integer linear problem is presented where a train that occupies
a block is referred to as an event. Ordered vectors link these events to trains and blocks
so that a chronological event list is stored at each block and at each train. The upper level
of the formulation determines the order of the trains on each block while the lower level
allocates start and end times for different events. The lower level is solved by means of
a Linear Programming model while two heuristics are presented to solve the upper level.
These are Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing. In a subsequent paper [119] the authors
extend the approach to the n-tracked networks and examine four strategies to solve the
model on a South traffic district in Sweden. They conclude that the choice of time horizon
has an obvious effect on problem size, that is, the longer time horizon, the more events
and trains are included and thus the more difficult it will be to find a conflict resolution
solution in a reasonable time frame. Allowing both re-routing and changing of train order
to resolve a conflict turns out to demand too much time. Instead, the authors suggest an
approximation strategy, which in most cases does well with respect to computational time
and solution quality. This strategy limits the number of train ‘swaps’ (train order changes
with respect to the original order) which speeds up the solution procedure significantly.
Rodriguez [103] presents a constraint programming model for real-time train scheduling at junctions. The model solves train conflicts by means of rerouteing and rescheduling.
A branch and bound procedure is used to solve the model. Different constraints bound
the search space so that the conflict resolution can take place in real-time. The model
has been tested on a problem set taken from a real case study on the Pierrefitte-Gonesse
node located in North of Paris. In his subsequent paper [104] the approach is extended
to situations were the traffic runs in two directions.
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Araya et al. [8] formulate the on-line scheduling problem as a 0-1 mixed integer programming problem which is solved in two steps. First a sub-optimal solution is obtained
by a heuristic approach. The branch and bound approach is then used to find the optimal solution. A number of experiments show the efficiency of the approach in terms of
computational time.
Another approach is to formulate the train conflict problem as a Job-Shop problem.
Here, the trains are jobs and the tracks are machines. The problem is then to find
the best assignment of the trains to the tracks so that the overall delay (or some other
optimization function) is minimized. Mascis and Pacciarelli [78] introduce blocking and
no-wait constraints to the Job-Shop scheduling problem and use an ‘Alternative graph’ to
solve it. Within the Alternative graph the nodes represent operations (the occupation of a
certain train on a certain block section) and the arcs represent relations between the nodes.
A relation can be either of type precedence relation indicating that an operation can not
start before the other or of type alternative relation. The latter consists of two conflicting
arcs. A solution is then feasible when only one arc is chosen from each alternative relation.
Blocking and no-wait constraints fit perfectly in the railway scheduling. With a blocking
constraint a job, that has completed its processing time on a machine, remains on it until
the next machine becomes available for processing. Thus the train is blocked when the
next track is occupied. Moreover, by introducing the no-wait constraint, no time is lost
between two subsequent operations, thus, when a train leaves one track, it simultaneously
enters the next one. Introducing these two constraints makes the problem computationally
more difficult than the case with unlimited buffers. The authors show that the existing
solution procedures are unlikely to produce feasible and qualitatively good solutions for
the blocking and no-wait job-shop problem. D’Ariano et al. [30] use this idea to solve train
conflicts within the perturbed timetable by minimizing the deviation from the original
timetable. The authors develop a truncated version of the branch and bound algorithm
to find near optimal solutions within short time limits. The approach has been tested
on a heavily congested area of the Dutch railway network and showed promising results.
The approach has been implemented in the decision support system ROMA [29].
Alternatively, the ideas of Mascis and Pacciarelli are adapted within the COMBINE
project ([98], [38]) and COMBINE 2 project [37]. The two projects aim at automation of
traffic management and have lead to the development of the traffic management system
(TMS) that resolves train conflicts in real-time. This system [80] consists of two modules.
The first is called the Conflict Detection and Resolution module where the conflicts are
solved by means of the alternative graph. The second module (Speed Profile Generator)
takes the order of trains that are the result of the first module and generates feasible
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speed profiles which are optimized with respect to energy consumption.
Yet another approach has been given by Ho et al. [49]. By means of dynamic programming a complex problem of finding the best order of trains to move through the junction
is decomposed into smaller sub-problems. When a conflict occurs, the algorithm is called
and the trains in the conflict area are taken into account. Only i trains from the n trains
that are found within the area are being considered. The idea behind this, is that considering all n trains is regarded to be redundant. Given the arrival distribution function,
a new arrival is expected to take place after i trains have managed to cross the junction.
New arrivals change the situation and make previous conflict resolution sub-optimal.
Vernazza and Zunino [125] propose a decentralized approach to resolve train conflicts
within a network. This way, the approach overcomes the difficulties found in the centralized approaches with respect to limited computational times. The approach is based on
a resource allocation technique where priority rules are applied to local control decisions.
The idea of distributed decision making has also been analysed by Lee and Gosh [72].
The authors describe a decentralized algorithm called RYNSORD and test its stability
through different perturbation scenarios. The algorithm appears to be strongly stable
with respect to perturbations on input traffic rate but unstable when permanent failures
occur on track segment and communication links.
Lamma et al. [68] propose a decentralized approach where local modules produce
dispatcher rules that obey a set of constraints. Some techniques are used to reduce the
search space of the sub-problems. The prototype model is tested on small and averagesized stations and show a potential of the approach. The subsequent paper [69] enhances
the model by removing some limitations.
Chiu et al. ([26], [25]) formulate the train rescheduling problem as a constraint satisfaction problem. The train rescheduling algorithm is based on a constraint propagation
approach which minimizes both the passenger delay and the number station visit modifications. In order to make the approach applicable for real-time purposes two heuristics
are presented to speed up the solution procedure. The authors verify the feasibility of the
approach by testing it on a real-life data.
Above a literature overview of the deterministic rescheduling models is presented.
The presented models formulate the problem as Mixed integer programming models, JobShop problems, a Dynamic programming formulation, some decentralized approaches and
constraint satisfaction problems. The models require large computational times so that
heuristic methods are used to obtain solutions within reasonable time frames. These
heuristics however do not guarantee the optimality of the solution. Moreover the solution
is only feasible within the current context. If the situation changes or the proposed sched-
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ule is not met the whole model needs to be recalculated. In the next section stochastic
approaches are discussed. These approaches attempt to model uncertainties which are
found in the real world (think of the running times, dwell times and other operations
which are often stochastic).

1.7.4

Stochastic approaches

Little literature describes stochastic approaches for railway scheduling even though the
incorporation of stochastic elements can lead to more robust schedules. In the real life, the
running times and dwell times are often subject to perturbations. Moreover, a temporary
unavailability of some resource due to maintenance or failure often leads to additional
delays.
The very few stochastic models that can be found in the literature are designed to
enhance the quality of the timetable while virtually no stochastic models can be found that
aim to solve train conflicts in real time. A good overview of the first type of stochastic
models is done by Hansen [43]. The author states that the timetables are based on
deterministic running, dwell and headway times and that the amount of time supplements
and margins found in the timetable is mainly based on rules of thumb and only seldomly
derived from statistical analysis. On the other hand, from an empirical analysis conducted
on train detection data at different Dutch railway stations it follows that the mean speed
of trains approaching a station is 10 to 20 % lower than the designed speed. Moreover,
the scheduled dwell times are also often exceeded. Absence of these stochastic elements
undermines the quality of the timetable. Two types of delays can be identified: the
scheduled waiting times and the non-scheduled waiting times. The first results from the
difference between the assumptions made during the planning and the actual conditions
during operation (e.g. overestimation of the possibilities of train characteristics or are the
result of rounding the arrival and departure times to meet the timetable). On the other
hand, the non-scheduled waiting times emerge from unforeseen events during operation.
The scheduled waiting times can be used as an indicator for the quality of the timetable.
In 1974, Schwanhäusser [109] uses the mean queue length as an estimation of the quality
of a timetable and develops a stochastic approach based on a M/D/1 model to estimate
the mean length of the queue. Later, Wakob [129] and Hertel [47] enhanced this model
by relaxing the assumption that the arrivals follow a Poisson process.
Wendler [130] extends the model to a three-train model of type G/G/1 and uses this
model to estimate the available time lags between the headway times. The obtained
model is used to model independent random requests for infrastructure capacity that
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are placed by different train operators and measure the scheduled waiting time that is
the result of the different train assignments. In another paper [131], Wendler presents an
approach predicting the scheduled waiting time by means of a M/SM/1/∞ queuing model
and uses this model to predict the quality measure for different bottlenecks. The SemiMarkovian service times arise from the fact that different train types require different
headway times (the minimal safety time required between two subsequent trains) while
the infinite waiting area implies that trains cannot be lost and will be served even when
heavily delayed.
Analysis of the total waiting times is also done by means of simulation tools. Among
these tools are RailSys [10], OpenTrack [10], SIMONE [85], STRESI and FRISO [86]
where the effect of primary delays can be studied within a detailed railway environment.
The first three tools are macro simulation tools which model huge networks. Different type
of delays are introduced by means of dwell time, arrival and departure time disturbances.
The conflicts are solved either by FCFS principle or by means of deterministic rules.
FRISO is a micro-simulation tool which has a very high detail of railway infrastructure,
signalling system and train dynamics. As a conflict resolution mechanism, FRISO uses
FCFS, deterministic rules or can be connected to some external conflict resolution system.
Another tool called ANKE is developed at RWTH Aachen [121] which makes estimations
for the scheduled and unscheduled waiting times.
A probabilistic model is given by Yuan and Hansen [135] which models running times,
arrival and departure times as well as dwell times as stochastic variables. The Stieltjes
convolution of individual independent distributions is then used to solve the model. The
model has been validated by comparing the different values to the track occupation and
release data recorded at The Hague HS station.
Another approach is based on a Periodic Event Scheduling Problem which has been
developed by Vromans [128]. The author introduces exogenous disturbances and monitors
the propagation of the resulting delay. The linear programming model then minimises the
mean arrival delay over all runs by optimally allocating time supplements along the line.
The approach is applied to the line section Haarlem-Maastricht where the author states
that the punctuality can be risen significantly by allocating time supplements differently.
Huisman and Boucherie [53] present a queueing model that captures both scheduled
and unscheduled train movements and investigates the delays that emerge from the fast
trains catching up with the slow ones on a single track line. A system of linear differential
equations is used to obtain running time distributions for each train service. In another
paper, Huisman et al. [54] look at the situation where the timetables are not yet known
and propose a solvable queueing network model to obtain closed form expressions for
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mean delays. This way, new network designs and capacity expansions can be evaluated
for which no timetables exist yet.
Carey and Kwiecinski [21] develop a simple stochastic model to approximate the knockon delays that arise on n-track lines as a result of fast trains catching up with the slower
ones. The model is tested by a stochastic simulation where interactions between trains
are modelled. The authors state that the found relation can be used to enhance train
planning models and increase the quality of the timetables that often ignore knock-on
delays.
Another model estimating the knock-on delays is proposed by Yuan [133]. The analytical probability model predicts the train punctuality at stations by taking into account
dwell times, stochastic interdependencies between train movements, speed fluctuations
and the dynamic delay propagation.
Stochastic approaches for the purposes of the real-time Rescheduling are rare. Among
these, is the approach proposed by Sahin [105]. Sahin has analysed dispatchers’ decision
processes while resolving a train conflict and has identified four factors that the dispatchers consider prior to deciding which conflicting train to stop. He then constructed a
heuristic algorithm for a single-track line that detects the trains involved in the conflict
and applies a look-ahead method to find out the best resolution. The method stops each
train sequentially and calculates the consequences. At scheduled points, the expected
arrival time of every train is calculated by considering their potential conflicts and associated average delays. The algorithm then selects the train order which minimizes the
sum of the deviation from the expected arrival times. Furthermore, the author presents
a multi-attribute choice algorithm that should help dispatchers determine the dynamic
priorities.
Cheng [23] models the train traffic rescheduling problem as a resource-constrained
problem. The focus of the paper is solely the crossover conflict situations where trains
cross each others paths only for a short amount of time and continue their movement in
different directions. The paper discusses an innovative simulation approach which is faster
in detecting conflict situations than is the case with plain event-driven simulation. The
approach, which the author refers to as a Hybrid simulation approach is a combination
of the network-based simulation and the event-driven simulation. Train traffic behaviour
is expressed by the weighted directed network where arrival and departure events are
represented as nodes and different constraints as arcs. Resource conflicts are represented
by disjunctive arcs, i.e. two nodes connected with two arcs pointing in different direction.
The presented algorithm solves the conflicts by selecting one of these arcs so that the
total train delay is minimized.
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A different approach is proposed by Medanic and Dorfman ([81],[82],[83]). The authors

use dynamic systems to dynamically reschedule trains. The problem is formulated as a
discrete-event dynamic system where the events are the arrival times of trains at the
so-called meet and pass nodes where trains can overtake each other. The conflicts are
solved in two stages: First in train optimization stage, one determines optimal pacing
velocities for each train in each section with respect to energy consumption. Then in the
scheduling stage, the average pacing velocities computed in the first stage are used to find
the best train order. This decomposition method preserves the minimal energy costs while
determining a feasible time-efficient schedule. The train order is determined by a set of
rules which give the train the right of way if it is the first one to reach the next meet and
pass node. The same holds for the bi-directional situations where the conflicting trains
are located at two different nodes and want to run towards each other. In this case, the
fastest train will get the right of way. In their subsequent paper [84], the authors extend
the model by introducing double tracks to the network and allowing for train priorities.
A conflict involving a priority train will be solved by giving this train the right of way.
The authors state that the presented approach is less sensible to perturbations than the
approaches based on mixed integer programming where the whole solution needs to be
recalculated when the trains do not keep up with the previously recalculated schedule. Li
et al. [74] have improved the model of Medanic and Dofrman by introducing an improved
simulation method and making use of more global information. This global information
should lead to less conflicts later on. The idea is that given the current position of all
the trains moving on the route of the train, the current conflict should be resolved as to
minimize the possibility of future conflicts.

1.7.5

Other related models

Railway scheduling problems have many similarities to problems encountered in airline
scheduling (Wendler [131]). Wendler observes that the time needed for trains to cross a
junction can be modelled as semi-Markovian service times. The term ‘semi’ refers here
to the fact that slow trains need more time to cross the junction than fast trains. The
same principle can be found in airlines when modelling the landing of an aircraft. Due
to turbulence, the landing aircrafts must be separated in time. The size of the aircraft
influences the magnitude of the turbulence and thus the minimum separation times.
Excelent overviews of approaches addressing airline scheduling problems can be found
in papers of Odoni [96] and Beasley et al. [11]. Other interesting contributions are made
by [113],[70],[12],[79],[115],[3] and [60].
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Final remarks

Above an extensive literature study has been given. Both off-line scheduling (Tactical
and Operational scheduling) and on-line scheduling (i.e. Rescheduling) models have been
discussed. Most of the models are deterministic and only a few are stochastic in nature.
The deterministic models do not account for the uncertainties that are present in reality
and treat various operations (e.g. running times, dwell times etc.) as being deterministic.
Goverde et al. [41] has analysed the realization data at the Eindhoven station in The
Netherlands and concluded that the time prolongations of different railway processes
fit well to exponential distributions. The same conclusion is drawn by Yuan [134] who
analysed another Dutch station: The Hague HS. Moreover, the deterministic models make
use of the rolling horizon and do not take into account the trains that fall outside the
scope even though current decisions may have direct impact on these trains (e.g. stopping
a train in favour of traffic from another direction has consequences to trains behind it).
Another drawback of deterministic models is that the conflict is resolved by generating a
feasible schedule. When however due to some perturbation or other unforeseen event the
schedule can not be met, the whole schedule should be recalculated.
On the other hand, stochastic models that are found in the literature are mostly meant
for improvement of timetable quality and not for dynamic Rescheduling. The very few
stochastic Rescheduling models have only limited optimization capacities. The resolution
methods are often a set of basic rules which consider only a few factors that influence the
optimal strategy. One of the factors that we miss in all of the approaches is the fact that
the conflict resolution has a direct consequence to the trains that are running behind the
conflicting trains and will be affected indirectly by the decisions taken. In dense networks
as the network of The Netherlands, stopping a train on a heavily used track will have a
huge impact on the situation later on. In our view, the usage intensity of the tracks is
an underestimated factor and we therefore want to look into new techniques where such
a factor is an integrated and implicit part of the model.
In this thesis we examine the possibility of using the technique of semi-Markovian
decision processes for dynamic conflict resolution. In this approach the stochastic elements
are combined with the dynamic programming idea of solving a complex problem in stages.
The SMD-algorithm takes future arrivals into account by means of stochastic arrival
information. Moreover, the trains that have already passed the conflict site are included
in the state space. These trains influence the future decisions in the sense that when a
slow train is directly behind the conflict site, sending a fast train first has only a limited
advantage. To our knowledge, this approach has never been used for railway conflicts
before.
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We will show that this approach is powerful enough to incorporate important elements

that shape up the optimal decision strategy while keeping the model small enough for
practical applications.

1.8

The Semi-Markovian Decision technique

As stated, the purpose of this thesis is to examine the possibility of using the so-called
Semi-Markovian Decision-technique (in short SMD) to tackle train conflict problems.
In this section we will explain the SMD-technique, outline its basics and present some
terminology that will be used in later chapters. For a more extensive discussion of this
theory we refer to text books such as Puterman [102] and Tijms [117].
Semi-Markovian Decision processes are used to analyse dynamic systems, where present
decisions can affect future situations and future decisions. The situation at railways is
exactly that. The system is constantly in motion and since the trains can overtake each
other at a limited number of places only, the train order, which is the result of the decisions
made at a certain point in time, affects the system for a long time.

1.8.1

Introduction to SMD

The Semi-Markovian Decision process is a mathematical technique which is suitable for
situations where decisions need to be taken within a dynamic system. The decision (or
action) to be taken depends on a situation (i.e. state) the system is currently in. When
a decision is taken, the system changes from one state into another. The time needed for
this change is stochastic and depends on the current state and the selected action. During
this time, a number of uncertain events can take place resulting in a range of possible
new states, each occurring with a certain probability. Thus, the system evolves from one
state into another as a result of the selected action and the sequence of stochastic events.
The time between two decisions will be called a slot. Each decision involves (expected)
direct costs which depend on the decision, the state at the start of the slot and on the
length of the slot (sometimes, the models are formulated in terms of rewards instead of
the costs which in essence are negative costs). The objective of the model is to minimize
the costs over a finite horizon or in case of an infinite horizon, minimize the average costs
per time unit. An alternative model, not discussed here, is to discount future costs and
to minimize the total expected discounted costs.
The SMD model description requires the specification of the following components:
States, decisions, transitions and costs. In what follows we will discuss each component
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in more detail.
States Markovian systems are characterized by being memoryless. That is, having
knowledge about previously visited states does not provide additional information and
does not change the way the system evolves from state to state, nor does it influence
the process of decision making. Thus, it is enough to describe the state by the current
situation only.
In the problem description that we will be using in this thesis, the natural state
description will be a vector. Let variables x1 , x2 up to xn together define the current
state then the state of the system is represented by the vector x = (x1 , · · · , xn ) where
each xi ∈ Xi .
All states together form the state space which in this case is defined by X =

Qn
i=1

Xi .

It is an infinitely countable space which is often truncated to obtain a finite one for
computational purposes.
Decisions Each time slot a decision a is taken. This decision takes place at the beginning of the slot. An alternative, which will not be discussed here, is to take decisions
at the end of the slot. Let A be the set of possible decisions then a ∈ A. States may
have a constrained decision space, leading to a state dependent decision space A(x) where
A(x) ⊂ A. Some model settings allow for multiple decisions to be taken simultaneously.
In such systems, the decisions will be multi-dimensional.
Transitions Each decision takes some time to complete. The transition time depends
on the state at the beginning of the slot and on the selected decision and has a mean
τ (x, a). During this time, one or more (stochastic) events can occur which result in a
number of possible future states x0 , each with probability paxx0 .
Direct costs If decision a is taken in state x and results in new state x0 , then direct
costs c(x, a, x0 ) are incurred per time unit. The total costs of such a transition is thus
equal to c(x, a, x0 ) multiplied by the length of transition time τ (x, a). As state x can
lead to different states x0 , usually the expected direct costs C(x, a) are computed. These
expected costs depend on the state at the beginning of the slot x, the selected action a
and on the transition probabilities paxx0 :
C(x, a) =

X
x0

c(x, a, x0 ) · τ (x, a) · paxx0
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1.8.2

Solving the SMD model

To solve the Semi-Markovian decision model, one needs to transform it to a standard
Markovian Decision Problem (MDP) for which good numerical solution techniques exist.
The difference between the two is that the latter model has fixed slot lengths. As a result
both costs and transition probabilities are no longer slot length dependent.
To transform the model, define the minimal slot length variable τ to be minx,a τ (x, a)
and resize the costs and transition probabilities by multiplying both by the factor

τ
.
τ (x,a)

Since τ is equal to the minimal value of τ (x, a), many of the original transitions require
more than τ time units. For this reason, some artificial transition probability mass is
added for the transition from state x to x equal to paxx = 1 −

τ
.
τ (x,a)

Now, the MDP can be solved by one of the three solution techniques: Value iteration
(or Successive approximation), Policy iteration and Linear Programming. In this thesis
we will use the Value iteration technique to solve the models. The choice for this solution
technique has been affected by the fact that the computational complexity of the Value
iteration algorithm is O(|A| · |X |2 ) while that of the policy iteration is O(|X |3 ). In the
models that we will be constructing, the |A| is very limited in comparison to the |X |.
Moreover, the lack of convincing results of the linear programming technique, found in
the literature, has drove our decision towards the Value iteration technique. Thus in
the remainder of this section we will confine ourselves to the discussion about the Value
iteration technique. Moreover, we will discuss here only the aperiodic case with infinite
horizon. For the reader interested in periodic solutions, finite horizons, Policy iteration
or Linear Programming solution techniques we refer to Tijms [117] and Puterman [102].
Let Vn (x) be the value function which represents the total expected costs over the n
slots when starting in state x. The Value iteration algorithm runs as follows:
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Value iteration algorithm

Step 1

Set n = 0; V0 (x) = 0 ∀x ∈ X and
define ² to be a very small number compared to C(x, a)

Step 2

n = n + 1; compute for all ∀x ∈ X :
Ã

Vn+1 (x) = mina∈A(x)

τ
C(x, a) +
τ (x, a)
X
τ
p(x, a, x0 )Vn (x0 ) +
τ (x, a) x0
!
τ
(1 −
)Vn (x)
τ (x, a)

(1.8.1)

and store a minimizing action a where π(x) = a
Step 3

Compute bounds:
Un+1 = maxx [Vn+1 (x) − Vn (x)] and
Ln+1 = minx [Vn+1 (x) − Vn (x)]

Step 4

stop if span(Vn+1 − Vn ) = Un+1 − Ln+1 < ²
else go back to step 2.

The algorithm starts by setting n = 0 and V0 (x) = 0 for all x ∈ X . Then by
incrementing n, the recursive function (1.8.2) is computed for each x ∈ X . The minimizing
action a is then stored in vector π(x) = a for each state x. The algorithm stops if the
span(Vn+1 − Vn ) is smaller than some pre-specified small number ².
When the algorithm stops then π is a nearly optimal stationary policy, i.e. the one
that minimizes the long-run average costs g π which are approximated by

Ln+1 +Un+1
2

and

are ² close to the optimal average costs g ∗ , i.e. g π − g ∗ < ².
Each iteration of the value iteration algorithm has a computational complexity of
O(|A| · |X |2 ). This is due to the fact that at each step |X | states are considered where
a maximum of |A| decisions are evaluated. Each state-action pair (x, a) may lead to at
most |X | future states.
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1.8.3

SMD as an application for railways

In our research on dynamic delay management at railways, we translate the railway situation into the SMD model. The model we use, focuses on dynamic conflict resolution
and thus will try to resolve the conflicts and optimize the situation with respect to some
kind of objective function.
A typical conflict situation can be described as a junction consisting of two parts. The
first part is a set of tracks where the trains arrive at. These tracks will be referred to as
arrival tracks. The second part consists of the track that the trains move to after crossing
the junction and will be referred to as destination track. Throughout the thesis we will
examine the models where the second part consists of exactly one single track. We will
show that this model can already be applied to a variety of cases. In the last chapter we
will discuss how the model can be extended to cases where the second part consists of
more tracks.
Each track of the junction has a certain length and is divided into smaller blocks where
only one train can run at the same time. We will refer to a junction as being a system.
The state of the system will be described by the position of the trains and their types.
Also their speed and direction of movement is part of the description. The decision is
then fairy simple and will give the right of way to a train from one of the arrival tracks.
By far the most challenging part is the modelling of transitions. This part is not
straightforward and various choices need to be made. After the decision has taken place,
a number of changes occur. First of all, if the decision gives some train the right to cross
the junction, then the train will need some time to approach the junction, cross it and
clear it for the following train. In the meantime, the junction is blocked for the rest of
the traffic. This time period is the slot time, mentioned in the previous section. At the
end of this slot time, the trains on the destination track have changed their position, the
train with permission has crossed the junction, the speeds of the trains on the rest of the
arrival tracks are likely to be affected (due to the blocked junction) and new arrivals have
entered the arrival tracks. Trains on the destination track run with different speeds but
can not overtake each other. Therefore their speed depends on the speed of the preceding
trains and the distance towards them. Moreover, there is a minimal safety interval that
the trains should obey. All these factors will lead to a fairly complex transition structure
which depends on the state at the beginning of the slot, the selected decision and on the
length of the slot.
Another modelling aspect concerns the arrival process of trains. The primary goal
of the model is to capture railway systems where no timetables are used. Such systems
are likely to be implemented in the future. The SMD model will thus not hold any
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information about timetables and will assume train arrivals to follow a Poisson process.
This assumption is a simplification of the railway situation but does approximate it to
some extent. Moreover, the approximation tends to fit better when the number of trains
increases. Also the model allows for different arrival processes that can be modelled
as a Phase type process which is a less chaotic arrival process and may be a better
approximation than the Poisson process.
While the assumption that the arrivals are chaotic does not hold for the present day
situation where timetables are a common practice, we would still like to test the approach
within such an environment and compare its performance to the TAD rules which are
used by ProRail nowadays. Due to the delays within the railway network, the arrivals are
stochastic to some extent. Moreover, since our model captures a number of important
factors which influence a dynamic conflict resolution strategy we expect the model to
perform quite well in practice.

1.9

Main goals

Throughout the previous sections the goals of the thesis have already been mentioned. In
this section we would like to summarize them. The main goal of the thesis is to examine the
possibility of using the Semi-Markovian decision technique for dynamic conflict resolutions
at railways. As pointed out by Vromans [128], due to interdependencies at the railway
network the large part of delays are knock-on delays which are transmitted from one train
onto other. This occurs primarily at the junctions and at the track sections behind these
junctions when a fast train catches up with a slower one. The goal of our research is to
optimize the situation at junctions and taking into consideration the tracks behind them.
Currently the timetables are widely used in the railway world. Unfortunately these
timetables are not always met which sometimes leads to perturbed timetables. In addition, there is a tendency, at least in The Netherlands, to increase the number of trains
substantially and move towards a timetable free environment. The idea of our research
is to construct a model that is applicable for both timetable and timetable-free environments.
The second goal is to examine whether the technique is promising when compared to
the so-called TAD rules, the conflict resolution method used by ProRail nowadays. For
this, we will look whether the SMD rules yield better results in terms of train punctuality
than the TAD rules and whether the rules themselves are as clear and easy to comprehend
as the TAD rules. The latter is important as the rules are applied by train dispatchers
that need to understand the rules they use.
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1.10

Thesis outline

In this chapter we have introduced the main goals of the thesis and have placed the
research in a broader context. We gave the practical motivation and briefly explained the
current way of working at Dutch railways. A literature study has been conducted and the
standard Semi-Markovian Decision (SMD) theory explained.
The purpose of the next chapter (Chapter 2) will be to address a number of model
preliminaries. The goal of the thesis is to optimize the situation around junctions. Thus
in Chapter 2 we will be talking about the elements which are common to different type of
junctions and will discuss the ways in which these elements can be modelled. A number
of modelling choices will be explained and some concepts, which are used throughout the
thesis, will be outlined.
In Chapter 3 we will show in detail how a simple junction can be modelled with
the SMD technique. At this type of junction, trains from different directions meet and
share the same infrastructure from that point onwards for some time. It then needs to be
decided which train to give the right of way. This type of junctions is the most common at
the railways. Each element of the model (states, decisions, costs etc.) will be thoroughly
explained. Special attention will be given to the element Transitions, which is by far the
most challenging part to model. Also the state space reduction technique and the model
complexity will be reviewed.
In Chapter 4 the model of the previous chapter will be solved for different scenarios
in order to study the structure of the solution and examine its performance. The solution
of the model is a conflict resolution strategy, which we will call the SMD strategy. By
means of the simulation technique the performance of the SMD strategy is compared to
that of a number of other strategies. We will examine the differences and explain why
the SMD strategy performs well.
Then in Chapter 5 we will show how the model can be extended by introducing
bidirectional traffic. The major difference arises from the fact that some track segments,
when occupied, are blocked for the traffic coming from the opposite direction. We will
show that this requires only slight changes to the existing model and will then compare
the performance of the bidirectional model to that of other strategies.
The models addressed earlier are intuitive but have a drawback of having a large state
space. A smaller state space leads to compact models which are easier to compute. As
a result, more complex situations can be analysed. Another reason for looking for model
enhancements is that the model of the previous chapters does not fully support the socalled Headway concept which states that the trains need to be separated in time by a
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certain interval. The model of Chapters 3 - 5 respects this concept at the beginning and
the end of each track but can violate it halfway through the tracks. In Chapter 6 we will
therefore introduce a more compact way of modelling to correct the inefficiency of the
earlier model. Furthermore, the new model will always be consistent with the Headway
concept.
In the previous chapters only isolated junctions were examined. As the railway network
is a collection of junctions where interdependencies arise, we will examine in Chapter 7
different network settings and we will show how the network can be divided into a number
of sub-areas. For this, the concept of the junction scope will be introduced and we will
show how the SMD model can be constructed for each of the sub-areas. By means of
simulation, the performance of the local SMD strategies is studied and the results viewed
at the level of the network. The performance of the strategy is compared to that of other
strategies.
Up to this point, only theoretical junctions have been considered. In Chapter 8,
we shift our attention to a real-life situation. The first aim of the chapter is to examine
whether the complexity of the real-life situation can be modelled with the SMD approach.
The second purpose is to examine whether the SMD approach, which has been primarily
designed for a timetable-free situation, performs well within the timetable environment.
In cooperation with ProRail a test case has been selected which involves a complex line
segment where delays frequently arise and innovative techniques are needed to handle train
conflicts. In this chapter we will show how to tailor the SMD-approach to model these
complex railway hubs and we will compare the results of the decisions of our approach to
those of other strategies. A strategy of a particular interest is the so-called TAD-strategy.
This is the conflict resolution strategy which is currently being used by ProRail. Thus the
questions to be answered are whether the SMD strategy can be used within a situation
where timetables are used and whether the model can be used as an effective substitute
of the TAD strategy.
The dissertation will be concluded with an epilogue, highlighting the possibilities and
the limitations of our approach and addressing some possible future research areas.

Chapter 2
Model preliminaries
In this chapter we will introduce some model preliminaries that will be useful for the
remainder of the thesis. Also, some important modelling choices that are of influence on
the remainder of the thesis are the subject of this chapter. As we have pointed out in
the previous chapter, the goal of the research is optimizing the situation at junctions. In
order to model railway junctions correctly we first need to understand what the typical
junction looks like. This will be done in Section 2.1. Afterwards we will introduce the
SMD-railway framework which will form the basis for the models of subsequent chapters.
Here, some important ideas are presented and some concepts are outlined.

2.1

A typical junction

At a typical junction several railway routes converge. This implies a physical connection
between the tracks of these routes. Trains that run on these converging routes share at
least a small portion of the track with trains from other routes. We will call the tracks,
from which the trains arrive at the junction, arrival tracks and the track which is shared
with trains from other routes the destination track. Sometimes the destination track is
used in both directions. In that case the track is called a bi-directional destination track.
In the real world signals are found towards the end of every arrival track. These signals
regulate the train traffic through the junction and ensure that only one train can cross
the junction at a time. This way collisions are prevented. Thus, at most one signal at
a time can show green, the rest of the signals at the same junction will show red. The
notion of signals is part of the safety system currently being used. It is possible that in
the future these signals will be replaced by other safety measures. In our model we will
use a so-called speed indicator that can be regarded as the signal color but in our model
provides us with more detailed information: the train speed on a track. More on this will
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be presented in Section 2.2.
In reality, the railway tracks are divided into smaller pieces, which are called blocks.
Within each block only one train is allowed to be at the same time. The length, the
position and the number of the blocks are defined by the safety system being used. Current
safety systems use so-called fixed blocks which are physically separated by signals or other
hardware units. The block length is set in such a manner as to be sure that all trains
have enough time to come to a stand still at the end of the block if this is necessary.
In the future, new safety systems are likely to be implemented. These systems allow for
a better usage of the available capacity. One such system is the so-called Moving block
safety system (e.g. [98], [38]). This system does not make use of signals, which are actually
inherent to the current safety system, but instead keeps track of the position of every train
on the railways. Each train reserves some space in front of itself. This reserved space
moves along with the train. Hence the name: Moving block safety system.
When a train crosses the junction, the signal changes to red for all other arrival tracks.
The trains on these tracks will need to adjust their speeds or even come to a stand still
while waiting for the junction to be cleared. When a train gets the green signal, the train
has to accelerate to its desired speed again. Thus trains get delayed by the amount of
time they wait for the signal to turn green and by the amount of time they lose when
accelerating to their desired speeds again. This acceleration time depends on the speed
the train decelerated to, the type of the train, the number of carriages and, particularly
in case of freight trains, the type of the locomotive and the mass of the train.
As trains can not stop immediately, the trains should claim the junction beforehand.
Thus the junction is blocked for other trains for the time the claiming train needs to get
to the junction, cross it and clear the junction.
Trains can overtake each other only at a limited number of locations. So when a
train order is set at the junction and the trains run behind each other, the trains will
move in that order for quite some time. If a train catches up with its predecessor on
the destination track, the train has to adjust its speed to that of the predecessor and to
respect the minimal distance of one block. This continues until a double track is reached
where trains may overtake each other, or until the predecessor train branches off into
another direction.

2.2

The SMD railway framework

To facilitate our research on dynamic delay management at railways, a framework will
be built which is based on the Semi-Markovian decision technique. This framework will
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be used in later chapters to construct SMD models which meet characteristics of specific
railway junctions. In this section we will introduce this framework and will describe the
different aspects of it.
As stated, a junction will be divided into two parts, the arrival tracks and the destination track. We will begin by addressing the arrival tracks in Section 2.2.1. We will
explain how these tracks are modelled. Then, in Section 2.2.2 we will explain the arrival
process which is used to model train arrivals to the arrival tracks. Next in Section 2.2.3
we will explain how the trains cross the arrival track to enter the destination track and
why we can jump in time to the next decision moment. During this time jump the state
on the destination track changes. To reflect this change we will first explain the different
alternatives to model the destination track (Section 2.2.4) and will explain their advantages and disadvantages. Then we will explain how the destination track is discretized
and divided into a number of blocks. In Section 2.2.5 we will sum up the different functions of these blocks and will explain in Section 2.2.7 how the movement of trains on the
destination track is modelled. In Section 2.2.6 we will discuss how the headway, which
is the minimal safety time between trains, is incorporated into the model. Finally the
concept of Externality costs is explained in Section 2.2.8.

2.2.1

Arrival track

The arrival tracks are the tracks where the trains enter the junction. The trains enter the
arrival track and thus enter the scope of the model whenever they approach the junction
and the request is sent to the train dispatcher to claim the junction. In practice, this
request can be granted or dismissed by a train dispatcher depending on the specified rules
being used.
The arrival tracks will be modelled as queues, i.e. the positions of the trains on the
track will not be part of the state description. Only the number of trains in front of the
junction, their order in the queue and their type are registered. This way the state space
(the size of the problem) remains manageable while the most relevant information about
the trains is still available.
The signals, that in real life are found at the end of the arrival tracks, are not part of
the model. Instead, the speed indicators are used. The speed indicator is a code which
provides us with the information about the speeds of the trains on that track. In the
most basic case the code has only two values, 0 and 1 with:
• 1 meaning that the trains on that track are running according to their speed profile
and do not experience any hindrance from trains of other directions.
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• 0 meaning that the trains on that track are standing still in order to let one or more
trains from other directions cross the junction first.
The speed indicator can be extended by other values indicating that the trains on that

track are experiencing some hindrance and thus are running slowly. In fact, the number
of speed indicator values is free to specify, but of course, this number does influence the
size of the state space and by this the complexity of the problem to be solved. In real life
the speed indicator values can be related to the color of the signal being it green, yellow,
red or some blinking variations that indicate that the train may proceed but with some
limited speed.

2.2.2

The arrival process of trains

Nowadays, using timetables is the common practice at railways. Trains are scheduled
very accurately so that if there would be no disturbances at all, there would be no delays
and no conflicts. However, most trains are not exactly on schedule and this results in
fairly frequent conflicts. It is expected that the traffic intensity will be increased in the
future. In an already dense network as that of The Netherlands, preserving the timetables
may become unsustainable. In Section 1.2 we have discussed the ambitions of the Dutch
government to head in the direction of the timetable-free operation and mentioned the
pilot study which has already been conducted where on a busy corridor the number of
trains has been raised to study the feasibility of such a concept.
As has been stated in Section 1.2, the operation will not entirely be timetable-free since
the trains will likely be scheduled to be separated in time with more or less equal intervals
in-between. But due to the high frequency and delays one may speak of a timetable-free
operation. As a direct consequence of the new situation, the train arrival times will be
more random than is the case nowadays.
In our approach we will assume train arrivals to follow a Poisson process, however
the actual process will be slightly less random due to the incorporation of the minimal
allowable time between two subsequent trains. The assumption of Poisson arrivals is an
approximation for the timetable-free case sketched above but due to the high frequency
of operation and the delays, we believe that this approximation will be quite well. Nevertheless, it is possible to incorporate a less chaotic random process into the model by
using the phase type arrival process. We will discuss the required changes to the model
in Chapter 9 but for now we will stick to the Poisson process.
The arrival process, that we use in our research, is the one that we call the HP-process.
This process combines the idea that, by regulation, the trains are separated in time from
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each other with the idea of Poisson arrivals. This way, the HP-process will be a better
model for the actual arrival process than the standard Poisson process. The process is
constructed in the following way.
Let random variable I be Poisson distributed with mean λ, and let it represent the
number of train arrivals within a given time interval τ . Then, the probability of exactly
i arrivals within time interval τ is denoted by

P τ [I = i] = Pλ (i) =

λi −λ
e
i!

(2.2.1)

Let N represent the maximum number of arrivals that can occur within the time interval τ ) when the minimal headway between trains is considered. Then we can construct
the truncated Poisson distribution as being

PλN (i) =

λi −λ
e
∀i < N
i!

(2.2.2)

and for i = N we have

PλN (i)

=1−

N
−1
X

Pλ (j)

(2.2.3)

j=0

The mean of the truncated Poisson process is different from that of the original Poisson
process. Nevertheless, we wish our arrival HP process to match the original Poisson arrival
rate λ. Therefore a correction is required. Let µ represent the mean of the truncated
Poisson process, that is

µ=

N
X

jPλN (j)

(2.2.4)

j=0

then we can define the HP-process as:

P̄λ (i) =

λ N
P (i) ∀0 < i ≤ N
µ λ

(2.2.5)

and

P̄λ (0) = 1 −

N
X
i=1

P̄λ (i)

(2.2.6)
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Note that theoretically Equation (2.2.6) could result in a negative P̄λ (0). The reason

for this is the value of µ being too low when compared to the value of λ. The latter is the
case when N is chosen too low. For practical instances this is however not the case; In
the model, λ depends on the time interval τ (x, a) (see next Section) and given this time
interval the maximum number of arrivals N is defined as d τ (x,a)
e1 where h is the minimal
h
headway due to regulation. This definition of N not only makes sense but turns out to
result in a legitimate HP-process (the one where all probabilities are between 0 and 1). If
for any reason, for some specific problem instance, the above definition of N does violate
the legitimacy of the HP-process, then the value of N should be increased.
In practice h can be dependent on the pair of trains, e.g. two passenger trains may
have a different safety gap than two freight trains. In this case we set h to be the smallest
headway.

2.2.3

Time jumps and train movement on arrival tracks

There are different train types that arrive at the arrival tracks. Every train type has its
own characteristics. Some are fast, some are slow, some have large masses making the
train a slow accelerator. These train types approach and cross the junction with different
speeds. When a certain train approaches the junction and receives permission to cross
it (i.e. the decision is taken to let this train cross the junction),the train will need some
time to cross the junction and clear it for other trains. During this time, the junction is
blocked for other trains. In the mean time, no decision can take place, the time can then
be advanced to the next decision moment. We will call this advance in time the time
jump, and will denote it by τ (x, a). This time depends on state x and on decision a. The
time jump reflects the following events:

• The approach time of the train: The stretch of time between the moment the train
arrives at the arrival track and the time it reaches the crossing. This time interval
depends on the speed of the train and, in case of accelerating, on its acceleration
rate.
• The junction clearance time: the time the train needs to clear the junction and
make it available for other trains. This is typically the time needed for the rear
of the train to clear the junction which again depends on the train speed and its
acceleration.
1

The notation d τ (x,a)
h e indicates that

τ (x,a)
h

is rounded up to the first integer value.
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• Headway time: The safety margin between two subsequent trains, which may depend on their train type.
• Time that is needed for the first block on the destination track to be cleared by the
predecessor train. Since only one train can occupy a block simultaneously, the first
block of the destination track needs to be made available.
Note, that the immediate consequence of these events is that the time jump is at least
equal to the value of the headway and there is also some relation between the minimum
value of the time jump and the time the last train on the destination track needs to make
some space for the next train.
If there are no trains to cross the junction, then the time jump in the model is taken
to be the headway time. Alternatively, the time can be advanced up to the moment of
the next arrival. The latter is however not suitable for practical reasons. The former
modelling choice limits the number of possible different values of time jumps which in its
turn limits the number of states significantly.

2.2.4

Destination track

A conflict occurs whenever two or more trains want to claim the same infrastructure at
more or less the same time. Thus, there is a certain track that these trains share. We call
this track the destination track.
There are some choices to be made when considering the modelling of this track, but
let us first recall why it is so important to take this track into consideration in the first
place. The reason for this, is the fact that trains affect each other not only while crossing
the junction but also after that, on the track these trains share together. Thus, the length
of the track should represent the length of the railway segment where the trains can hinder
each other. Note, that when the trains only cross each others’ path at the junction and
do not share any infrastructure after that, this can be modelled as a destination track of
length zero. Moreover, the trains on the track can also affect the trains that are yet to
enter the track and thus may influence the conflict resolution strategy.
Thus, somehow, we need to keep track of the trains that have entered the destination
track and memorize their location and speed. From this data, the amount of hindrance
can be computed whenever needed. However, both speed and location of the trains are
continuous in nature and can not be modelled directly. Instead, some other approaches
need to be searched for. In reality, the speed of the trains depends for the largest part on
the train type and the amount of delay the train experiences. Long distance trains run
faster than local trains and delayed trains usually run faster (or at least are prepared to
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run faster) than trains that are on time. If we would construct a number of train categories
(e.g. Intercity train being on time, Intercity train being slightly delayed, Intercity train
being heavily delayed, Freight train being on time etc.) then it will be enough to keep
track of the location of such train category in order to have all the needed information to
be able to compute the hindrance at any given time. Alternatively, we can state within
our model that all trains always run with maximum allowable speed eliminating the need
of incorporation of the level of delay the trains experience. Then the speed that the trains
run with on the destination track depends solely on the type of the train. The advantage
of this approach is that it requires less variables and thus will lead to a more compact
state space. A disadvantage of course is that the resulting model will be less accurate
when comparing it to the real world. Either way, this choice does not affect the model
since in both cases, the continuous speed that a train runs with, is substituted by the
type (or the category) of that train which will be an integer variable that can easily be
incorporated within the model.
Modelling the location of the trains on the destination track is a much more challenging
issue. When thinking of the way to model this, two approaches come to mind:
One might choose to keep track of the time the trains enter the destination track.
This, together with the type of these trains should give enough information to be able to
calculate at any given time instance the amount of hindrance these trains may cause to
other trains. To model this, one might think of using relative times where the ‘entrance
time’ of the trains to the track are relative to the time when the decision must be made
about the next train that may enter the track. Although, at the first glance, these relative
times seem to be continuous in nature and thus unsuitable to model, this approach is still
feasible. The reason for this, is the fact that the trains may enter the destination track
only if this does not violate the headway (the minimal time between trains) and thus
only at a number of prescribed decision moments. This limits the number of possible
relative entrance times making it a finite set. So with some skilful modelling choices
this approach can be used, however, this leads to a large state space since per train on
the arrival track one needs to keep track of its type, the rank (order number on the
track) and the time it entered the track. So the state will be characterized by the vector
x = (x(tmin , 1), x(tmin+1 , 2), · · · , x(tmax , r)) where t stands for entrance time, r for the
rank and where the x(t, r) gives the train type.
A different approach is to divide the destination track into a number of blocks of equal
length. Then the block number where the train is located is directly correlated with the
distance, the train has travelled on the track. This results in a much more compact state
space where the state is characterized by vector x = (x(1), · · · , x(K)) where K is the
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number of blocks at the destination track and x(i) the type of train that occupies block i.
If block i is empty then x(i) is zero. A drawback of this modelling choice is however that
the transitions become more complicated. Particularly when the length of the block does
not correspond to the distance the train crosses given its speed and the time jump. An
even bigger challenge is to incorporate the headway in such a description. The headway
is the minimal time that the trains should keep between each other while the destination
track is characterized by blocks of a certain length which do not relate to the headway.
In this thesis we will use the latter approach to model the destination track. We will
demonstrate the resulting model in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Then in Chapter 6 we will show
how the modelling of the destination track can be improved. In the improved model the
headway will be incorporated into the destination track in a very natural way resolving
the conflict between the headway and the block length of the original model.

2.2.5

Function of blocks in discretized destination track

As stated above, the destination track has a certain length and is divided into a number
of blocks. On each block only one train can be found simultaneously. In our model, the
blocks have the following functions:
• The blocks provide us with information about how far the trains have travelled on
the destination track.
• Current decisions are influenced by past decisions through the information that
blocks provide: The type of the train, found on a certain block, together with the
position of the block on the destination track influence the train that enters the
destination track next.
• The blocks separate trains from each other in space since only one train can be on
a block at the same time.
The length of the destination track can be regarded as the area where the trains can
hinder each other. Past the end of it, the trains either move in separate directions or
enter some railway hub with high capacity. Either way, we regard the railway capacity
behind the destination track to be sufficiently large.

2.2.6

Headway time and block length on the destination track

We have mentioned that the headway (the minimal time between two subsequent trains)
is taken into consideration upon the arrival of trains at the arrival tracks and upon the
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crossing of the junction i.e. departure from the arrival track and arrival at the destination
track. The first is achieved by incorporating the headway into the HP arrival process while
the fact that the minimal time jump is equal to the headway time, ensures that the trains
can not enter the destination track without respecting the headway time. But what about
the headway at the destination track? We have mentioned that the destination track is
divided into a number of blocks of equal length, but how can we incorporate the concept
of headway into the discretized destination track? On the destination track, the trains
are not allowed to occupy the same block at the same time but two adjacent trains may
violate the headway when the length of the block is shorter than the distance the trains
move within the headway time. Of course we can set the length of the blocks such as to
ensure that for all types the headway is always respected. But such large blocks will lead
to unnecessary large distances between other train types. It is difficult to combine the
concept of headway and the block length together. Instead we will accept the violation of
the headway rule within the track but will enforce the rule upon the departure from the
track i.e. no train is allowed to depart from the track before the headway rule is respected.
In Chapter 6 we will examine another way to model the destination track where the
conflict between the headway concept and the blocks on the destination track is resolved
in a natural way. However, the model of Chapter 6 is rather abstract, since the speed
and position of multiple trains on the destination track is modelled by one single variable.
From this perspective, it is wiser to begin by explaining a more intuitive model where the
movement and the speed of the trains are modelled in a more detailed way but where,
as has been said earlier, the headway is respected at the entrance to and departure from
each track and may be violated on the destination track.
So, we have some freedom to choose the length of the blocks on the destination track.
The choice that we will make is the one that will simplify the transition process. The
length of each block will represent the distance the slowest train on the destination track
travels in exactly the headway time. Since the time jump is at least equal to the value of
the headway time, the obtained block length ensures that the trains on the destination
track will move at least one block forward, no matter the value of the time jump.
Note that this choice can lead to the situation that the sum of the block lengths does
not equal the original length of the destination track. We will solve this by extending
the length of the destination track but take the original length into consideration when
computing the amount of hindrance the trains have on each other. This will be explained
later.
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Train movement on the destination track

In this section we will discuss the train movements in this discretized environment. Defining these movements (transitions) has to be done very carefully. The following questions
should be kept in mind while modelling these transitions. How can the movement of
trains with different speeds be reflected within such an environment? How to model the
transitions of trains that run at exactly the same speed? How can we ensure that fast
trains will not be able to overtake the slow ones on the destination track?
On the destination track the trains are constantly in motion. Giving some time interval
τ , the position of the trains on the track changes according to their speed profile. Recall
that the track is divided into blocks. Such a block has a certain length. Given the speed
of a train and the time interval τ , the train moves a number of blocks forward. If the
train moves a non-integer number of blocks z, then a translation is needed. In the model
the number of blocks the train moves will be either bzc or dze, with mean z (bzc is equal
to z rounded down, dze is z rounded up).
Further the movement of the trains will be ‘coupled’. This means that the movement
probabilities of one train will be coupled to the movement probabilities of other trains.
The function of the coupling is twofold. First of all, it will insure that the trains that move
with the same speed will stay at the same distance from each other. And second, through
the coupling, the slower trains will never catch up with the faster trains. Moreover, if the
fast train catches up with the slower train, its speed will be lowered so that it will stay
directly behind the slower train since overtaking is not possible on the destination track.
Formally, the coupling of the train movements is realized as follows. Let us number
the trains on the destination track from the end of the track down to the beginning of the
track. I.e. the first train is the train which has travelled the furthest while the last train is
the last train to enter the track. Let further xi be the block number where the i-th train
is currently located and si to denote the type of that train. Then given the transition
time τ , and if it is not slowed down, this train will move to the blocks kL (τ, i, si ) and
kH (τ, i, si ) = kL (τ, i, si ) + 1 with probabilities pL (τ, i, si ) and pH (τ, i, si ) respectively (with
L for low and H for high). These blocks and probabilities follow from the train speeds
and the length of the blocks in the way we discussed before.
Let u be a number between 0 and 1; think of u as being a realization of a uniformly
distributed random variable U on (0, 1]. If the train does not have to slow down, then for
(sample value) u the i-th train will then move to block kidesired where
(
kidesired =

kL (τ, i, si ) if u ≤ pL (τ, i, si )
kH (τ, i, si ) otherwise

(2.2.7)
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So, as a result of this way of coupling (via u), trains of the same type will (intend to)

move exactly the same number of blocks forward.
Next, given u the actual movement of the trains will be as follows. Let ki be the new
block number of train i. Since the first train can not be hindered by its predecessors, the
following holds:

k1 = k1desired

(2.2.8)

The subsequent trains may be hindered by their predecessors. As only one train
is allowed to occupy a block, the trains need to stay at least one block behind their
predecessors and thus the following holds:

ki = min(kidesired , ki−1 + 1) ∀i > 1

(2.2.9)

Note that although the movements are formulated for realizations u, the movements
are constant on a (very small) number of intervals, which immediately leads to the probabilities for the combined movement of the trains on the destination track. The effect of
this is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
P

P

or
P

P
P

a) Desired movement

P

F

c) Desired movement

P

b) Coupled movement

P

F

d) Coupled movement

Figure 2.1: Coupling: a) + b) illustrates coupling for identical trains, c) + d) shows a fast
passenger train (P) being delayed by a slow freight train (F)

2.2.8

Externality costs

With the description of the model so far, the state space would be countable since there
is no limitation with respect to the number of trains on an arrival track. However, for
computational purposes, one wants this number to be finite. Therefore, the length of the
arrival queue has to be limited. This practice however has one drawback; if the capacity of
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the track is reached, new arrivals are rejected. The question is, how to handle the arriving
trains that can not be ‘accepted’ ? Since the objective of our model is to minimize the
stay time of the trains, the stay times of rejected trains should somehow be incorporated.
Otherwise, it could be ‘profitable’ to deliberately block trains from some direction to
prevent trains from arriving into the model. To prevent this behaviour from occurring,
we introduce the so-called externality costs that will represent the stay times of the rejected
trains. The concept of the externality costs can not be implemented in an exact way for
the complicated model we are dealing with here. Instead, we will approximate our conflict
situation with a queueing system. Since the rejected train has the lowest priority, we may
view our problem as an M/G/1 queueing system where the server is the junction and the
jobs in the queue represent the trains of all arrival tracks waiting in front of the server.
For the concept of externality costs see Haviv and Ritov [45]. Externality costs are the
costs that a new arrival inflicts on the system as a whole if he would enter. An exact
analysis in our situation is not possible, therefore we approximate the conflict junction as
an M |G|1 system. For a rejected arrival the externality costs, or costs the arrival would
have added to the system if he would have been accepted, are approximated as follows.
Let w be an estimate for the total amount of time needed by all trains in the system
upon arrival to pass the junction. Let b be an estimate for the amount of time the rejected
train would have needed and let ρ be an estimate for the load of the junction, i.e. the time
needed by all arriving trains to pass relative to the total time. Let further u be the time
the rejected train would have needed on the destination track, if it would not be delayed
there. Then the externality costs are taken to be

cext =

b
w
+
+u .
1−ρ 1−ρ

(2.2.10)

Of course, in our case, the service time b of a train is not unique and does depend on
the speed indicator of the track it arrives at. The evolution of the speed indicators over
time depends however on the optimal strategy which is not known yet. To get around
this, we will solve the SMD model iteratively, improving at each step the value of the
estimates. This is implemented as follows. In a first step, the estimates w, b and ρ
are computed based on the assumption that on the arrival track trains are never slowed
down thus never incur the acceleration time loss. In a second step the results from the
first optimization are used to add the acceleration time loss. (One could add one more
iteration, but this turned out to be of no use.)

Chapter 3
Detailed modelling of the ForkR
junction
Let us now formulate the SMD model for the most common junction, the so-called ForkR
junction. At this junction, trains arrive from R different directions and come together to
share from that point onwards the same infrastructure.

F

P
Figure 3.1: Fork2 junction with a fast Intercity train (P) and a slow freight train (F) approaching

We will begin by describing the state space. Then in Section 3.2 the decisions will
be outlined. In Section 3.3 the decision moments are discussed. Next the transitions,
the most extensive part of the model will be explained. This will be done in Section
3.4. We will continue by defining the costs in Section 3.5. The discussion about how to
reduce the state space will be conducted in Section 3.6. In Section 3.7 we will address the
computational complexity of the SMD model and we will conclude the chapter by showing
how the model can easily be extended to support some more complicated junctions where
some train types leave the destination track earlier than others.
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3.1

States

The state description is the most fundamental part of the model. The formulation of the
state should incorporate all important elements while remaining compact. The size of the
state space directly influences the computational complexity of the model.
In Chapter 2 we have spoken about the elements of the junction. We have learned that
a typical junction consists of two types of tracks: arrival tracks and a destination track.
The trains approach the junction via the arrival tracks and move towards the destination
track after crossing the junction. The junction consists then of R arrival tracks, numbered
1 up to R and of one destination track numbered 0. There are S different train types
denoted by s ∈ {1, · · · , S}.
In order to optimize the fork junction one needs to know the location of every train
that is within the scope of the junction. The type of these trains is also important. Fast
trains have another impact on the junction than slow trains. Further, the current speeds
of these trains and some information about the current track situation are needed. We
introduce two variables that together will provide us with this information.
To begin with, the variable x will provide us with the positions and the types of all
trains in the system. This variable is an array of smaller arrays x0 , x1 , · · · , xR , each
denoting the situation on a single track. These track-related variables have the following
structure xr = (xr1 , xr2 , · · · , xrNr ). The variable xr is thus an Nr dimensional array. The
definition of this variable depends on the type of the track it represents. This is because
the arrival tracks are modelled as queues while the destination track is not.
When xr represents the destination track (i.e. r = 0), each entry refers to the block
position of that track. The dimension of the array is the number of blocks the destination
track is divided into. If a certain block is empty, the corresponding entry will be zero,
otherwise the entry is equal to the type of the train that occupies that block. Thus the
entry xri can have values in the range of {0, · · · , S} and denotes the type of the train that
occupies block i of the destination track r.
If the variable xr refers to an arrival track (i.e. r > 0) then the definition is slightly
different. The dimension Nr varies and is equal to the number of trains on that track.
Every element refers to the position of the train in the queue of the arrival track r
(e.g. xr1 = s1 , xr2 = s2 means that on arrival track r a train of type s1 is followed by
train of type s2 ). In this case entry xri can only have values in the range of {1, · · · , S}.
If there are no trains on the track then xr = () is an empty vector.
Now, we know the position and the type of every train in the system, we still need
another variable for providing us with the train speed information. We introduce variable
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y to this end. The variable y is an array of (y1 , · · · , yR ) where every element yr marks
the degree by which the trains on that track are hindered by the train that is crossing the
junction. A non negative integer value indicates this degree of hindrance; the lower the
value, the more hindrance. The idea behind this is that the trains move according to their
speed profile unless they are hindered by other trains in which case they move slower. The
more hindrance the train experiences from other train the slower the train will move. In
the most extreme case the train will get to a complete stand still and will have to wait
until the train that caused hindrance has left. The state space is the combination of the
variables x and y.
Example:
Consider the Fork2 junction as depicted. A passenger train
(P) is located at arrival track 1 while two freight trains (F)
are located at arrival track 2. The destination track is diBlock 1 Block 2 Block 3
vided into 3 blocks of 4 kilometre each. Block 1 is occupied by a passenger train (P) while the other two blocks are
empty. Next, consider that upon a conflict, a train is either
stopped or may proceed, there is nothing in between. In this example, the traffic on arrival track 1 is
stopped (the track is labelled red (R)), while the traffic on arrival track 2 is not hindered (the track is
labelled green (G)).
The state of the example is denoted by x0 = (P, 0, 0), x1 = (P ), x2 = (F, F ), y1 = R, y2 = G.

3.2

Decisions

Let us spend some time on the kind of decisions that the model should optimize. The
model should be able to solve the train conflicts and come up with an optimal train order
which optimizes some criteria. Thus, in case of a ForkR junction where trains from R
different directions come together, the decision should be to give one of these trains the
right of way first. Then, when this train has crossed and cleared the junction, it has to
be decided which of the trains is to be ‘served’ next.
We introduce the variable a (a stands for action) for this purpose. When the variable
has a positive value, the train of track r = a may proceed. If all arrival tracks are empty,
then there is no train that can cross the junction, then a is equal to 0. The valid range
of the values for the decision a is thus {0, · · · , R}.
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3.3

Decision moments

After a decision is made to give a certain train the right of way, the junction becomes
blocked for other trains. The train, that has received the permission, will then cross the
junction. Meanwhile, no other decisions can take place. The time that the train needs to
approach the junction, cross it and clear it for other trains depends on the train type and
the current speed of the train. Let us denote this time by the variable τ (x, y, a), which
clearly depends on the current state (x, y) and the decision a being taken.
If in state (x, y) decision a is taken, the junction is blocked for the next τ (x, y, a)
time units. The state of the system will not be reviewed in the mean time, therefore,
the system jumps τ (x, y, a) time units forward. The values of τ (x, y, a) are deterministic
given the combination (x, y, a) but vary per (x, y, a).

3.4

Transitions

By transition we mean the state change between the time instance when the system is
viewed and the next review point in time. The transition from the current state (x, y) to
a new state is the result of a decision a being taken and the corresponding time advance
of τ (x, y, a) time units. This transition involves many changes. We will describe these
changes one by one. In global lines, we can say that a transition consists of the following
phases:
1. The destination track phase: Trains on the destination track r = 0 change their
position.
2. The junction crossing phase: The train that received permission to cross the junction, crosses it and enters the destination track. The speed indicators of the arrival
tracks are updated.
3. The new arrivals phase: new trains arrive at the arrival tracks.
The order in which the phases are executed, is the order presented above. First, the
trains on the destination track move forward which frees the first position on the track.
This position is then used by the train that crosses the junction which in turn creates
extra space at the arrival tracks where new trains can enter.
If the decision is a = 0, i.e. no train crosses the junction, then the time advances with
headway h time units. Note that in this case the junction crossing phase is still part of
the transition since the speed indicators are to be updated.
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The destination track phase

The destination track phase is essentially the phase that takes care of the train movements
on the destination track r = 0 without new arrivals to this track taking place. Recall that
x0 denotes the situation at the destination track, and is defined as x0 = (x01 , x02 , · · · , x0n ),
where x0i for i ∈ {1, · · · , n} is the train type that is found on block i of the destination
track. If the block is empty then the corresponding x0i is zero. Since all blocks have the
same length, the train on block i has already travelled (i − 1) · l kilometres where l is the
length of the block of the destination track. Figure 3.2 gives the graphical representation
of the array.
x01 x02 ... x0n
Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of x0

When the time advances, the position of the trains changes. The movement of each
train depends on the speed of the train, the length of the block and the speed and the
position of the predecessor trains. Through the concept of ‘coupling’ it is enforced that no
overtakings take place and that the trains with equal speeds, remain at the same distance
from each other. Moreover, the coupling ensures that no more than one train at a time
can be found at a block. The concept of the ‘coupling’ has been explained in Section
2.2.7.

3.4.2

The junction crossing phase

Definition By the junction crossing we mean the movement of trains from an arrival
track (i.e. r > 0) to the destination track r = 0. This movement depends on the decision
taken. Decision a can take values between {0, 1, · · · , R} with the restriction that a = r
with r > 0 is possible only if track r is not empty (Nr > 0). When a is positive, the train
is moved from track r = a to track r = 0. The train type that is moved to track r = 0 is
then xa1 and the amount of hindrance the train experienced on that track is ya .
We can identify three elements that together form the junction crossing phase:
1. Train leaves the arrival track
2. Train enters the destination track
3. Update of the speed indicators at the arrival tracks
Note that if a = 0 then no train crosses the junction. The junction crossing phase
reduces to only one action, that is updating the speed indicators of the arrival tracks.
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Train leaves the arrival track The essence of this phase is simple: the first train of
the queue a leaves the queue. All other trains in that queue move one position towards
the front of it.

Queue
xa1
Figure 3.3: The crossing of the junction by the train xa1

Train enters the destination track The train, that receives permission to cross the
junction, will need τ (x, y, a) time units to arrive at the destination track. Within this time
interval the train has approached the junction, crossed it and cleared it for other trains.
During this time the trains, that were already on the destination track, have moved. This
transition has already been explained in Section 3.4.1. The only change to the destination
track that still needs to be done is putting the train that has crossed the junction on the
first block of the destination track. The value of x001 is thus set to xa1 .
Update of the speed indicators Recall that the y-part defines the state of the arrival
track. It defines the degree of hindrance the trains on the arrival track suffer from the
train that crosses the junction. Let us first consider the easiest case where Yr ’s have only
two possible values: 1 indicating that the trains on track r are not hindered and are
moving with their planned speed and 0 indicating that the trains on track r are standing
still.
After decision a is made, the trains on track r = a will get moving. The value of ya
is set to 1. The trains at other arrival tracks will have to stop and wait until their turn
comes to cross the junction. The value of yr for r 6= a is set to 0. The arrival tracks that
do not have any trains on them are per definition not hindered. The value of yr for those
tracks is then 1. In short:


 1 if r = a
yr =
1 if (r 6= a) and (Nr = 0)


0 if (r =
6 a) and (Nr > 0)

(3.4.1)

Now, let us think of an extension to this model. Suppose that there are n different
values of hindrance. If yr = n then the trains on track r are not hindered. If yr = n − 1
then the trains are slightly different. If yr = 0 then the trains are maximally hindered and
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as a result are standing still. If two identical trains are approaching the junction from two
different directions and train A receives permission to cross it, train B will need to lower
its speed a bit. With this new speed the train suffers only a limited hindrance. Train
A crosses the junction and train B can accelerate again to its desired speed. If however,
in the meantime, train C enters the track and receives permission to cross the junction
before train B crosses it, the hindrance of train B increases as it needs to adjust its speed
again. This situation is depicted in the following figure:

y1 = n

y1 = n

A

y1 = n

C

y1 = n

A
y2 = n

B

y2 = n -1

B

C A
y2 = n -2

B

B C
y2 = n

Figure 3.4: The evolution of the speed indicator variable y (assuming that n ≥ 2)

Of course, this can be extended even more since the amount of hindrance on train B
by giving permission to train A can depend on the train types of the trains A and B.
In this case the speed indicator yr0 will be equal to yr − dAB where dAB is the amount of
hindrance that train B suffers when train A may go first. Formally, the speed indicator
is calculated as follows:



n



 n
yr0 =

yr − dxa1 ,xr1



 y −d
r

0,xr1

if r = a
if (r 6= a) and Nr = 0
if (r 6= a) and (Nr > 0) and (Na > 0)

(3.4.2)

if (r 6= a) and (Nr > 0) and (Na = 0)

Example (continued):
Consider again the example on page 49. Given the values of the speed indicators, used in the example,
and the fact that there are only two values possible (hindered, and not hindered) one can deduce that
at the earlier stage the two passenger trains must have been in conflict with each other. Otherwise, the
current state of the speed indicators could not have been reached.
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3.4.3

The arrival process

Between the moment the decision has been taken, and the next decision can take place,
new trains can arrive at the arrival tracks. The arrival process follows the HP-process
which has been explained in Section 2.2.2.
The HP-process defines the probabilities of the arrival of a certain number of trains
to a certain track. To calculate the probability of an arrival of a certain combination of
trains to that track when in total n trains have arrived on that track, we use binomial
probabilities conditioned on the probability of n arrivals. Next we combine these probabilities with the arrival probabilities of other tracks. This way, the arrival probabilities to
the junction as a whole are derived.
We want to stipulate that the arrival process is the last process of the transitions,
i.e. the decision has already taken place, the trains on the destination track have already
moved to their new positions and the train that has received the permission to cross the
junction is already on block 1 of the destination track.

3.4.4

Summary of the transitions

In the previous sections the transition process has been explained that takes place whenever a decision a is taken. In this section we will summarize this process. In Figure 3.5
the flowchart of the transition process is given. The process starts when decision a is
made. At this time, the value of the time jump τ (x, y, a) can be determined (process 1.1
in the figure) after which the destination track phase begins. During this phase, trains on
the destination track r = 0 move according to their speeds. This results in a number of
0(i)

possible new states x0

(i)

with corresponding probabilities pd (x, y, a). Next, it is checked

whether the decision involves a > 0. If a is indeed non-zero, then the first train of track
r = a crosses the junction and enters the destination track (process 1.3). On the other
hand, if a = 0, no train makes the transition to the destination track and process 1.3 is
omitted. The junction crossing phase ends with an update of the speed indicators (process
1.4). Finally, new trains arrive at the arrival tracks.
As a consequence the current state (x, y) through decision a leads to a number of possible new states (x0 , y 0 ). We will denote these transition probabilities by p((x, y), a, (x0 , y 0 ))
which are basically a combination of the destination track probabilities (pd ) and the arrival
probabilities.
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1.0

Decision a is taken

1.1

Time jump τ(x,y,a) is determined

1.2 Destination track phase

Trains on r=0 move

Is decision a > 0 ?
no

yes

1.3 Junction crossing phase

First train on track r = a crosses
junction
1.4 Junction crossing phase

Update of speed indicators y

1.5 Arrival phase

New arrivals

Figure 3.5: Flowchart of the transition process

3.5

Costs

Choosing the best decision for a given state requires choosing among alternatives based
on some criteria. In Section 1.4 we already discussed a number of criteria that could be
used for this purpose. While it is possible to incorporate all kinds of criteria into the SMD
model, in this thesis we will focus on minimizing the total traverse time of the trains. The
idea is that minimizing the traverse time of the trains will both optimize the capacity of
the junction and indirectly minimize the total train delays. From now on, we will speak
of traverse time (or the stay time of trains) as being the costs that need to be minimized.
We will introduce three cost components that together form the total costs. These are
the arrival track costs, the destination track costs and the train rejection costs.
Arrival track costs The first cost component relates to the time, trains need to approach the crossing. These costs reflect the stretch of time beginning at the time instant
the train enters the arrival track and ending at the instant the train has crossed the
junction.
According to this definition, every time a decision is taken, the trains at the arrival
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tracks are counted. This number is then multiplied by the length of the time jump. Let
ca (x, y, a) be the arrival track costs, then we can express these costs as

a

c (x, y, a) = τ (x, y, a) ·

R
X

Nr

(3.5.1)

r=1

Destination track costs The destination track costs are the costs that represent the
stay time of the trains on the destination track. For this end, one could use the same
tactics we used for the calculation of the arrival track costs, i.e. counting all the trains on
the destination track every time a decision is made and multiplying it by the time jump,
but doing so will lead to an overestimation of the stay time of the trains. In the most
extreme case, some decision is taken which involves a time jump of τ (x, y, a) time units
while there is a train at the end of the track, which according to its position and speed
will leave the model in a fraction of τ (x, y, a). In this case, counting the number of trains
at the destination track of the state (x, y) will result in the overestimation.
In order to get around this, we will calculate the stay times differently. Each time a
decision is taken to let some train cross the junction, its total stay time on the destination
track is calculated at once. This stay time can be computed since the position and the
speeds of the trains on that track together with the position and the speed of the train
that is crossing the junction are known.
Let us denote the destination track costs by cd (x, y, a) and let us number the blocks on
the destination track by 1, 2, · · · , N where N is the number of blocks at the destination
track. Block 1 being the closest to the junction and block N the furthest. Let further xi
be the i-th train on the track where x1 is the train furthest to the track and xM the last
train that has entered the track. Moreover, denote the time that train xi departs from
block b by T (xi , b), then the following is true: (1) based on the speed of the train xi and
the length of the blocks, the train needs T block (xi ) time units to cross one block and thus

T (xi , b + 1) − T (xi , b) ≥ T block (xi ) ∀i, b

(3.5.2)

and (2) since by regulation, the trains must be separated in time from each other, two
subsequent trains need to respect the headway h when departing from a block, thus

T (xi+1 , b) − T (xi , b) ≥ h ∀i, b

(3.5.3)
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Then, the train x∗ that is to enter the destination track, may not leave the destination
track sooner than (1) the time it needs to cross the destination track (T (x∗ , N )) and (2)
this time should respect the minimal headway to its predecessor (T (xM , N ) + h) and thus:

cd (x, y, a) = max(T (x∗ , N ), T (xM , N ) + h)

(3.5.4)

Costs of rejecting a train In Section 2.2.8 the idea behind the train rejection costs
have already been explained. In this section we will show what these costs look like.
The service time bs of the trains of type s is equal to the time the train of that type
needs to approach the junction, cross it and clear it for other trains. The waiting time w
for the rejected train will then be approximated with the following expression:

w=

S
X

Qs bs + ρR + w

s=1

S
X

λs bs

(3.5.5)

s=1

where Qs is the number of trains of type s in the queue, bs is the service time of train
of type s, R is the residual service time and ρ is the load of the junction. The above
expression can be rewritten to:
PS
w=

s=1

Qs bs + ρR
1−ρ

(3.5.6)

bs
+ us where
The total stay time of the rejected train of type s is then equal to w + 1−ρ

us is the time the train needs to cross the destination track.
As has been explained is Section 2.2.8 the values of bs in Equation 3.5.6 and ρ are
calculated iteratively. But within an iteration, these values are set.
Total costs The total costs of choosing decision a when in state (x, y) are then equal
to the sum of the arrival track costs, the destination track costs and the train rejection
costs
c(x, y, a) = ca (x, y, a) + cd (x, y, a) + cr (x, y, a)

3.6

(3.5.7)

State space reduction

To reduce the size of the problem it is interesting to examine the different states. It
turns out that not all states of the destination track are that important. Some states are
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essentially equivalent. Recall that the costs the trains on the destination track incur are
calculated at the moment the trains enter the destination track. Thus, the only purpose of
keeping these trains on the destination track is because these trains may cause hindrance
to the trains that will enter the track in the future. In some cases however, the trains on
the destination track have travelled sufficiently far as to not form a hindrance any more.
These trains may safely be removed from the destination track without affecting the
optimal strategy. As a result the destination track will have much fewer states especially
when long destination tracks are considered.
To find the ‘redundant’ trains we need to calculate for each train the time it needs to
reach the end of the track. If this time is not effected by its predecessor trains then we
can safely remove all preceding trains. Moreover, the remaining trains may be removed
as well if these will not be able to affect any possible train that can enter the track in
the immediate future, that is, if the trains will not hinder even the fastest train that can
enter the track already after the minimal headway time units.
This is calculated in the following way, let us number the blocks on the destination
track by 1, 2, · · · , N where N is the number of blocks at the destination track. Block
1 being the closest to the junction and block N the furthest. Let further xi be the i-th
train on the track where x1 is the train furthest to the track and xM the last train that
has entered the track. Moreover, denote by T desire (xi , b) the time that train xi desires to
depart from block b, based on its speed and the length of the blocks. If we denote by
T block (xi ) the time that train xi needs to cross one block depending on its speed and the
length of the block then

T desire (xi , b + 1) − T desire (xi , b) ≥ T block (xi )

(3.6.1)

Now, let T can (xi , b) be the time that the train can depart from block b when respecting
the departure time of the predecessor trains, i.e.

T can (xi , b) = max(T desire (xi , b), T can (xi−1 , b) + h)

(3.6.2)

Then the trains xi+1 up to xM may be safely removed from the state if the following
holds

T desire (xi , N ) = T can (xi , N ) ∀i

(3.6.3)

Furthermore, all trains, i.e. x1 , x2 , · · · , xM , may be safely removed from the state if
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T desire (x∗ , N ) ≥ T can (x1 , N )

(3.6.4)

where x∗ is the fastest train that can enter the destination track. Note, that in this
equation the term h is emitted, this is due to the fact that the next arrival can take place
no sooner than after h time units. Thus, the term eliminates.

3.7

Computational complexity

The computational complexity is determined by the number of states, the number of
transitions per state, the number of possible decisions and the convergence rate of the
iteration process. The number of states is defined by the total number of tracks R, the
capacity of these tracks, the number of train types S and the number of speed indicators
per arrival track y.
The destination track is divided into nr number of blocks. Each block can be occupied
either by a train of some type or the block can be empty. So the total number of possible
states of the destination track before reduction is equal to (S + 1)nr . The arrival tracks
are modelled as queues. Each track thus can be either empty, or occupied by a certain
number of trains. If an arrival track r has a capacity for a maximum of nr trains (so the
track is a queue with capacity nr ) and the track is used by Sr different train types then
the total number of states at this queue is 1 + Sr + Sr 2 + · · · + S nr =

Sr nr +1 −1
.
Sr −1

In addition,

every arrival track can be in one of y states of the speed indicator which accounts for
another y R possible states.
The number of transitions is state and action dependent. This number is the result of
the train movement on the destination track and the number of possible new arrivals. If all
the trains on the destination track move an integer number of blocks forward then there is
only one possible new state of the destination track. However, often the trains will move a
non-integer number of blocks forward. In this case, each movement is modelled by means
of probabilities. The train either moves above average (rounded up) number of blocks
forward or the train moves below average (rounded down) number of blocks forward.
Since, different train types can be found on the destination track simultaneously, this can
lead to 2S number of transitions. Due to coupling, however, this number is substantially
lower. The bigger contribution to the number of transitions form the new arrivals. Recall
that these arrivals follow the HP-process and depend on the time jump τ (x, a).
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Example (continued):
Consider again the example on page 49. In the example two types of trains arrive at the junction from
two arrival tracks. Both arrival tracks have a capacity of 2. The number of possible states on each arrival
nr +1
track is Sr Sr −1−1 = 7. The number of possible states at the destination track is (S + 1)nr = 33 , but as
has been said in Section 3.6, this number can be brought back. Since only two possible values of the
speed indicator are considered per track, the number of possible speed indicators is 22 which brings the
total number of states to 72 · 33 · 22 = 5292.

3.8

Trains with different destinations

Now we have explained the model let us consider an important extension which will be
very useful in practice. Suppose that n train types enter the destination track after
crossing the junction but one of these types does not travel all the way until the end of
the destination track but will leave the destination track at some point to continue its
journey to another destination. This situation is depicted in the following Figure 3.6.

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Block 4

Block 5

FR
IC
Figure 3.6: IC train leaves the destination track halfway block 2, while the FR train will reach
the end of the destination track halfway block 5

To support this kind of situations only a little adjustment needs to be done.
• The destination track costs of the train should be calculated only for the distance the
train crosses on the destination track and not over the full length of the destination
track.
• The train will leave the model when crossing block i where
i = d distance

the train travels on the destination track
e.
length block

• When calculating the destination track costs, the trains that are already at the
destination track are only taken into account until the last block of their route on
the track and not until the last block of the destination track.
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Regarding the second adjustment, the following remark should be made: even if the
train exits the destination track halfway through the block, the arrival time of that train
at that block is still used when computing the time the next train can enter that block.
Note, that the very same principle can be used when the sum of the length of the
blocks exceeds the total length of the destination track. Then all trains exit the last block
prematurely at the distance that corresponds with the end of the destination track.

Chapter 4
Results of the ForkR model
In the previous chapter we have constructed the SMD model for the ForkR junction. The
goal of this chapter is to examine the performance of the SMD strategy (the strategy of
the SMD model) and compare it to a number of heuristics. Also, the structure of the SMD
strategy itself will be studied in order to comprehend the decisions that the SMD comes
up with. To this end we will focus on the most basic case, namely a Fork2 junction where
trains from two directions come together. Moreover, we will consider only two types of
trains: a fast and light passenger train (P) and a slow and heavy freight train (F).
We begin by defining the basic scenario (Section 4.1) and study its optimal strategy
in Section 4.3. Then we compare the performance of the strategy with that of some
simple heuristics. This is done through a simulation study. In Section 4.4 we discuss our
choice for using the simulation technique to this end and in Section 4.5 we introduce the
heuristics that are used for comparison. The remaining part of the chapter is devoted
to the robustness analysis of the SMD model. In this part we test the performance of
the SMD strategy within settings which are different from the basic scenario and analyse
their effect on the performance of the SMD model. Finally the conclusions are presented.
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4.1

Basic scenario

Let us define the basic scenario. In this scenario the junction consists of two arrival tracks.
To limit the number of states, each arrival track will have a capacity of two trains. The
length of the destination track will be 12 kilometres long.
There will be two types of trains: the fast passenger train (P) and the slow freight
train (F). The characteristics of these trains are given in Table 4.1:
Characteristics

P

F

Speed (km/hr)

120

80

Approach time (sec)

180

270

25

75

8

4

Acceleration time loss (sec)
Arrival rate (per hour)

Table 4.1: Characteristics of the trains in the basic scenario

There are on average 8 passenger train arrivals per hour (4 on track 1 and 4 on track
2) and 4 freight train arrivals per hour (2 on track 1 and 2 on track 2) which makes it
a fairly busy junction. Note that in reality, the number of train types is higher (one can
think of Intercity trains, Inter-regional trains, local trains, freight trains, etc.). In this
Chapter, we are interested in examining the structure of the resolution rules produced by
the SMD model, and would want to keep things simple. At a first glance, 4 freight trains
per hour seems to be an overestimation of the reality. One or two freight trains per hour
would have been a more realistic case. However, the model with 10 passenger trains and 2
freight trains per hour would lead to an underestimation of the number of conflicts found
in reality. Fast passenger trains are not only slowed down by the freight trains but are
also hindered by slower passenger trains. This way, the model with 4 freight trains per
hour, in our view, seems a better representation of the reality and thus more suitable for
the definition of the basic scenario. Anyway, in Section 4.7.4 we will be examining the
influence of the different ratio’s of the passenger and freight trains on the performance of
the SMD model.
The passenger trains move at a speed of 120 km/hr which approximately corresponds
to the speed of the Intercity trains running in The Netherlands1 . The speed of the freight
trains is more difficult to estimate. In reality this speed depends on a lot of factors
1

In The Netherlands the maximum speed is 130 or 140 km/hour but due to accelerations, decelerations

and local speed limitations the average speed of the Intercity trains measured over the length of some
track section is usually lower.
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including the type of locomotive, the length of the train, the mass of the train and that
of its load etc. In the basic scenario the freight trains will be running with 80 km/hour.
The approach time is defined as the time a train needs to cross the junction and clear
it for the other trains, from the moment it has entered the arrival track and when it is not
slowed down by other trains. The passenger trains have an approach time of 3 minutes,
which given the speed of the train, corresponds to a distance of 6 kilometres, i.e. the
passenger trains enter the scope of the model and thus enter the arrival track when at
a distance of 6 kilometres from the junction2 . If not slowed down, the train crosses this
distance and clears the junction in 3 minutes. A freight train needs 270 seconds to cross
the same distance.
Since the destination track is 12 km long, a passenger train will spend an additional
360 seconds within the system before exiting it while a freight train needs 540 seconds to
cross the destination track.
If the junction is blocked, a train will have to stop. To keep things simple there will
be nothing in between: A train is either running (speed indicator = 1) or stopped (speed
indicator = 0). In case of a passenger train, the loss in time when stopped is 25 seconds.
That is, from the moment the train starts with acceleration, the train loses 25 seconds
when compared to the case where the train has not been stopped. The concept of the
acceleration time loss is explained in Figure 4.1. Of course, the total delay of the train
will be higher since the train needs to wait for a certain time until the junction is available
before starting with acceleration. Since the mass of a freight train is substantially higher
than that of a passenger train, a freight train is assumed to have a higher acceleration
time loss. Here, the value of 75 seconds is used.
From the above definition of the Acceleration time loss, one might think that in the
model an assumption is made that the trains always accomplish their acceleration process
before reaching the end of the arrival track and thus the trains on the destination track
will not be affected by the low speed of the train. At a first glance this might sound
like a simplification which does not reflect the reality in the way it should have been but
actually this aspect is fully covered by the concept of the acceleration time loss. The
trains that will enter the destination track after the accelerating train will be delayed by
the amount of time corresponding with the acceleration time loss, it then does not matter
whether the trains have suffered from this delay at an arrival track or at the destination
track. This is thus a much more compact way to model the effect of the acceleration of
a train on the trains behind it than somehow incorporating the speed of the trains and
2

Actually the distance is slightly smaller. To be precise, the train enters the model when at the
distance of 6 kilometres minus the length of the train.
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50
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Train B

Train A
40
Time (in sec)

Speed (km/hr)

100
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40

30
Train A

20
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0

0
0

2

4
6
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8
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(a) The speed-distance diagram

0

2

4
6
Distance

8

10

(b) The time-distance diagram

Figure 4.1: Illustrating the concept of Acceleration time loss. Consider two trains with equal
characteristics. Train A moves at its maximal speed, train B accelerates from
speed 0. After 10 units of distance, the trains have the same speed but train B
has lost 25 seconds due to acceleration. In this example, train B experiences an
Acceleration time loss of 25 seconds.

their acceleration rate within the state description of the destination track.
The minimal time between trains, the headway time will be three minutes, i.e. the
trains will enter the arrival tracks and the departure track as well as leave the model
with at least three minutes of time in between. In The Netherlands this value is usually
between 3 and 4 minutes and depends on the pair of trains. Again, for simplification
reasons, we will use a constant value of 3 minutes.
As has been previously explained in Section 2.2.6, the length of the blocks on the
destination track corresponds to the distance that the slowest train can pass within the
headway time. Since the headway time is 3 minutes and the slowest train runs with 80
km/hour, the block length is set to 4 km long. The destination track is thus divided into
three blocks of 4 km long. Note that, as discussed in Section 3.8, when the total length
of the blocks exceeds the total length of the destination track then the trains will leave
the destination track somewhere halfway through the last block.

4.2

Relevant states at the destination track

Before continuing to the next section to study the structure of the SMD strategy, let us
examine the possible states at the destination track. As said earlier, the destination track
consists of three blocks and every block can either be empty, occupied by a passenger
train or occupied by a freight train. There are thus in total 27 possible states at the
destination track. However, in accordance to section ‘State space reduction’ (see Section
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3.6) the majority of these states can be simplified to a number of ‘relevant’ states. The
idea behind state simplification was the fact that when some trains are too far to hinder
trains behind them, then it is safe to remove them from the state description. This
practice will result in a compact set of only relevant states. In our case we can reduce the
27 original states to get a set of only 5 relevant states. Table 4.2 shows these states. The
states are ordered by the amount of hinder caused to the next arriving train. The first
state does not cause any hinder while the last state causes the maximal hinder.
State of X0

State description

- - -

destination track is empty

- P F

freight train is followed by a passenger train

P P F

freight train is followed by two passenger trains

P F -

freight train is followed by a passenger train

F - -

freight train is at the first block

Table 4.2: Relevant states at the destination track of the basic scenario

4.3

SMD strategy for the basic scenario

Solving the model for the basic scenario gives us the SMD strategy for every possible
state. Looking closely at this strategy, we find that it is always beneficial to give one of
the trains the right of way if at least one arrival track is occupied. In other words, the
decision a = 0, i.e. no train will cross the junction, will only be taken if both arrival queues
are empty. Having said this, we can look at the so-called SMD decision matrix given in
Table 4.3. The matrix describes the SMD decisions in a very compact way by aggregating
over the possible states on the destination track. The value in the matrix can be either
an integer value, which indicates that the decision to be made is independent of the state
at the destination track, or a combination of two integer numbers between brackets. The
latter case indicates that the SMD decision depends on the state at the destination track.
The first number gives then the number of times that decision is in favour of arrival track
1; the second number indicates the number of times that the optimal decision prescribes
that a train from arrival track 2 may proceed. As has been explained in the previous
section, there are 5 relevant states at the destination track. So the sum of these two digits
will be 5.
At the first glance one may think that y1 = 1 and y2 = 1 should never occur since
having this situation would lead to train crashes but this is actually not true. This state
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basically states that (some of the) trains have just entered the scope of the junction while
the others are still moving. The decision needs to be taken which arrival track to block
and which to keep moving. On the other hand the situation y1 = 0 and y2 = 0 does not
occur since there is no decision within the matrix that prescribes to stop the traffic from
both (all) arrival tracks.
x2
P
P
P
P
PP
PP
PP
PP
FP
FP
FP
FP
F
F
F
F
PF
PF
PF
PF
FF
FF
FF
FF

y1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

y2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

P
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
(4,1)
1
2
(3,2)
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

PP
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
(4,1)
1
1
1
(2,3)
(4,1)
1
1
2
(2,3)
1
1
(2,3)
(4,1)

x1
FP
F
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
(1,4)
2
1
1
2
2
(2,3)
1
2
2
(1,4) (3,2)
2
2
2 (1,4)
1
2
1
1
2
2
1 (3,2)
1
1
1
1
2
2
(2,3)
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2

PF
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
(3,2)
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1

FF
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
(3,2)
2
(1,4)
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1

Table 4.3: SMD decision matrix of the basic scenario. For each combination of (x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 )
a decision is given. 1 indicates that a train from arrival track 1 receives permission
to cross the junction. 2 indicating that a train from arrival track 2 may proceed.
Values between brackets indicate that the decision depends on the situation on the
destination track (x0 ). e.g. (1, 4) indicates that for 1 of the 5 possible values of x0 ,
the decision is to give a train from arrival track 1 the right of way, in other cases,
a train from arrival track 2 may proceed.
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Since the problem is symmetric (the two arriving tracks have the same capacity and
same load, i.e. λ1 = λ2 ), the matrix is symmetric as well, i.e. mirrored states have mirrored
decisions. For example, the best decision for x1 =(P P), i.e. two passenger trains approach
from arrival track 1, x2 =(P) and y = (1, 1) is 1 while the best decision for the mirrored
state x1 =(P), x2 =(P P) and y = (1, 1) is 2. In both cases the best decision prescribes
that the two passenger trains get priority above the single passenger train.
Next, in the situation where trains on only one track are moving while the trains on
the other track are standing still (situations y = (1, 0) or y = (0, 1), the moving trains
will almost always get the priority above the trains from the other track. An exception to
this rule is the situation where two passenger trains are standing still on an arrival track
while the destination track is empty or the trains on it are too far to hinder. Then, in a
number of cases it will be decided to stop the traffic from the other arrival track and give
the two passenger trains the right of way.
The SMD rules become more complicated when on both tracks the trains are moving.
Then the best decision depends on the type of trains on the arrival tracks and on the
situation on the destination track. In these cases, a freight train is more likely to be
prioritised above a passenger train to minimize the acceleration time loss. However, when
there are no freight trains on the destination track or these are too far to hinder, a
passenger train may get priority above the freight train and enter the destination track
first.

4.4

Simulation technique

In order to compare the performance of the SMD strategy to that of other strategies a
simulation tool has been built. An advantage of using simulation is that it provides the
possibility of modelling strategies like the FCFS strategy which can not be modelled with
other techniques like Markov Chains or Queueing theory. Moreover, the simulation does
not suffer from queue length limitations and can easily provide us with a lot of useful
statistics.
The simulation tool has been built with the programming language Delphi. The choice
for building an own simulation tool rather than using commercially available simulation
tools, has been motivated by the freedom and customisation possibilities that one gets
from building own tools. Moreover, the available commercial tools do not have off-theshelf built-in solutions for all the requirements and needs that we needed for this research.
Extending the possibilities of these tools requires extensive knowledge of the tool, programming language that the tool uses and the knowledge of the available components,
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that the software offers. Acquiring this knowledge takes some time and in our view does
not weigh to the freedom one gets from building own tools.
The simulation model, which has been built, resembles that of the SMD in a lot of aspects. The states, the transitions, the arrival process, the costs have the same mechanism
except for the fact that the time is now incrementing and at each stage one alternative is
chosen, i.e. while within the SMD model different future states are considered, given the
transition process, within the simulation environment only one future state is considered,
based on a realisation of an uniformly distributed random variable.
In order to obtain statistically significant results, we will use the Batch Means technique [71] to cut a long simulation run into 500 sub-runs of 1100 trains each. To make
the results of the sub-runs independent, the results of the first 100 trains of each sub-run
are omitted.
Moreover, every strategy is simulated separately. By means of the common random
numbers technique [71] the input for every strategy is exactly the same, i.e. the same
trains arrive at exactly the same moments. This way, all the differences in the strategy performances are attributed to the strategies themselves and not to the stochastic
influences of the simulation process.

4.5

The heuristics

The performance of the SMD strategy will be compared to the performance of a number
of other strategies. The following strategies are considered:
FCFS First come First served strategy is a very natural strategy and the one which is
often used in practice. The train that arrives at the junction first, may cross it first.
P-F This strategy prioritizes passenger trains (P) above freight trains (F). That is, whenever a passenger train and a freight train are found at the two arrival tracks, then
the passenger train will always get the right of way. If two trains of the same type
are found, then the strategy will choose the one that is running above the one that
is stopped. Finally, If both are running then the trains are treated according to
FCFS.
By prioritising the passenger trains above the freight trains, the strategy will send
the passenger trains to the destination track before sending the freight trains. This
will minimize the amount of delay the passenger trains will have on the destination
track as a result of ‘getting stuck’ behind a freight train.
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F-P This strategy prioritizes freight trains (F) above passenger trains (P) in the same
way as it has been explained for the P-F strategy. This strategy makes sense, since
by giving priority to the freight train, the strategy tries to avoid delaying the trains
with the highest acceleration time loss and thus aims at clearing the junction as
quickly as possible.
Follow Also known as Exhaustive Control. This strategy processes trains from one arrival track until all trains from that track are processed. Only then the attention
is moved to other tracks. A new track is chosen according to the FCFS principle.
This strategy optimizes the throughput at the junction by minimizing the number
of times the decision switches tracks.

In later chapters also some other strategies will be considered. These strategies are
not applicable here.
We realize that it would be very interesting to compare the performance of the SMD
strategy to that of the models from literature. Due to time limitations this comparison
was not possible. The reason is that it would take an enormous amount of time to build
software that solves these models and then incorporates it to the simulation software.

4.6

Results of the basic scenario

The criterion that we will use throughout this chapter is the amount of delay the trains
get under a certain strategy. The delay is defined as the difference between the time
that the train spends in the system and the time it needs to cross both arrival track and
destination track if not stopped at the arrival track and not delayed at the destination
track. Thus, this delay is measured at the end of the destination track. Sometimes also
the punctuality of the trains will be given. A train is regarded as being punctual when
its delay at the end of the destination track is less than 3 minutes.
By simulating the junction and comparing the performance of the SMD strategy to
that of simple heuristics we get the results listed in the Tables 4.4 and 4.5.
In Table 4.4 the delays per train type are given. The values in the column mean are
the delays averaged over the train types, i.e. each value represents the average delay a
train, regardless of its type, will have at the end of the destination track. Table 4.5 lists
the punctuality of train types as well as the mean punctuality.
Let us consider the strategies one by one; The FCFS strategy performs very poorly,
the average delay of a train is the highest of all strategies. Only 54% of the trains were
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Discipline

P

F

Mean

SMD

235

138

203

FCFS

293

220

269

P-F

211

312

245

F-P

297

93

229

Follow

234

150

206

Table 4.4: Mean delays in seconds of the basic scenario

Discipline

P

F

Mean

SMD

71.3

80.6

74.4

FCFS

52.6

56.4

53.9

P-F

68.0

47.8

61.3

F-P

51.6

79.8

61.0

Follow

72.7

76.1

73.8

Table 4.5: Punctuality percentage of train types of the basic scenario where the train is punctual if its delay is less than 3 minutes

punctual at the end of the destination track. In comparison, the SMD strategy reduces
the average delay by almost 25%. Both passenger trains and freight trains are well off
when the SMD strategy is used and the overall punctuality increases to nearly 75%.
Furthermore, we see that always giving priority to the fast passenger trains turns out
to be unwise since the decrease in delay for the passenger trains is not steep enough
to compensate the sharp increase in the delays of the freight trains. The decrease of
the delays of the passenger trains is not substantial because stopping the freight train
in favour of the passenger train turns out to be very disadvantageous for the passenger
trains behind the freight trains. As a result, the punctuality of the passenger trains is
even slightly lower compared to when SMD is used while the punctuality of the freight
trains is dramatically low.
Next there is the F-P strategy. This strategy has a quite nice performance since the
freight trains keep running. The delays of the passenger trains are the highest of all
strategies but the overall average delay is relatively low. The delays of the freight trains
are not zero since there is a probability that two freight trains are on both arrival tracks
at the same time. Then no matter the decision, one of the trains will get delayed. Also,
the freight train might be delayed due to its predecessor which is standing still to let
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trains from other directions go first. Interesting to see is that the overall punctuality of
the F-P strategy is slightly lower than that of the P-F strategy (61.0 vs 61.3) while the
average delays are lower too (229 vs. 245). This is because there are fewer trains that
are punctual when strategy F-P is used while the trains that are not punctual have on
average higher delays than when strategy P-F is used.
The Follow strategy does very well and has comparable results with the SMD strategy. The explanation for this is the fact that the two very often take the same decision.
The essence of the Follow strategy is to process all the trains from one direction before
changing to another direction. Doing so will keep the trains moving as much as possible
which reduces the junction load. In most cases the SMD strategy does exactly that. A
close examination of the decisions learns us that the SMD-strategy differs from the Follow
strategy only when one of the following cases occur:

• When both arrival tracks are empty, there is a possibility that new arrivals occur on
both tracks within the same time jump interval (Figure 4.2(a)). Simulation statistics
show that in 9.5% of all time jumps, the state changes from two empty arrival tracks
to both arrival tracks being non empty. When this happens, the Follow strategy
will choose the track according to the FCFS principle while SMD will use its own
strategy.
• Another difference between the Follow strategy and SMD occurs when there are 2
passenger trains on one track and either, 1 freight, 2 freight or a passenger train
followed by a freight train on the other track (Figures 4.2(b), 4.2(c) and 4.2(d)). In
these situations, when the two passenger trains face a red signal, it will be decided
to give the two passenger trains the right of way when there is no freight train on
the first block of the destination track. Within the simulation, this occurs in only
0.5% of the cases.
In other words, in at least 90% of the situations the Follow strategy is ’optimal’ and
identical to the SMD strategy which explains why the differences between the two being
small.
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(a) The first train to enter the model, will be
given permission to cross the junction when Follow strategy is used, while the SMD strategy
uses its own rules depending on state.

(b) SMD strategy gives the right of way to the
blocked passenger trains while Follow strategy
processes the moving freight train.
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(c) SMD strategy gives the right of way to the
blocked passenger trains while Follow strategy
processes the moving freight trains.

(d) SMD strategy gives the right of way to the
blocked passenger trains while Follow strategy
processes the moving trains.

Figure 4.2: States where the Follow strategy differs from the SMD strategy

4.7

Variations of the basic scenario

In the previous section we have examined the performance of the SMD strategy for the
basic scenario. We concluded that the strategy performs quite well. In this section we will
investigate whether this performance changes when tested within different model settings.
The cases that we will study are the influence of the acceleration loss of the freight train
(Section 4.7.1), the impact of the utilisation rate of the junction (Section 4.7.2) and the
effect of the shorter headway time (Section 4.7.3). Also the effect a different mix of
passenger and freight trains can have on the strategy is studied (Section 4.7.4). Another
interesting question is whether the SMD strategy can cope with train priorities (Section
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4.7.5). A number of other factors are then shortly mentioned in Section 4.7.6. For each
of the above instances, the SMD strategy is obtained and compared to the heuristics.

4.7.1

Freight train acceleration

In the basic scenario the acceleration time loss of the freight trains was three times higher
than that of the passenger trains. Since in practice a variety of factors (cargo weight,
type of locomotive, number of wagons etc.) can influence the acceleration time loss, we
would like to investigate whether other ratio value will affect the performance of the SMD
model. In this section we will examine the case where the ratio is 2:1 and 4:1 respectively
(2:1 indicates that the acceleration time loss of a freight train is twice as high than that
of a passenger train). The results are presented in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.3.
Acc.time loss of

FCFS

SMD

P-FR

FR-P

Follow

50

246

195

219

226

200

75

269

203

245

229

206

100

297

206

274

232

212

F train in sec

Table 4.6: Influence of the acceleration time loss of the freight train on the mean delay

Figure 4.3 shows that the performance of the SMD strategy does not vary much. The
reason for this is that the SMD strategy stops freight trains only occasionally. Thus, the
change in the value of the acceleration time loss of the freight train does not influence
the results much. The same holds for the performance of the Follow strategy and that
of the F-P strategy which are also more or less ‘stable’. In both cases the freight trains
are rarely stopped. It is interesting to follow the performance of the P-F strategy. This
strategy performs better than the F-P strategy when the freight trains are light. This
is because stopping the freight trains becomes relatively ‘cheap’. The performance drops
substantially though when the freight trains become heavier. Also the FCFS strategy
stops the freight trains relatively often and thus suffers too from the higher value of the
acceleration time loss.
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Influence of acceleration time of the freight trains on the mean delay
320

300

FCFS

Mean Delay (in seconds)

280
P-F
260

240
F-P
220
Follow
SMD
200

180
50

75
Acceleration time of freight train in seconds

100

Figure 4.3: Influence of the acceleration time loss of the freight train on the mean delay

4.7.2

System load

Next we will look at the system load which is expressed in terms of the number of trains
arriving at the junction per hour. Figure 4.4 depicts the mean delays at different system
loads. Due to scaling, the differences are not clear when the load is low. This is why
Figure 4.5 is more suitable to base conclusions on. The latter figure depicts the relative
deviation of the mean delay of the strategies to that of the SMD strategy (e.g. a value of
120% indicates that a strategy gives mean delays that are 20% higher than that of the
SMD strategy).
When there are very few trains arriving per hour then there are almost no conflicts.
But even when only 0.1 trains arrive per hour, conflicts can still occur. Figure 4.5 shows
that in such event, the mean delays for F-P strategy are almost 20% higher than for
the SMD strategy. The best strategy turns out to be to prioritize passenger trains above
freight trains which is done by both SMD and the P-F strategy. Since both FCFS and the
Follow strategies give the first arrival the right of way, their performance will be between
that of the P-F and the F-P strategy. However, due to the very low number of arriving
trains, the absolute difference between these two strategies is negligible.
When the system load increases then the differences between the strategies increase
(Figure 4.4), the best strategy then becomes the one which keeps the trains moving as
much as possible. Thus the performance of the SMD and the Follow strategies converge
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influence of the system load on the mean delay
700
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Figure 4.4: Influence of the system load on the mean delay

influence of the system load on the mean delay

Relative deviation of Mean Delay to that of SMD strategy
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180%

160%
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100%

Follow
SMD

0 tr/hr

2 tr/hr

4 tr/hr

6 tr/hr
8 tr/hr
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Number of trains per hour
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Figure 4.5: Relative performance of different strategies at increasing system load

towards each other (Figure 4.4) while the other strategies, which tend to stop trains more
often, result in increasing delays.
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4.7.3

Shorter headway

In the previous sections, the headway, the safety margin between trains was three minutes.
These three minutes reflect the current situation pretty well. It is thinkable, though, that
due to technological advances, this margin can be lowered in the future. In this section
we will study the performance of the SMD strategy when the headway is reduced to two
minutes.
Shorter headway implies shorter block lengths, since the trains may now run closer
to each other. In accordance with the calculations made in Section 4.1, the block length
on the destination track is shortened from 4 km to 2 23 km. The total number of blocks
then has to be increased to 5. The trains however will leave the destination track after
crossing exactly 4.5 blocks (12 km).
Since the trains run closer to each other, the approach time (the time the trains need
to approach the junction) is also shortened. This way the junction is blocked for a shorter
time period. The new characteristics of the trains are shown in the following table:
Characteristics

P

F

Speed (km/hr)

120

80

Approach time (sec.)

120

180

25

75

8

4

Acceleration time loss (sec.)
Arrival rate (per hour)

Table 4.7: Characteristics of the trains when headway is shortened

The absolute and relative results are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 respectively.
When comparing these results to Figures 4.4 and 4.5 of the last section, one can
see that apart from the scaling the figures are almost identical. Indeed, the strategies
behave in the same way and the difference in performance is comparable too. The scaling
is different since the capacity of the junction is increased. More trains can cross the
junction within the same time. Either way, the SMD model can cope with the smaller
headway and shows a good performance.
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influence of the system load on the mean delay
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Figure 4.6: Influence of the system load on the mean delay when headway is 2 minutes
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Figure 4.7: Relative performance of different strategies at increasing system load when headway is 2 minutes

4.7.4

The passenger-freight train ratio

Another interesting aspect to look at, is the ratio of passenger trains to freight trains. In
the previous sections this ratio was 8:4, with on average 8 passenger trains and 4 freight
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trains arriving per hour. In this section we will vary this ratio in order to see how the
performance of the SMD strategy changes.
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

6:6
7:5
8:4
9:3
10:2
11:1
SMD

Follow

P-F

F-P

FCFS

Figure 4.8: Performance of different strategies at different P:F ratio

If there are almost no freight trains, then almost all trains arriving at the junction are
of the same kind. Then, the best strategy is to keep as much as possible trains moving.
The SMD strategy then resembles the Follow strategy. Nevertheless, since passenger
trains are fast accelerators, strategies like FCFS are also performing relatively well. This
situation changes when more freight trains are introduced. The worst strategies are then
the P-F and the FCFS strategies. The latter strategy stops too many trains decreasing
the junction capacity while the P-F strategy is short-sighted: It gives the passenger trains
the right of way but blocks the freight trains together with all the trains behind them
resulting in overall bad performance. The SMD strategy, however, performs well in all
cases.

4.7.5

Train type priorities

Up to this moment the priority of passenger trains was equal to the priority of freight
trains. The SMD model offers possibility to prioritize one train type over the other. This
can be achieved by introducing weights in the objective function, i.e. multiplying the time
a train of type s spends in the system by some factor Us . This way, some train types will
be more expensive to delay than others. In order to implement this, the cost function is
changed. As has been said earlier, the cost function is the sum of the arrival track costs,
the destination track costs and the train rejection costs. Let U be the vector of the train
type priorities. Then the approaching costs can be rewritten as

a

c (x, y, a) = τ (x, y, a) ·

R X
Nr
X

Uxri

(4.7.1)

r=1 i=1

The destination track costs cd (x, y, a) can simply be multiplied by Us when s is the
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train type that may cross the junction to enter the destination track (xa1 ) or 0 if no train
makes the transition.
Also the train rejection costs need to be altered. In Section 3.5 we have mentioned
that the total stay time of the rejected train of type s is equal to W + bs + ds where W is
the time the rejected train will spend on the arrival tracks before being selected to cross
the junction, bs is the time the train needs to approach the junction and ds is the time the
train needs to cross the destination track. These costs are now multiplied by Us resulting
in Us · (W + bs + ds ).
We will denote by SMD-P the SMD strategy that gives two times more priority to
passenger trains (i.e. UP = 2, UF = 1). The SMD-F strategy is the SMD strategy that
gives two times more priority to freight trains (i.e. UP = 1, UF = 2).
Table 4.8 shows the results of the SMD-P strategy in comparison to other strategies.
The last row within the table (row ‘mean’) denotes the weighted delays of the trains and
are calculated in the following way:

mean =

delayP · UP · NP + delayF · UF · NF
U P · NP + U F · NF

(4.7.2)

where NP is the number of passenger trains and NF the number of freight trains.

Delay

SMD-P

FCFS

P-F

F-P

Follow

P

195

293

211

297

234

F

233

220

312

93

150

Mean

203

278

231

256

217

Table 4.8: Performance of SMD-P strategy compared to other strategies

From the table one can see that the SMD-P strategy does very well when looking at
the delays of the passenger trains. These trains have the lowest delay with the SMD-P
strategy. Even under the P-F strategy, the delays of the passenger trains are not that
low. Both strategies prioritise passenger trains above freight trains, but while the P-F
strategy will always give passenger train the right of way, the SMD-P strategy will do
that only when it is ‘optimal’ to do so. As a result, the freight trains will be stopped
less frequently which results in a better utilisation of the junction and thus less delays at
the arrival tracks. Since the freight trains are stopped less, the passenger trains that run
behind them are also delayed less.
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Even though the passenger trains are prioritised with the SMD-P strategy, the delays

of the freight trains are not that high. As a result, when looking at the delays of all
trains (the mean delays) the SMD-P strategy does very well. The Follow strategy does
not do well when looking at the delays of the passenger trains. The strategy does not
protect priority trains. The mean delay of this strategy is still quite good although the
difference with the SMD-P strategy is enlarged. The same can be seen in Table 4.9 where
the results are shown for the situation where freight trains have twice as much priority as
the passenger trains.
Delay

SMD-F

FCFS

P-F

F-P

Follow

P

279

293

211

297

234

F

79

220

312

93

150

179

257

262

195

192

Mean

Table 4.9: Performance of SMD-F strategy compared to other strategies

4.7.6

Other robustness tests

Besides the robustness tests presented above, a number of other tests were conducted to
find out whether the SMD model is sensitive to certain factors which can lead to a drop
in its performance. Among these tests is the test involving the length of the destination
track. The longer the destination track the more influence a freight train will have on the
trains running behind it on the destination track. This is precisely what is observed. As a
consequence, the SMD strategy will give the passenger trains more often the right of way.
In all the cases the performance of the SMD strategy was superior to other strategies.
Moreover, the difference in performance between the Follow strategy and that of the SMD
strategy grows when the length of the destination track increases. The reason for this is
that the order of the trains, that enter the destination track, plays a bigger role when
the destination track is longer. The SMD strategy takes this into consideration while the
Follow strategy does not.
Also the influence of the speed differences between the train types has been studied.
The larger the difference, the more important the order of the trains on the destination
track becomes and the more appealing the SMD strategy will be.
Finally, the influence of the track load has been analysed. If one track is busier than
other tracks, i.e. more trains arrive on a certain track in comparison to other tracks, then
the SMD model will prefer trains from the busier track above other trains. Stopping a
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train from a busier track will more likely affect the trains that will arrive later than is the
case with trains from other directions.

4.8

Conclusions

In this chapter we have applied the SMD strategy to the Fork2 junction. We have compared the performance of the SMD strategy with that of the simple heuristics. In the
basic scenario, we have chosen some characteristics of the tracks and trains and looked
at the performance of the strategies. The SMD strategy turned out to perform very well,
outperforming all other strategies. By changing one of the characteristics of the basic
scenario at a time, we have tested the robustness of the performance of the SMD strategy.
In all cases, the SMD strategy proved to be superior to others.
The FCFS strategy has performed very poorly throughout all tests which has been
conducted in this chapter. While the P-F and the F-P strategies do perform better than
the FCFS, these strategies are no match for the SMD.
The performance of the Follow strategy is in most cases only a fraction lower than
that of the SMD strategy. The reason for this is that in most cases the decisions made
by both strategies are identical. Only in a small portion of situations, the SMD strategy
makes a different decision. This small portion of decisions, however, leads to the overall
superiority of the SMD strategy. It is however not difficult to think of the situations where
the performance of the Follow strategy will be poor. One may imagine that for example
increasing the number of arrival tracks and spreading out the trains through these tracks
will lead to the Follow strategy with performance close to that of the FCFS strategy. The
reason for this is that the probability of two trains arriving behind each other on the same
arrival track will be low and thus more switches between the tracks will be made on the
basis of FCFS principle.
As a final remark we would like to point out that the estimation of the externality
costs has an influence on the quality of the SMD strategy. The performance of the SMD
strategy can be even further enhanced by looking critically at these costs, however, as
this is not the subject of this research project we will leave these costs as is. We conclude
that the SMD strategy seems to perform very well within the Fork2 environment.

Chapter 5
Modelling a Bidirectional junction
In the previous chapters we have discussed the Semi-Markovian Decision approach and
explained how a ForkR junction can be modelled within the SMD setting. In this chapter
we will explain how the model can be extended to facilitate bidirectional traffic. We will
refer to the junction involving the bidirectional traffic as a Bidirectional junction.

Figure 5.1: Bidirectional junction where the central part is used in both directions

The Bidirectional junction typically consists of a number of arrival tracks, a destination
track and a number of sink tracks. The Bidirectional junction differs from the Fork
junction in that the destination track is used by trains in both directions. When a train
is on the bidirectional destination track, the track is blocked for the trains in the opposite
direction. The situation is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
To model this kind of junction the state space, as introduced in Chapter 3, is extended
with a new variable z. This new variable denotes the direction in which the bidirectional
track is being used. The inclusion of this new variable influences the transitions and the
costs.
We will start by discussing the physical differences of the two types of junctions. This
will be done in Section 5.1. Then in Section 5.2 we will address all the changes that should
be applied to the model in order to facilitate the bidirectional traffic. In Section 5.3 the
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performance of the model will be compared to that of other strategies. The chapter will
be closed with conclusions.

5.1

Physical differences

At first glance there are two major differences when comparing the Bidirectional junction
with the Fork junction, namely, the bidirectional characteristics of the destination track
and the presence of a new type of tracks, the sink tracks. While the first difference does
result in a number of changes to the model, the second difference does not.
Modelling sink tracks does not have an added value to the model and will only increase
the state space. Instead, we will let the trains disappear from the model as soon as they
reach the end of the destination track. Depending on the direction of movement this can
be either the right or the left end of the destination track (see Figure 5.2).
Arrival track 2

Arrival track 1

Destination track

Figure 5.2: The bidirectional junction where the sink tracks are omitted

Looking closely at this junction, one sees the resemblance with the ForkR junction
introduced in Chapter 3. In fact, we can model the bidirectional junction as the ForkR
junction by adding new features to the existing ForkR model. Figure 5.3 depicts the
bidirectional junction modelled as Fork2 junction with two types of traffic. The LR traffic
stands for traffic that will use the bidirectional destination track in the direction left-toright whilst the RL traffic uses it in the direction right to left. Of course, in the ForkR
representation of the bidirectional junction, all trains will be travelling from left to right
but it will be prohibited to allow LR traffic and RL traffic to use the destination track at
the same time.
Figure 5.4 pictures the situation with more than 2 arrival tracks. In the figure, two
arrival tracks are used by LR traffic and other two by RL traffic.
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Figure 5.3: The bidirectional junction with two arrival tracks modeled as Fork2 junction

Figure 5.4: The bidirectional junction, with two arrival tracks at every edge of the bidirectional
track, modeled as Fork4 junction

5.2

Model changes

As stated, the bidirectional junction will be modelled as a Fork junction. The bidirectional
characteristic of the destination track involves a number of changes to the original ForkR
model. These changes will be addressed here.
The changes to the model can be divided into the changes to the state space, the decisions and the changes to the transitions. We will discuss these model elements together
with the unchanged ones in Sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.5. Furthermore, the bidirectional characteristic of the destination track influences the state space reduction technique introduced
in Section 3.6. The discussion about this will be held in Section 5.2.6.
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5.2.1

States

In Chapter 3, the state space was characterized by a combination of x and y variables.
The variable x provided the positions and the types of all trains in the system while
variable y denoted the train speeds.
In this chapter the state will be extended with a new variable z that indicates the
direction in which the trains at the bidirectional track, if any, are moving. The variable
z can have one of the following three values:
• 0 indicates that the bidirectional track is empty and thus is not being used in any
direction.
• 1 indicates that the bidirectional track is being used in the direction left to right.
• 2 indicates that the bidirectional track is being used in the direction right to left.
Note, that in the light of keeping the state space as compact as possible, the value
z = 0 can be omitted since the same information can be obtained from the vector x0
(i.e. if vector x0 is a vector of zero’s then z must be 0 and thus the current value of z can
be ignored). However, in order to simplify the discussion in this chapter we will make use
of all three values of z.
The state space is now a combination of three variables and is denoted by (x, y, z).

5.2.2

Decisions

Unlike the case with the ForkR -junctions, the decision now depends on the state of the
destination track. If the destination track is occupied, then it is being used in a certain
direction. In that case, the trains from the opposite direction may not enter the destination
track.
Let A be the set of all possible decisions, that is A = {0, 1, · · · , R} where R is the
number of arrival tracks then ALR ⊂ A is a subset of A which contains only the decisions
that are valid when the destination track is used in the direction LR. Subsequently,
ARL ⊂ A is a subset with valid decisions when the direction of movement is RL. Note,
that both subsets include the decision a = 0 since it is always valid to deny all trains
from entering the destination track. Figure 5.5 depicts all possible scenarios and the
corresponding decisions.
If the destination track is empty, then z = 0 and the decision a is not bounded by the
traffic on the destination track (Branch B in Figure 5.5). However, if there is at least one
train running on the destination track, then the track is being used in direction z. Now,
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A
State of the destination track

empty

occupied

B
Possible decisions

C
Direction z on the destination track

a A

z= 1

D
Possible decisions

z= 2

E
Possible decisions

a ALR

a ARL

Figure 5.5: Chart with possible decisions depending on the state of the bidirectional destination track

the trains from the opposite direction may not enter the destination track. So if z = 1
then the decision a is restricted by subset ALR . Alternatively, if z = 2 then a is restricted
by a ∈ ARL .

5.2.3

Time advance

As it was the case for ForkR junction, after the decision is made, the time is advanced with
τ (x, y, a) time units. This time is called the Jump Time and reflects multiple processes
as is indicated in Section 2.2.3. And again, if the decision is a = 0, i.e. no train crosses
the junction, then the time advances with headway h time units.

5.2.4

Transitions

In Chapter 3 we have introduced three phases for transitions:
1. The Destination track phase: Trains on the destination track r = 0 change their
position.
2. The Junction crossing phase: The train that receives permission to cross the junction, crosses it and enters the destination track. Also the speed indicators of the
arrival tracks are updated.
3. The New arrivals phase: New trains arrive at the arrival tracks.
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The introduction of the new variable z changes only the junction crossing phase. The

other two phases remain unchanged.
The junction crossing phase changes since the train that enters the destination track
defines the direction of movement on the destination track. The value of z is completely
determined by the arrival track from which the train originated. If no train enters the
destination track then the z value is left unchanged. There are no changes to the way
the speed indicators of the arrival tracks react to the decision being made. The speed
indicators act according to the procedure described in Chapter 3.
The destination track phase is not changed, since the movement of the trains on the
destination track is not altered. The trains still move from the first block to the last and
the movement is coupled in the same manner as it has been discussed before (see Section
2.2.7).

5.2.5

Costs

Our goal is again to minimize the total traverse time of the trains. As has been explained
previously in Section 3.5 there are three cost components that together form the total
costs: The arrival track costs, the destination track costs and the train rejection costs.
The equations for these three components do not need to be changed and can be used
here as well.

5.2.6

State space reduction

The state space reduction for the ForkR junction, which has been discussed in Section 3.6,
involved omitting trains which have travelled a certain distance on the destination track.
The idea behind it was the fact that the trains which do not hinder trains behind them
can be omitted from the model without loss of information. The procedure involved a two
step approach. In the first step the trains were omitted from the destination track if these
do not hinder the trains running behind them at the destination track. In the second step
the remaining trains were examined. If these trains can not hinder even the fastest train
that may enter the destination track in the near future (that is after the minimal time
jump interval τ ), then these remaining trains may be omitted from the model as well.
As a result of the above state space reduction procedure, the state on the destination
track could be simplified to the state that the destination track becomes empty. This
practice will clearly lead to a loss of information in case of bidirectional case. Therefore,
the procedure of the state space reduction has to be changed: The idea is that the last
train on the track should never be omitted. Moreover, if the train is hindered by its
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predecessors, then these predecessors should remain part of the model as well. Therefore
the second step in the above procedure must not be carried out. In mathematical terms
the Equation 3.6.4 located on page 57 should be omitted.

5.3

Results

In order to study the structure of the SMD strategy and examine its performance, we will
keep things simple and consider the case of the bidirectional junction with only 2 arrival
tracks.
In Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 the basic scenario will be defined and the structure of the
corresponding SMD strategy will be studied.
In Section 5.3.4 the performance of the SMD strategy will be compared to that of
other strategies. To this end, we will use simulation again. The strategies that are
used for comparison have been introdued and defined in Section 4.5. However, since the
destination track can now be blocked for trains in a certain direction, in Section 5.3.1 the
definition of these strategies will need to be updated.
Next, in order to examine the robustness of the SMD model, in Section 5.3.5 a number
of variations of the basic scenario will be studied.

5.3.1

Strategies

In Chapter 3, we have compared the SMD strategy with the following strategies: FCFS,
P-F, F-P and Follow. Except for the latter, the strategies are expected to perform poorly
in the setting of the bidirectional junction. This is due to the fact that these strategies
do not account for the efficient usage of the bidirectional destination track. The FCFS
strategy, for example, is expected to be the worst strategy since it will change the direction
of movement of the bidirectional track very frequently which will cut down on the available
capacity dramatically. The train type priority strategies (P-F and F-P) are expected to
perform somewhat better, but since these strategies ignore the situation on the destination
track, the strategies will be far from optimal. This is typically the case when same type of
trains are found on both sides of the destination track. The train type priority strategies
will then give priority to a train according to the FCFS principle.
In this chapter we will introduce modified versions of the P-F and F-P strategies. We
will call these new strategies P-F-Follow and F-P-Follow respectively. The two strategies
also give priority to one train type above the other but will act differently when two trains
of the same type compete for the right to enter the bidirectional track. In this case, the
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decision will be to authorize a train using the Follow principle. These new strategies are
expected to perform much better than their ‘standard’ counterparts.
The Follow strategy has proved to perform very well in the setting of the Fork2 junction. This strategy implicitly tries to minimize the number of changes in the movement
direction and thus is expected to do well in the setting of the bidirectional track. We
introduce two new strategies (Follow-P-F and Follow-F-P) that in a number of cases will
differ from the Follow strategy. The nature of these cases is however very specific so that
the differences between these strategies are expected to be small. Yet, it is interesting to
investigate whether a better version of the Follow strategy can be constructed.
Let us define these new strategies along with the already introduced strategies for the
case of the bidirectional junction:
FCFS This strategy will give the priority to the train which has arrived at the junction
first, regardless of the situation on the destination track. If the destination track
turns out to be blocked for this train (since it is being used in an opposite direction),
no train will be allowed to enter the destination track until it is cleared of trains.
Only then, the previously chosen train enters the destination track.
P-F This strategy will give the priority to the passenger train above the freight train,
regardless of the situation on the destination track. If two trains of the same type
are found at each side of the destination track, then the FCFS strategy is used.
Again, if the destination track is blocked for the train that is chosen to enter the
destination track first, then no trains are allowed to enter the destination track until
it is cleared of trains. Only then, the previously chosen train enters the destination
track.
F-P See, strategy P-F, but now the freight train is chosen above the passenger train.
Follow The follow strategy needs some explanation. In the first place the strategy implies
to process trains from a certain direction until that direction is exhausted. Then
the attention is moved to trains from another direction. If at some point in time,
all arrival tracks are exhausted, then the first next arrival for which the destination
track is not blocked will get the right of way. If the destination track is not blocked
(i.e. no trains are found on it) and there are trains at both sides of the destination
track, then the priority is given to the first arrival.
Follow-P-F This is in essence the Follow strategy. However, whenever there are trains
on both arrival tracks while the destination track is empty, the decision will be based
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on the P-F strategy (and not on the FCFS strategy as is the case with plain Follow
strategy).
Follow-F-P same as Follow-P-F strategy but now the freight trains are prioritized above
the passenger trains.
P-F-Follow This is in essence the P-F strategy. However, whenever the two trains on
both sides of the destination track are of the same type, the decision will be based
on the Follow strategy (and not on the FCFS strategy as is the case with plain P-F
strategy).
F-P-Follow same as P-F-Follow strategy but now the freight trains are prioritized above
the passenger trains.

5.3.2

Basic scenario

Unlike the Fork junction, which has been described in an earlier chapter, the capacity
of the bidirectional junction, i.e. the number of the trains that can be processed in a
certain amount of time, strongly depends on the length of the destination track. When
the destination track is used in a certain direction, then the track is blocked for trains
from other directions. The longer the destination track, the longer the blocking period.
As a result of this, the bidirectional junction will in general have a lower capacity than the
ForkR junction. Therefore, in the basic scenario which we introduce, less trains will arrive
per our (10 instead of 12 which was the case with ForkR junction) and the length of the
destination track is reduced from 12 km to 8 km. Table 5.1 summarizes the characteristics
of the basic scenario.
Characteristics

P

F

120

80

180

270

Acceleration time loss2 (sec)

25

75

Arrival rate (per hour)

6 23

3 13

Speed (km/hr)
1

Approach time (sec)

Table 5.1: Characteristics of the trains in the basic scenario of the bidirectional junction

1

Recall that the approach time denoted the time that the trains need to cross the junction from the
moment they entered the arrival track without being delayed by other trains.
2
Recall that the acceleration time loss denoted the extra time that the trains lose when delayed at the
arrival track above the time that the trains wait until the junction is available to them.
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Note, that except for the number of trains per hour, all characteristics are unchanged

when compared to Table 4.1 in Chapter 4. The ratio between the number of passenger
trains and the number of freight trains is also unchanged and equals 2 to 1.

5.3.3

SMD strategy of the basic scenario

To understand the SMD strategy we will examine the SMD decision matrix. How this
matrix is constructed and how it should be read has already been explained in Section
4.3. However, due to the extra variable (direction variable z), the matrix will now be
more complex. Therefore, the optimal strategy will be presented in three matrices. The
first one (Table 5.2) is constructed for the situation with direction variable z = 0, the
second one (Table 5.3) for z = 1 and the third one (Table 5.4) is for the situation z = 2.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 learn us that the SMD strategy will keep processing trains from a
certain direction until all trains are processed. However, if the destination track is empty
(Table 5.2), then the strategy is more complicated and depends on the type of trains at
the arrival tracks and their speed. A number of conclusions:
• A moving freight train is prioritized above a moving passenger train. This way the
high acceleration time loss is avoided.
• A moving train is prioritized above a stopped train. Again, this avoids additional
acceleration time loss.
• Two trains on a track are always prioritized above 1 train on a track. The reason for
this is that delaying two trains is more damaging than delaying one train. Moreover,
the probability that a new arrival is lost is also lower.
• When two trains are located on each of the arrival tracks, then the moving train
is prioritized above the stopped train to avoid extra acceleration time loss and
minimize the probability that new arrivals be lost.
• A conflict between two moving passenger trains on one arrival track and a moving
passenger train and a freight train on the other track (regardless of their order) is
always resolved in the favour of the trains on the track containing a freight train.
• A conflict between two moving freight trains on one track and two moving trains
on the other track is always resolved in the favour of the two freight trains.
• A conflict between a moving passenger train followed by a freight train on one track
and a moving freight train followed by a passenger train on another track is resolved
by giving the freight train the right of way.
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The SMD strategy thus seems to be a very intuitive strategy giving the right of way
to a track based on the train types and the speeds of the trains on the arrival tracks.
Then, the trains on that track are processed until no trains are left on that track. Then
if the destination track is empty, the arrival track to process next is chosen based on the
types and speeds of the trains on both arrival tracks. If however the destination track is
not yet empty but new trains arrive which can enter the destination track without delay,
then these trains are processed first.
x2
P
P
P
P
PP
PP
PP
PP
FP
FP
FP
FP
F
F
F
F
PF
PF
PF
PF
FF
FF
FF
FF

y1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

y2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

P
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

PP
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

x1
FP
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

F
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

PF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2

FF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1

Table 5.2: SMD decision matrix of the basic scenario when z = 0. For each combination
of (x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ) a decision is given. 1 indicates that a train from arrival track 1
receives permission to cross the junction. 2 indicating that a train from arrival
track 2 may proceed.

y1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

y2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PP
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

x1
FP
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
F
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

FF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 5.3: SMD decision matrix of the basic scenario when z = 1

x2
P
P
P
P
PP
PP
PP
PP
FP
FP
FP
FP
F
F
F
F
PF
PF
PF
PF
FF
FF
FF
FF

y1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

y2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

P
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

PP
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

x1
FP
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
F
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

PF
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

FF
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Table 5.4: SMD decision matrix of the basic scenario when z = 2

x2
P
P
P
P
PP
PP
PP
PP
FP
FP
FP
FP
F
F
F
F
PF
PF
PF
PF
FF
FF
FF
FF
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Results of the basic scenario

Now it is time to compare the performance of the SMD strategy with that of other
strategies through simulation. Table 5.5 summarizes the results of the basic scenario.
The FCFS strategy is not able to route the trains through the bidirectional junction.
Under the FCFS strategy the direction of the junction is switched too often, decreasing
the available capacity dramatically and results in ever growing queues on both sides of
the junction.
On the other hand, the behaviour for the rest of the strategies is stable, which indicates
that these strategies can cope with the bidirectional junction for the current junction loads.
However the differences in performance for these strategies are substantial. Prioritizing
the freight trains above the passenger trains (F-P strategy) turns out to be a very poor
strategy. The delays of the passenger trains are exceptionally high compared to other
strategies which results in the very high mean delays. By reversing the priority and
giving passenger trains the right of way above the freight trains (P-F strategy) the mean
delays of trains are cut almost by a half. This is due to the fact that the delays of the
passenger trains in the latter case are decreased by 17 minutes while the increase in delays
of the freight trains is only 40 seconds.
Discipline

P

F

Mean

SMD

364

328

352

Follow

396

368

386

Follow-P-F

391

378

387

Follow-F-P

401

360

387

P-F-Follow

409

727

515

F-P-Follow

527

307

454

P-F

600

1139

779

F-P

1626

1098

1450

∞

∞

∞

FCFS

Table 5.5: Mean delays in seconds of the basic scenario

An interesting result gives us the combination of the train type priority strategies with
the Follow strategy. The difference between the P-F strategy and the P-F-Follow strategy
arises in cases where on both sides of the destination track the same type of trains are
willing to enter the track. While the former strategy will treat these trains via the FCFS
rule, the latter strategy will use the Follow principle. This reduces the delays significantly
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since there are far less direction switchings of the destination track. Curiously enough,
the F-P-Follow strategy performs now better than the P-F-Follow strategy while this
was exactly the opposite in case of the F-P and the P-F strategies. This result is due
to the fact that the F-P-Follow strategy tries to minimize both the number of direction
switchings and the acceleration time loss of the freight trains.
The Follow strategy cuts back the delays even further. The mean delays are only a half
of the delays found at the P-F strategy. This is due to the fact that the destination track
is being used in a very efficient way by minimizing the number of direction switches. The
Follow-P-F and the Follow-F-P strategies do not perform better than the Follow strategy.
A few cases where the strategies differ from each other do not cause any significant
differences in performance.
The difference between the Follow strategy and the SMD strategy is still substantial.
The SMD strategy cuts down the delays by 9 percent. The difference between the two
strategies occurs when the destination track becomes empty. In this case, there are two
possibilities:
• the arrival track which has been served latest is still empty
• the arrival track which has been served latest is occupied again
In the first case, the Follow strategy will choose according to the FCFS principle among
the occupied arrival tracks while in the latter case, the same track will be ‘served’. On
the other hand, The SMD strategy takes the decision based on the current situation on
the arrival tracks.

5.3.5

Variations of the basic scenario

The SMD strategy performed very well for the case of the basic scenario. In this section
we will examine whether the performance changes when tested in different settings. We
will start by studying the case where the system load is increased, i.e. the number of
trains arriving per hour is increased. This will be done in Section 5.3.5.1. Then, the ratio
between the passenger trains and the freight trains will be changed in Section 5.3.5.2.
As the length of the destination track changes the time that the junction can be blocked
for a certain direction, changing this length should have consequences for the different
strategies. This will be investigated in Section 5.3.5.3. Next, in Section 5.3.5.4 a number
of different conclusions of other tests are summarized.
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System load

The load of the system has a direct influence on the available capacity of the junction.
Figure 5.6 depicts how different strategies perform at various system load rates.
influence of the system load on the mean delay
1600

FCFS

F-P

P-F

1400

Mean Delay (in seconds)

1200

1000
P-F-Follow
800
F-P-Follow
600

Follow-(x-x)
SMD

400

200

0
0 tr/hr

2 tr/hr

4 tr/hr

6 tr/hr
8 tr/hr
Number of trains per hour

10 tr/hr

12 tr/hr

14 tr/hr

Figure 5.6: Influence of the system load on the mean delay

It is clear that the FCFS strategy has a growing difficulty with processing the trains
when the system load is risen. The delays of trains rise exponentially and already at
the load of 9 trains per hour, the strategy can not cope with the train flow anymore.
The strategies F-P and P-F can handle higher loads but eventually fail in processing the
trains. The difference between the SMD and the Follow strategy grows when the system
load increases. In Figure 5.7 we can see that at the load of 12 trains per hour, the delays
of the SMD strategy are 10% lower than that of the Follow strategy. In the figure the
strategies Follow, Follow-P-F and Follow-F-P are denoted as Follow(-x-x) since the three
strategies have similar performance.
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Relative influence of the system load on the mean delay
200%
Relative deviation of Mean Delay to that of SMD strategy

F-P
FCFS

P-F

180%
P-F-Follow

160%

140%
F-P-Follow

120%
Follow-(x-x)

SMD

100%

0 tr/hr

2 tr/hr

4 tr/hr

6 tr/hr
8 tr/hr
Number of trains per hour

10 tr/hr

12 tr/hr

Figure 5.7: Relative performance of different strategies at increasing system load

5.3.5.2

The passenger-freight train ratio

The passenger-freight train ratio is the ratio between the number of passenger and the
number of freight trains. We indicate this ratio by P:F (e.g. 7:3 indicates that on average
7 passenger trains and 3 freight trains arrive per hour). Figure 5.8 depicts the influence
of this ratio on the mean delays.
The results of the FCFS strategy is omitted since it is unstable for the system load 10
trains per hour, regardless of the P:F ratio. One of the things that draws our attention in
the figure, is that the F-P strategy is the only one that performs better as the percentage
of freight trains increases. This is true since less passenger trains suffer from this strategy:
On the one hand, there are less passenger trains which are stopped in favour of the freight
trains and on the other hand less passenger trains get stuck behind the freight trains on
the destination track.
The difference between the P-F-Follow strategy and the F-P-Follow strategy decreases
when more passenger trains are found in the system. In this case, giving freight trains
the right of way becomes gradually more unattractive.
The mean delays of both the Follow and SMD strategy increase when the percentage
of freight trains increases. But at all ratio’s, the SMD strategy performs significantly
better than the Follow strategy.
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Influence of the P:F ratio on the mean delay
P-F
1400
F-P

Mean Delay (in seconds)

1200

1000

800

600

P-F-Follow
F-P-Follow

Follow-(x-x)
SMD

400

200
9:1

8:2

7:3
P:F ratio

6:4

5:5

Figure 5.8: Performance of different strategies at different P:F ratio

5.3.5.3

Length of the destination track

The length of the bidirectional destination track has a huge influence on the junction
capacity. Figure 5.9 shows how different strategies perform when the destination track is
4, 8 or 12 km long.
Influence of the length of the destination track on the mean delay
1200

Mean Delay (in seconds)

1000

FCFS

800

600
SMD
F-P
400

P-F

P-F-Follow
F-P-Follow
Follow-(x-x)
200
4 km

8 km
length of destination track in km

12 km

Figure 5.9: Influence of the length of the destination track on the mean delay
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The FCFS strategy can only manage trains when the destination track is 4 km long.
When the length of the track is risen to 8 km then the queues begin to pile up resulting in
ever growing train delays. Although the F-P and P-F strategies can manage a longer track
length, their performance is very poor. Combining these train type priority strategies with
the Follow strategy does result in a better performance, yet this performance is still poor
in comparison to the Follow and the SMD strategies. The Follow family of strategies does
almost optimal when the destination track is only 4 km long but the difference with the
SMD strategy grows when the track gets longer.
5.3.5.4

Other results

Among the other tests that we have studied are the tests involving the influence of the
acceleration time loss of the freight trains. As expected, the higher the value of the
acceleration time loss the more important it becomes to keep the freight trains moving.
The SMD strategy adapts itself and as a result keeps performing very well.
Shortening the headway between trains enables trains to run closer to each other. As
a result more trains can cross the junction within the same time interval. Also in this
case the performance of the SMD strategy is good.
When it comes to situations where trains have different priorities, the true added value
of the SMD strategy becomes evident. The SMD strategy is the only strategy that gives
priority to prioritised trains without delaying other trains much. It does so by prioritizing
the trains only when it is not that damaging to others rather than giving blindly the full
priority.
Finally, when changing the load of the arrival tracks and thus making one arrival
track busier than the other track, the SMD strategy adapts accordingly giving a train
from a busier track more priority than to the traffic coming from the other track. As a
consequence, the results of the strategy remain good.

5.4

Conclusions

In this chapter the SMD model has been extended to incorporate junctions involving bidirectional traffic. It has been shown that with minor changes the existing description can
be extended to facilitate this new type of junctions. For a basic scenario involving two
type of trains and two arrival tracks, the SMD strategy is quite intuitive. The strategy
showed good performance too. While the difference between the Follow strategy and the
SMD strategy was small for the case of the Fork2 junction, the delays of the SMD strategy
turn out to be around 10% less in case of the basic scenario of the bidirectional junction.
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Moreover this difference tends to grow when the situation around the bidirectional junction grows in complexity, e.g. when the number of arriving trains grows or when the length
of the destination track is increased.

Chapter 6
The SMD track speed model
In the SMD model a number of modelling choices were made. One of these choices involved
the modelling of the destination track. It has been decided to model the track in a fairly
detailed way. This detailed way of modelling lead to a large state space description which
needed to be reduced by the state space reduction technique introduced in Section 3.6.
Moreover, the model raised an issue involving a conflict between the headway concept
and the block lengths on the destination track.
In this chapter we discuss a different way to model the destination track which will
resolve these issues and thus, in a sense, will be an enhancement for the original model. We
start by discussing in Section 6.1 the reasons for this alternative approach. The changes
to the model are discussed in Section 6.2. We then elaborate on the model complexity in
Section 6.3 and present the results of the new model in Section 6.4. The chapter will be
closed with conclusions.

6.1

Reasons for an alternative approach

In previous chapters we have introduced the SMD model and applied it to the ForkR and
bidirectional junctions. The model proved to have good results but at the same time
suffered from the state description, which tends to lead to a large state space, and from
the conflict between the concept of headway and the block lengths on the destination
track. The latter issue has been discussed in detail in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.6. The
conflict has been settled by respecting the headway time at the entrance and departure
from the tracks and by allowing for violations of this rule in between.
The second issue, the state space inefficiency in the SMD model, is induced by the
way the destination track is modelled. Since each block of the destination track can be
occupied by a train of type s or be empty, the total number of possible states is (S + 1)n
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where S is the number of train types and n is the number of blocks at the destination
track. To tackle this issue, in Section 3.6 a state space reduction technique has been
introduced which works well for short destination tracks and a small number of train
types. However, in case of a large number of train types visiting a long destination track
the technique will still result in a large state space; The state space reduction technique
consists of two steps. In the first step, it is calculated whether a train on the destination
track forms a hindrance to the trains behind it. The train is removed if no other train
suffers from this train. Then in the second step the remaining trains are inspected. If
these trains can not hinder any train that may enter the track next, then these trains may
be removed from the description too. From the above one easily can construct a number
of examples where the reduction technique will be unable to simplify the states: A slow
train on the last block followed by any mix of faster trains behind it will not be simplified.
A long destination track with a large number of trains on it will in this case result in a
large number of states which can not be simplified.
Moreover, in case of the bidirectional junction, only the first step of the reduction
technique may be applied. The second step will result in a loss of information and thus
may not be executed. This will lead to less states being reduced.
Another inefficiency as a result of the destination track being modelled as a number
of blocks comes from the modelling of continuous train movements within the discretized
environment. Since the trains are running with different speeds, the number of blocks they
cross within some time τ can be non-integer. This is modelled by means of probabilities.
This way, one state of the destination track will often lead to more than one new states.
This number is positively correlated with the number of train types.
In this chapter we introduce a new way of modelling for the destination track. This
new approach does not suffer from the above disadvantages. The state transition of the
destination track will lead to only one possible new state depending on the decision being
taken. Moreover, the number of possible states of the destination track is limited. In the
worst case, this number can exceed the number of states of the SMD model but in most
of the cases this number is much lower. Moreover, by aggregating states, this number can
be reduced even further. The aggregation process is straightforward and intuitive which
is not the case with the state space reduction technique of the SMD model.
Furthermore, in the new model, the description of the destination track will respect
the headway concept at all times and not only at the entrance and departure from the
tracks.
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Modelling changes

In the new model, the destination track will be modelled in a different way. Instead of
keeping track of the location of the trains and their speed, the so-called track speed will
be monitored. We will explain this new concept in Section 6.2.1. This new concept will
change the way the state space is defined. In Section 6.2.2 we will elaborate on this.
The change in state space leads to the change in the transition process. This is discussed
in Section 6.2.3 after which the changes to the calculation of the costs are explained in
Section 6.2.4.

6.2.1

TrackSpeed variable ts

The key aspect of our new model is the completely new modelling of the destination track.
Previously, the state of the destination track was described by the variable x0 which holds
information about the position of every train on the destination track. This information
is then used by a train which enters the destination track when computing its stay time
there. The trains can not overtake each other and need to respect the minimal headway
time upon departing from the track. The idea is that the departure time of the train
depends on the departure time of its predecessor. But since this is the case, then one
may consider monitoring the departure time of the last train instead of keeping track of
all the trains on the destination track. Alternatively, one may monitor the speed of the
last train. The latter option gets the preference since it will result in a strategy which is
easier to comprehend, as we will see in this chapter.
So, in this chapter we introduce a notion of track speed. Instead of keeping track of
the train types that are found on the destination track along with their positions on it,
we keep track of the speed of the ‘flow’ at the destination track. This speed depends on
the trains running on the destination track and thus depends on the previous decisions
that have been made. We will call this speed the Track Speed.
The idea behind this is that keeping track of the Track Speed, if done correctly, gives
as much information as keeping track of train types and their exact position on the
destination track. The major advantage of using track speeds instead, is the significant
cut down on the size of the problem, particularly for longer destination tracks and/or a
larger number of train types.
Before moving on to the formal definitions and equations, let us first think of what
values this variable should have and how these values should evolve in time in order to
mimic the underlying continuous train movement.
First of all, the variable should give information about the potential speed of the next
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F

TS = 80km/hr

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3

a) Description from SMD model

b) Description from SMD TS model

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the track speed concept

arriving train to the destination track, so if the destination track is empty this variable
should not be restrictive to the next arriving train. Thus, the default value of ts should
be sufficiently high. We will set this default ts value to the speed of the fastest train type.
Next, the lowest value of the ts should correspond to the situation where the slowest
train type is found on the first block of the destination track and should be equal to the
speed of that train type.
Finally, the following two correlations should exist: the more distance the trains have
traversed on the destination track, the higher the ts value. And on the other hand, the
longer the time jump, the higher the ts value, since the previous decision has a lower
influence on the next one.

6.2.2

Changes to the state space

In Chapter 3 we have defined the state space by vectors x and y. The situation on the
destination track was defined by vector x0 which denoted the types and positions of every
train on the destination track. In the new formulation, introduced in this chapter, the
state space will be denoted by (x, y, ts) where x is a vector (x1 , · · · , xR ) and thus does
not include x0 any more.

6.2.3

Changes to transitions

The introduction of the new variable ts has a large influence on the transitions. Also,
the computation of the new value ts which depends on several factors needs a special
attention. The transition process can be divided into the following three phases:
1. The junction crossing phase: First of all, the train that received permission to cross
the junction, leaves the arrival track and crosses the junction. The speed indicators
of the arrival tracks are updated. Next,
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2. The Track speed update phase: Given the train type, the time jump and the current
track speed, the new track speed value is calculated. And finally,
3. The new arrivals phase: new trains arrive at the arrival tracks. This phase is the
same as in the SMD model of Chapter 3 and thus will not be explained in this
chapter.
6.2.3.1

The junction crossing phase

Since no train movement on the destination track needs to be monitored, the junction
crossing phase becomes the first phase of the transition. The authorized train is removed
from the first position of its arrival track. The only difference with the SMD model is
that the train is not placed on the destination track. If no train is authorized to enter the
destination track (decision a = 0) then no train leaves the arrival tracks.
The speed indicator of the arrival tracks changes in the same manner as has been
previously explained in section 3.4.2.
6.2.3.2

The Track speed update phase

Given the current state (x, y, ts) and the decision a the time is advanced with τ (x, y, ts).
If decision a = 0 then τ (x, y, ts) = h the minimal headway time.
Let us first consider the simplest case where decision a = 0. No train enters the
destination track. The trains (if any) that are on the destination track move to a new
block. In our formulation this means that the value of the track speed will rise (or stay
as is, in case of an empty track or trains being too far to hinder others). Now, given
the current value of ts, the last train on the destination track will leave that track after
t=

l
ts

· 3600 seconds where l is the length of the destination track in kilometres. Since

no train enters the destination track, the time advances with h seconds so that the time
until the last train leaves the track becomes t − h. Now there can be two possibilities:
t − h ≤ 0 or t − h > 0. If the former possibility is the case, then we know that the
trains on the destination track, if any, will never be able to hinder any future train since
the future train can enter the destination track no sooner than after h seconds (minimal
time to next decision). So the new track speed value will be the default track speed value
τdef ault , i.e. the speed of the fastest train. When t − h > 0 then there are still trains
on the destination track which can hinder next arrivals. The new track speed will then
increase to

l
t−h

· 3600. However, the value of tsnew should be bounded by tsdef ault to limit

the number of different track speed values.
Summarizing, if the decision is a = 0 then the new track speed value is equal to
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tsnew


l
min(ts
def ault , t−h · 3600) if t − h ≥ 0
=
ts
if t − h < 0
def ault

(6.2.1)

The computation of the new ts value becomes more complicated when decision a
involves a train that is authorized to enter the destination track. To calculate the new
track speed value, we first need to calculate the time this train will leave the destination
track, which depends on the speed of the train and on the track speed.
Let us denote the desired speed of the train which is authorized to enter the destination
track by sp. Then the train will traverse the destination track in tdesired seconds where

tdesired =

l
· 3600
sp

(6.2.2)

On the other hand, the track speed is ts which means that the trains on the destination
track will leave the track in tf low =

l
ts

· 3600 seconds. Since the authorized train will enter

the destination track only after τ (x, y, ts) seconds, tf low becomes

tf low =

l
· 3600 − τ (x, y, ts)
ts

(6.2.3)

The authorized train can then leave the destination track at time:

t = max(tdesired , tf low + h∗ )

(6.2.4)

The new ts value is then set to

tsnew =

l
· 3600
t

(6.2.5)

The h∗ within equation (6.2.4) can refer to the minimal headway which separates
trains in time. However, in our case, we will set the value of h∗ in such a way as to mimic
the departure process of the SMD model of the previous chapters. When examining the
behaviour of trains at the destination track in case of the SMD model, one can see that
whenever the slow train has left the track, all information about the train is lost. A faster
train which run directly behind the slow train is now the first train at the track and will
run with maximal speed the last part of the track. To mimic this behaviour and make
results of the SMDts model as close as possible to the SMD model, we will set the value of
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h∗ to the time the train will run the last block of the destination track if it were the first
train on the track. So h∗ =

bl
sp

· 3600 where bl is the length of one block of the destination

track and sp the desired speed of the train, so in this case h∗ will depend on the type of
the train which is authorised to cross the junction.
Finally, consider the case where the train, that enters the destination track, leaves the
track somewhere halfway through it. Since the track speed is an indicator for the speed
of the ‘flow’ on the whole track, such a train should have only a limited influence on the
track speed. Therefore, in the Equation 6.2.2 one should consider the desired speed of
the train sp only for a distance d that the train will spend on the track and applying the
maximal track speed value, which is tsdef ault on the rest of the track. The Equation 6.2.2
changes to
tdesired =

l−d
d
· 3600 +
· 3600
sp
tsdef ault

(6.2.6)

Of course, by modelling in this way, the actual situation is simplified, since the single
variable ts indicates that the speed of the flow is constant on the whole track while the
flow can be slower at the beginning of the track than on the end of it. In order to
incorporate this, one could use multiple track speeds, each representing the speed of the
flow on a portion of the track. In this chapter we would like to keep things simple and
will not consider multiple track speeds. In Chapter 9 it is discussed how the model can
be extended.

6.2.4

Changes to costs

Our goal is again to minimize the total traverse time in the system. As has been explained
previously in Section 3.5 there are three cost components that together form the total
costs. These are the arrival track costs, the destination track costs and the train rejection
costs. The arrival track costs refer to the stay times of the trains on the arrival tracks.
Since there are no changes to the arrival tracks, the computation of these costs is not
altered. The destination track costs are replaced by the track speed costs cts which are
computed in the following way.
Every time a train makes a transition from the arrival track to the destination track
the total stay time of the train on the destination track is calculated. The stay time
depends on the track speed ts and on the speed sp of the train which is authorised to
enter the track. Let us denote the distance the train will cross on the destination track
by d. Let us further denote the time the last train on the track, if any, will leave the track
by tf low . This value can be computed also for the situation where no train is on the track
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since the computation involves the track speed value which will be equal to tsdef ault in
case of an empty track. The tf low is calculated in the following way:
tf low =

d
· 3600
ts

(6.2.7)

Note, that tf low is calculated over the distance d which thus indicates the time the
‘flow’ crosses the first d kilometres of the track. The train that crosses the junction, will
cross the same distance in tdesired seconds, where
tdesired =

d
· 3600
sp

(6.2.8)

The track speed costs are then:
cts = max(tf low − τ (x, y, ts) + h∗ , tdesired )

6.3

(6.2.9)

Computational complexity

The computational complexity is determined by the number of states, the number of
transitions per state, the number of possible decisions and the convergence rate of the
iteration process.
The state space of the track speed model is defined either by the triple (x, y, ts) or in
case of the bidirectional destination track by (x, y, z, ts). The variable x holds information
about the situation on each of the arrival tracks. The number of possible states of variable
x depends on the number of arrival tracks R, the number of train types Sr that make
use of each of these tracks and the maximum capacity of these tracks nr . Since all
arrival tracks are modelled as queues, the number of states of variable xr is equal to
1 + Sr + Sr 2 + · · · + S nr =

Sr nr +1 −1
.
Sr −1

The variable y depends on the number of speed indicators J and the number of arrival
tracks R which accounts for J R states. Variable z is a binary variable and thus has two
states. Let further T represent the number of different value of ts. Then, the total number
Q nr +1
of states is equal to 2 · T · r Sr Sr −1−1 · J R .
The number of transitions does no longer depend on the number of transitions on the
destination track and is only determined by the arrival process HP.
In the remainder of this section we will show how the different values of track speeds
are found to get some feeling about the order of magnitude of this variable. The following
steps are executed in order to compute all possible values of the track speed variable.
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1) Initialization of list L: For every possible decision a we store the value of the train
type s which is authorized to cross the junction together with the corresponding
time jump τ . Note, that s can also be 0 which indicates that no train is authorized.
This information is stored in list L.

2) Definition of recursive function: Define function F indSpeeds(ts) which for a given
track speed ts calculates all possible new track speeds. The working of the function
is as follows: Consider all possible combinations (s, τ ) of list L and let train type s
enter the destination track. The track speed changes to ts0 . If ts0 is not within the
list T S, add speed ts0 to the list1 and call function F indSpeeds(ts0 ).

3) Start of recursion: Start with an empty destination track. The current track speed
is then the default track speed ts =default. Initialize the array of found track speeds
to T S = {ts}. Call now function F indSpeeds(ts).

4) Aggregation step: Aggregate all speeds of array T S which differ by at most d km/hr
from each other, where d is a predefined parameter. This step is executed in the
following way: Sort the list T S. Consider the first value (the lowest track speed)
and find all values which fall within the range of d km/hr. Take the average of these
values and include this averaged value in the aggregated set AS. Now, proceed
from the first element of set T S which fell outside the range d and repeat the same
procedure until all elements of set T S have been processed.

In theory, the recursive function F indSpeeds() can result in a large number of different
track speeds. In fact, the number of track speeds will be at most d

spf −sps
e
²

where spf is

the speed of the fastest train type on the destination track, sps is the speed of the slowest
train on the destination track and ² being a predefined value of 0.1 km/hour. In practice
though, a lot of these speeds will be equal or almost equal to each other. Moreover, by
aggregating the speeds in step 4, we limit the number of different speeds even further to
d

spf −sps
e
d

where d represents the range in km/hour within which the speeds are said to be

equal.
1

To limit the size of the list T S and rule out any round-up errors, we consider speeds within the range

of ² = 0.1 km/hour to be equal. Thus, ts0 is added to the list T S only if there are no speeds in the list
within the range of ².
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Results

The strategy of the SMDts model will be referred to as the SMDts strategy. First of all
we will examine the structure of the SMDts decisions and compare this structure to that
of the SMD model of Chapter 3. This will be done in Section 6.4.1. Then in Section 6.4.2
we will show the performance differences between the SMD and the SMDts for a number
of scenarios.

6.4.1

Structure of the SMDts strategy

Let us consider the same basic scenario that has been studied in Section 4.3. The destination track consists of 3 blocks and the two train types that are considered have the
following characteristics:
Characteristics

P

F

Speed (km/hr)

120

80

Approach time (sec)

180

270

25

75

8

4

Acceleration time loss (sec)
Arrival rate (per hour)

Table 6.1: Characteristics of the trains in the basic scenario

This information, in combination with equations (6.2.1) and (6.2.5) gives us the following set of possible track speeds: 80, 87, 94, 101, 109, 116 and 120 km/hr.
Table 6.3 shows the SMDts decision matrix which provides information about the
SMDts strategy for every possible state. The explanation about how to read this matrix
and how it is constructed is given in Section 4.3. The difference now, is that the values
within the matrix reflect the track speeds. These values should be read as following:
Take decision a = 1 if the track speed is less or equal to the value found in the matrix.
Otherwise, take decision a = 2
In Table 6.2 a number of examples with the corresponding interpretation is given.
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Value
0
80
94
120
-

Interpretation
Decision is always 2
Decision is 1 if trackspeed = 80 and 2 otherwise
Decision is 1 if trackspeed ≤ 94 and 2 otherwise
Decision is always 1 (since tsdef ault = 120)
Both arrival tracks are empty. Decision is 0

Table 6.2: Interpretation of the values in the decision matrix of the SMDts strategy for the
basic scenario

x2
P
P
P
P
PP
PP
PP
PP
FP
FP
FP
FP
F
F
F
F
PF
PF
PF
PF
FF
FF
FF
FF

y1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

y2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P
120
120
120
120
120
120
0
120
0
120
0
0
120
120
0
116
120
120
0
0
120
120
0
0
120
120
0
0

PP
120
120
120
120
120
120
0
120
120
120
0
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
94
116
120
120
0
87
120
120
0
116

x1
FP
120
120
120
120
0
120
0
80
0
0
0
0
120
120
0
120
120
120
0
101
120
120
0
0
120
120
0
0

F
120
120
120
120
0
120
0
120
0
101
0
80
0
120
0
94
120
120
0
120
0
120
0
0
0
120
0
0

PF
120
120
120
120
0
120
0
120
0
120
0
109
0
120
0
120
120
120
0
120
120
120
0
120
120
120
0
120

FF
120
120
120
120
0
120
0
120
0
120
0
80
0
120
0
120
120
120
0
120
0
120
0
0
120
120
0
120

Table 6.3: SMDts decision matrix of the basic scenario. For each combination of (x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 )
an upper bound for the value of the track speed (in km/hr) is given for which it
holds that according to the SMD rule a train from arrival track 1 should cross the
junction first. I.e. Take decision a = 1 if the track speed is less or equal to the value
found in the matrix. Otherwise, take decision a = 2
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Let us compare these decisions with the SMD decisions for the same scenario that can
be found in table 4.3 (Section 4.3). A close examination of these strategies reveals that
there are only a few differences. These differences are presented in table 6.4.
State

SMD Decision

SMDts Decision

x1

x2

y1

y2

FP

P

0

0

a = 2 unless x0 = (F - -)

a = 2 always

FP

P

1

1

a = 2 unless x0 = (F - -), (P F -)

a = 1 if ts ≤ 80

FP

PP

1

0

a = 2 unless x0 = (F - -)

a = 2 always

F

PP

1

0

a = 2 unless x0 = (F - -),

a = 1 if ts ≤ 94

(P F -), (P P F)
FF

PP

1

0

a = 2 unless x0 = (F - -),

a = 1 always

(P F -), (P P F)
F

PP

1

1

a = 2 unless x0 = (F - -)

a = 1 if ts ≤ 80

PF

PP

1

1

a = 2 unless x0 = (F - -),

a = 1 if ts ≤ 101

(P F -), (P P F)
FF

PP

1

1

a = 2 unless x0 = (F - -)

a = 1 if ts ≤ 80

F

FP

1

1

a = 2 unless x0 = (F - -),

a = 1 if ts ≤ 87

(P F -), (P P F)
Table 6.4: Overview of states of the basic scenario for which SMD decision differs from the
SMDts

The table should be read as follows: when in state x1 = (F P ), x2 = (P ), y1 = 0 and
y2 = 0 (see row 1 of the table), then the SMD decision prescribes that track 1 gets the
right of way only when a freight train is found on the first block of the destination track
(state x0 = (F - -)) while the corresponding SMDts decision will never give trains from
track 1 the right of way.
While from the second row of the table we learn that the SMD decision will give trains
of track 1 the right of way when either the freight train is found on the first block (state
x0 = (F - -)) or the freight train is on the second block and followed by the passenger
train (state x0 = (P F -)). The corresponding SMDts decision will authorize trains from
track 1 to cross the junction only if the trackspeed is 80 km/hr (ts = 80).
From table 6.4 we see that, as expected, the differences between the two strategies are
very limited so the performance of the two strategies should be very similar as well.
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Performance of the SMDts strategy

To compare the results of the SMDts strategy with that of the SMD strategy we again use
simulation. To make the comparison fair we will run identical runs, i.e. the arrival times
and the types of the trains that arrive are identical in both runs. When a conflict situation
arises, the conflict will be solved either by SMD or SMDts rules. Regardless of the rule
used, the state of the destination track within the simulation environment is modelled
through the x0 variable, i.e. for every train on the destination track the location and its
type is known. So when the conflict is solved with the SMD rule, no translation is needed,
the corresponding SMD decision can be found for exact same state representation. The
situation is different when the conflicts are solved with the SMDts rules. In this case, the
x0 representation of the destination track is first translated to the trackspeed-equivalent
after which the corresponding SMDts rule can be looked up.
The performance of the two strategies turns out to be almost identical. The measured
mean delays differ from each other only by a couple of one tenths of a second which is
not significantly large. Table 6.5 shows the differences in case of the basic scenario while
Table 6.6 shows the differences for various values of acceleration time loss of freight trains.
Discipline

P

F

Mean

SMD

234.9

138.4

202.8

SMDts

233.4

142.9

203.3

Table 6.5: Difference in performance between the SMD and the SMDts strategies for the basic
scenario

Acceleration time

SMD

SMDts

50

194.8

194.8

75

202.8

203.3

100

205.9

206.2

loss (in sec.)

Table 6.6: Difference in performance between the SMD and the SMDts strategies for different
values of acceleration time loss of the freight trains

By examining the values of Tables 6.7 and 6.8, which show differences between the
SMD and the SMDts performances for different values of the system load and different
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values of the destination track length respectively, we can conclude that the two strategies
are very similar indeed.
Number trains

SMD

SMDts

0.1

0.7

0.7

1

6.9

6.9

2

14.7

14.7

3

23.3

23.3

4

33.0

33.1

5

43.8

43.8

6

56.1

56.3

7

70.2

70.4

8

86.6

86.8

9

106.1

106.1

10

130.1

130.2

11

160.4

160.4

12

202.8

203.3

13

260.6

261.0

14

352.2

352.5

per hour

Table 6.7: Difference in performance between the SMD and the SMDts strategies for different
values of system load

Length destination

SMD

SMDts

4

154.3

154.3

8

176.5

176.3

12

202.8

203.3

16

229.9

230.0

20

261.2

260.6

track in km

Table 6.8: Difference in performance between the SMD and the SMDts strategies for different
values of destination track length
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Aggregation of track speeds

In this section we will examine the influence of the track speed aggregation on the performance of the SMDts strategy. As a testing case for this research we will use the basic
scenario and will vary the length of the destination track. The idea is, the longer the
destination track, the larger the state space of the SMD model and the higher the urge
for compact alternatives.
Already when the destination track consists of 5 blocks of 4 kilometre each, the number
of possible states of the destination track when using the SMD model is (S + 1)5 = 243.
When the state space reduction technique of Chapter 3 is used, the number of states
reduces to 8:
(- - - - -), (F - - - -), (- F - - -), (P F - - -), (- P F - -), (P P F - -), (- P
P F -) and (P P P F -).
With the track speed model, the number of states depends on the threshold value
which is used to define distinctive track speeds. Table 6.9 shows that if the threshold
value is 0.1 (meaning that the two speeds are considered to be different if the difference
is at least 0.1km/hr), then the number of track speeds is 14. This number reduces when
the threshold value is risen.
Threshold

Number of

value in km/hr

track speeds

0.1

14

Track speeds in km/hr
80, 86, 88, 92, 95, 99, 100, 104, 107,
109, 112, 113, 118, 120

5

7

80, 87, 94, 101, 109, 116, 120

10

4

85, 97, 109, 119

20

2

91, 112

40

1

102

Table 6.9: Relation between the threshold value and the number of track speeds

Table 6.10 shows the influence of the track speed aggregation on the performance of
the SMDts -strategy. The number behind the SMDts -strategy (e.q. SMDts 5) represents
the threshold value that is used. The numbers between brackets represent the number of
track speeds that are distinguished.
One can see, that the more speeds are aggregated, the worse the performance of the
SMDts strategy. The performance approaches the level of that of the Follow strategy.
This is not surprising, since when only 1 track speed is used, the SMD strategy does
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not have any information about the position and the type of trains behind the junction.
Follow strategy does not use this information either. And since both strategies try to
maximize the capacity of the junction, the only difference between the Follow strategy
and the SMDts strategy becomes the statistical information about the future arrivals
which is used by SMDts and is not used by Follow strategy.
Track length (in km)
Discipline

12

20

28

40

60

SMD 0.1

203 (7)

261 (14)

324 (24)

423 (45)

598 (93)

SMD 5

203 (5)

261 (7)

324 (7)

423 (8)

598 (8)

SMD 10

203 (4)

261 (4)

324 (4)

423 (4)

598 (4)

SMD 20

203 (2)

267 (2)

325 (2)

424 (2)

609 (2)

SMD 40

205 (1)

267 (1)

332 (1)

432 (1)

609 (1)

Follow

206

267

332

432

608

P-F-Follow

245

306

369

469

646

F-P-Follow

229

290

355

457

635

P-F

245

306

369

469

646

F-P

229

290

355

457

635

FCFS

269

330

395

497

676

Table 6.10: The influence of the track speed aggregation on the performance of the SMD
strategy

Another observation that can be made from Table 6.10 is that the longer the destination track the bigger the difference between the SMD 0.1 strategy and the Follow
strategy. The threshold value of 0.1 km/hr results in a large number of track speeds.
Using a threshold value of 5 km/hr seems to be a safe aggregation policy. The number of
states is then low while the high level of performance is still maintained.

6.5

Conclusions

In this Chapter an alternative way of modelling of the destination track is presented.
The resulting model is called SMDts model. Compared to the SMD model, both the
problem size and number of transitions is reduced: The problem size is reduced by the
introduction of the track speed variable which keeps track of the possible speed on the
destination track and eliminates the need of including both the location and the type of
trains on the destination track. Moreover, since the continuous train movement over the
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discretized blocks is not modelled, the transition of the state no longer leads to multiple
new states of the destination track.
Finally, the track speed model allows for an intuitive state space reduction by grouping
track speeds together, which do not differ much from each other. Simulation results show
that the results of the model are almost identical to those of the SMD model and thus
superior as well when compared to other strategies.
Modelling the situation on the destination track by a single track speed variable has
however also its disadvantages. First, it is assumed that the speed of the flow is constant
on the whole track. In case a number of trains leave the track halfway through it, the
speed of the flow can be higher at the end of the track than it is the case at the beginning
of it. This disadvantage can be overcome by inclusion of multiple track speeds into the
model, each representing the speed of the flow at a certain portion of the track. Of course
this solution will increase the size of the state space. Another disadvantage is that by
keeping track of only the track speed, any information about the type of the last train on
the track is lost. In some cases, this information can be valuable. For instance in the case
when the headway, the minimal time between two subsequent trains, at the end of the
destination track, should depend on the type of these two trains (e.g. two freight trains
running behind each other need larger headway in between than a freight train followed
by an intercity train). Should this distinction be required, then we suggest to use a SMD
model instead or construct a hybrid model which keeps track of both: track speed and the
type of the last train entering the track. Either way, the purpose of this chapter was to
look critically at the SMD model and present an alternative way of modelling which, when
used in certain cases, would yield comparable solutions with a more compact state space.
The track speed model offers a number of advantages that the original model lacks and
can be freely extended to incorporate additional functionality. The reader interested in
model extensions is referred to Chapter 9 where among other extensions the incorporation
of the multiple track speeds is discussed.

Chapter 7
Railway networks
Up to this point, the discussion has been restricted to isolated junctions. In the real world
the junctions are often part of a bigger network. In this chapter we will investigate how
the locally optimized SMD strategies will perform within a network environment.
In Section 7.1 we first introduce networks and explain how the SMD model is used in
such an environment. In Section 7.2 we then explain how decomposition rules are applied
to divide the network into manageable areas.
Next, we will construct three different networks by combining the ForkR and the
Bidirectional junctions and we will investigate how the SMD strategies perform. Section
7.3 is devoted to the network of three Fork2 junctions. In Section 7.4 a larger network
is analysed which consists of seven Fork2 junctions. As a last example, in Section 7.5 we
will look at the networks containing a bidirectional junction and particularly we will be
focusing on a network consisting of two Fork3 junctions and one bidirectional junction.
The chapter is closed with conclusions.

7.1

Networks and SMD

In this chapter we will be talking extensively about networks. Let us first explain what
we mean by networks and how the SMD model will be used within these networks.
The network is a combination of a number of ForkR junctions and bidirectional junctions. The flow of trains is simulated throughout the network. So the trains enter the
arrival track of say junction A, cross the junction and enter the destination track of junction A, then at some point in time later enter the arrival track of junction B and so on.
Depending on the layout of the network and the routes of the trains, the trains will enter
different junctions or disappear from the model since the edge of a network has been
reached.
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Modelling the network as a whole with the technique of the Semi-Markovian Decision
Models is computationally intractable. The state space of the SMD model would be too
large, instead, the network is analysed by means of decomposition. Every junction is
modelled separately. As a result, the SMD model will come up with local solutions. It
is then interesting to investigate how these local solutions perform within the network
environment.

7.2

Decomposition and the scope of junctions

To decompose a network into smaller areas, one first needs to think very thoroughly
about choosing the ‘right’ boundaries for these areas. Different boundaries will lead to
different performance results of the SMD strategy. Since the SMD model is designed to
optimize junctions, the decomposed area should contain exactly one junction where the
SMD decision needs to be applied. The length of the arrival and the destination tracks is
then the subject of this section.
We will call the decomposed area, the scope of the junction since the SMD model will
base its decisions on the situation within this scope. When making the SMD decision
both the situation on the destination track and on the arrival tracks is evaluated.
Let us begin by addressing the destination track. The destination track has been
included as part of the model in order to incorporate the influence of the trains on the
track upon the trains that enter the track at some point later in time. For this reason,
the length of the destination track should represent the area where the trains can hinder
each other. A logical boundary for such an area will be the location where train paths
diverge or a location where trains can overtake each other.
Choosing the right boundary for the arrival tracks is a different story. The trains that
approach some junction need to claim it beforehand. This is done for security reasons.
A train can not stop immediately so if the junction is not available, the train will need
to adjust its speed beforehand. This way the train will be able to stop in time if needed.
Thus, the length of the arrival tracks needs to be at least the maximal distance which is
needed for the trains to stop if it is needed. Now recall that we have modelled the arrival
tracks as being queues and the time that the train needs to cross the junction from the
moment it appears in the queue is called the Approach time. This time corresponds with
the time the trains need to reach the junction from the moment they appear in the queue.
So the boundary should be chosen as such as to ensure that the trains entering the scope
of the junction still have plenty of time to stop if this is needed.
Taking the above requirements for the length of the arrival and destination tracks into
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consideration, one can conclude that the decomposed areas may overlap each other. In
fact, the areas can either be (partially) intersected or be disjunctive. This is shown in
Figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. When the two areas intersect, the same train can be within
the scope of two junctions simultaneously.

a

Figure 7.1: The scope of area a

a

b

Figure 7.2: Two areas where area b fully falls within the scope of area a

a

b

Figure 7.3: Two disjunctive areas

The situation depicted in Figure 7.2 needs special attention. Since the train order
which is set at junction a can not change until the end of the destination track, the scope
of junction a is very large. In fact, it even entirely covers the scope of the next junction.
However, since within a decomposed area the conflicts of only one junction can be resolved
at a time, the new trains that enter junction b are dismissed when resolving conflicts at
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a

b

Figure 7.4: Two areas partially intersected

junction a. The conflicts at junction b are then solved separately by the SMD strategy
there. Note, that when junctions a and b in Figure 7.2 are very close to each other, one
might choose to model the two together by means of one single Fork3 junction.

7.3

A network of three Fork2 junctions
a

c

b
Figure 7.5: Network of 3 Fork2 junctions

In this section we will discuss a network of three Fork2 junctions. Junctions a and b
(see figure above) apply SMD strategy to locally regulate the railway traffic. The railway
traffic then arrives at junction c where the local SMD rule is applied as well. This rule
derives its decisions from the information which is available within the ‘scope’ of junction
c and has no knowledge about the current situation at junctions a or b.
The scope of junction c is the area which is indicated in Figure 7.5. This area consists
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of two arrival tracks and one destination track. In this example we have chosen to let the
areas a, b and c partially intersect each other.
By means of simulation, the performance of the SMD strategy is compared to a number of heuristics. When a certain heuristic is used, it is applied to all three junctions
altogether.
All three junctions are identical and consist of two arrival tracks with capacity 2 and
a destination track of 12 kilometres long. Table 7.1 summarizes the characteristics of the
trains that enter the network at junction a/b.
Characteristics

P

F

Speed (km/hr)

120

80

Approach time (sec)

180

270

25

75

4

2

Acceleration time loss (sec)
Arrival rate (per hour)

Table 7.1: Characteristics of the trains that arrive at junction a/b

On average six trains per hour will arrive at junction c from junction a and another
six trains per hour will arrive from junction b. The trains enter the scope of junction c
when still running on the destination track of the previous junction and having exactly
the amount of time which corresponds with trains’ approach time to reach the end of the
destination track. Table 7.2 depicts the results of this network.
Delay at junction

Delay at

Total

a and b

junction c

delay

SMD

56

194

250

Follow

59

201

261

P-F

58

230

289

F-P

63

227

290

P-F-Follow

58

230

289

F-P-Follow

63

227

290

FCFS

62

272

334

Discipline

Table 7.2: Results of the network of three Fork2 junctions

The delays in the table have the following interpretation: it is the amount of time
that a train spends in the scope of the junction above the amount that it would have
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spent if it were the only train in the network and thus could traverse through the junction
without any conflicts. The delays that the trains gain at junctions a and b correspond with
the delays obtained earlier in the results of Chapter 6. For convenience these results are
repeated here in Table 7.3. This table depicts results of the situation where 6 (respectively
12) trains arrive per hour at Fork2 junction and where the arrival process is modelled
with the HP-process. The delays found at junction c are however lower than that of the
corresponding column of Table 7.3. This is because the trains arrive at junction c less
randomly than it was the case with the HP-process.
Discipline

6 trains per hr

12 trains per hr

SMD

56

203

Follow

59

206

P-F

58

245

F-P

63

229

P-F-Follow

58

245

F-P-Follow

63

229

FCFS

62

269

Table 7.3: Results of SMDts model of Chapter 6

The column Total delay within Table 7.2 depicts the mean delay of the trains measured
over the whole network. Thus, when the strategy SMD is applied to all three junctions,
the delays of an average train at junctions a and b will be 56 seconds. The load at
junction c is twice as large and a lot of conflicts do arise. An average train will be delayed
by another 194 seconds at junction c resulting in an total delay of 250 seconds per train.
From this table one can see that the SMD strategy maintains its superiority above
other strategies within this network environment. Moreover, the difference between the
performance of the SMD strategy and other strategies grows at every junction resulting
in significant differences when looking at total delays.
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A network of seven Fork2 junctions

a
e

b
g

c

f
d

Figure 7.6: Network of 7 Fork2 junctions

The network that is considered in this section consists of seven similar junctions. Every
junction consists of two arrival tracks and a destination track with three blocks of four
kilometres long. The load will be kept constant for every junction by routing only half of
the trains towards the next junction and removing the other half from the network. In
the example that we will look at, this load is equal to 12 trains per hour. We will measure
the delays at junction g.
By making use of the common random numbers technique, the exact same simulation
study will be used by different strategies. At every junction, the same trains will be
routed off the network so that the trains reaching junction g are the same regardless of
the strategy used. Table 7.4 depicts the total delays of the trains measured at junction
g. By the term total delays we mean the sum of the delays that the trains have obtained
at every stage of the network through the interaction with other trains.
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Discipline

Total delay

SMD

586

Follow

599

F-P

642

P-F

688

FCFS

761

Table 7.4: The total delays of trains measured at junction g

From the table one can see that the superiority of the SMD strategy is preserved
throughout the network. Moreover, the difference between the performance of the SMD
strategy and that of the Follow strategy grows at every junction resulting in a difference
of 13 seconds in delay on average per train at the end of junction g. The results of the
rest of the strategies is in line with the results of the previous section.
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A network containing a bidirectional junction

Let us consider the more complicated network which is depicted in Figure 7.7. Although
the network is not based on a real-life situation, the complexity of the network has similarities with the complexity that can be found in real-life situations. The network contains
8 stations where passenger trains stop (the freight trains do not stop anywhere).
Area a

Legenda
Station
Railway

Area c
area a

Direction
Decomposed
area

Area b

Figure 7.7: Network of 2 Fork2 junctions and one bidirectional junction

The network contains two train routes, namely a route through stations S1 → S2 →
S3 → S4 and another route through stations S5 → S6 → S7 → S8. The routes intersect
on the bidirectional track with trains going from S2 to S3 and trains going from S6 to S7.
Stations S2, S3, S6 and S7 have double tracks where the trains can overtake each other.
One of the two tracks is dedicated to slow freight trains and the other to the halting
passenger trains.
Let us refer to the passenger train service within this network by Pij and to the freight
train service by Fij . The indexes i and j refer to the origin station and the destination
station of the train service. Note that in this network, subsequent services are operated
by the same physical train, i.e. the train running from station 1 to 2 continues to station
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3 and exits the network at station 4. The same holds for trains between stations 5 and 8.
The network can be decomposed into three areas. Each area contains exactly one
junction where conflicts can arise. Table 7.5 depicts the areas and the type of junction it
contains. Per junction, the train series are given which run through that junction.
Area

A

B

C

Type of junction

Fork

Fork

Bidirectional

Number arrival tracks

3

3

4

Capacity of each arrival track

2

2

1

Blocks on destination track

4

4

2

Block length (in km)

4

4

4

Train services

P12 , P34 ,

P23 , P67 ,

P56 , P78 ,

F12 , F34

F23 , F67

F56 , F78

Table 7.5: Characteristics of the decomposed areas of the network

On average, the load of every junction is equal: 10 trains arrive per hour of which two
third are passenger trains and one third are freight trains.
The SMD strategy has been obtained for every area separately. As an arrival process
within the SMD model, the HP-process has been used. Obviously this arrival process
does not mimic the arrival process found within the simulation study since within the
simulation, the Poisson arrival proces is only found at the entrance of the system, the
stations S1 and S5. The arrival process elsewhere is in some way more structured due to
conflicts between trains throughout the network and the resulting resolution procedure
prescribing minimal headways between these trains.
Table 7.6 depicts the results of the simulation study and shows the delays of train
services P12 ,P23 ,P34 ,F12 ,F23 and F34 throughout the network. The delays of train services
P56 ,P67 ,P78 ,F56 ,F67 and F78 are similar due to the symmetric characteristics of the network.
Table 7.6 should be read as follows: When the SMD strategy is applied, the physical
trains running train services between stations S1, S2, S3 and S4 will get delayed in the
following way: On average, a delay of 149 seconds will be obtained between stations
S1 and S2 as a consequence of a conflict with train services between stations S3 and
S4. At the bidirectional junction within area C, an additional delay of 429 seconds is
accumulated. Back at area A, a conflict with train services running between stations S1
and S2 will yield an additional delay of 246 seconds. In total, the trains running services
between station S1, S2, S3 and S4 will on average be 824 seconds delayed upon reaching
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Service

Service

Service

Total

S1 → S2

S2 → S3

S3 → S4

delay

SMD

149

429

246

824

Follow

175

468

269

911

Follow-P-F

175

472

259

907

Follow-F-P

177

474

288

939

P-F-Follow

178

809

217

1205

F-P-Follow

171

789

289

1249

Table 7.6: Delays of train services between stations 1, 2, 3 and 4 throughout the network

station S4.
By examining the table, one can see that except for the last strategy, the delays at
area A are much lower for the train services P12 and F12 than the delays of train services
P34 and F34 . This is because the junction load is not equally distributed among the arrival
tracks. The trains running train services P12 and F12 arrive at junction A from the same
arrival track. This arrival track has thus a much higher load than the two other tracks
were only one type of trains arrives (train running either service P34 or F34 ). The higher
load of this track explains why both SMD and the Follow strategies prioritize trains from
this track above the trains from other tracks. The same reason applies to strategies PF-Follow and F-P-Follow which are more likely to process trains from the track with the
higher load.
From the table one can see that the Follow-P-F and Follow strategies are the closest
to the SMD strategy yet the difference in delay is substantial, more than 10%. The delay
per train is reduced by almost one and a half minute when the SMD strategy is used.
Moreover, the strategies FCFS, P-F and F-P are omitted from this simulation study since
these strategies can not cope with the load at the bidirectional junction of area C.

7.6

Conclusions

In the previous chapters the discussion has been restricted to isolated junctions while in
the real world the junctions usually are part of a bigger network. In this chapter we have
discussed how the local SMD strategies can be used within the network environment.
By means of decomposition a network can be divided in a number of junction where
local rules can be applied. We have discussed how the process of decomposing should
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be executed and how the borders of the areas should be defined. The separate areas
reflect the scope of the junction and different areas may (partially) intersect. By means
of simulation the local SMD rules have been compared to a number of heuristics. Three
networks have been constructed. On all networks the SMD strategy performed very well
even though the underlying arrival process, which is based on a Poisson process, did not
match a more structured arrival process found within the simulation. The last of the
three networks is a more complicated network having a number of features borrowed from
a real-life situation. This network showed that simple heuristic strategies do not perform
well, some can not even manage with the high system load. In this network even the
Follow strategy had relatively large delays. Compared to this strategy, the mean delays
per train were reduced by the SMD strategy with almost one and a half minute.

Chapter 8
SMD in practice
In the previous chapters it has been shown how railway conflict situations can be modelled
as a SMD model. The aim of the model is to resolve train conflicts in a dynamic way
while its main application is a timetable-free situation. Such situation is likely to occur in
the near future at least in the busiest area of The Netherlands (for more on this we refer
to Section 1.2). The purpose of this chapter is to examine whether such a model can be
applicable for the current situation where timetables are a common practice. Although
the SMD model is primarily designed for the timetable-free environment and the assumed
arrival process will not reflect the arrival process found in the situation with the timetable,
the model certainly has a number of powerful features1 which can make it achieve good
results in practice and result in a powerful strategy that can be used for dynamic conflict
resolution.
Presently, ProRail, the Dutch railway infrastructure manager, uses the so-called TAD
rules to resolve train conflicts. TAD stands for Trein AfhandelingsDocument (Dutch for
Train Management Document). It is a document containing conflict resolution rules to
be applied whenever a conflict between trains occurs. ProRail is interested in comparing
the performance of the TAD strategy with other strategies.
In coordination with ProRail, a test case has been selected to test the performance of
the SMD model within a real-life environment. This test case involves the line segment
Utrecht - Gouda which is known to have plenty of conflicts, and where according to
ProRail, TAD rules do not always give satisfactory results.
The main questions to be analysed are: (1) is it possible to model this real-life situation
with the SMD model? (2) how does SMD model perform? (3) is it better than TAD?
1

These features are the ability of the model to incorporate important factors into the decision making

such as the situation on the arrival tracks and the destination track, the acceleration rate of the trains
and statistical information about future arrivals.
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and (4) can it be used as a substitute for TAD?
We will start this chapter by analysing the line segment Utrecht - Gouda (Section
8.1). Then, in Section 8.2 we will explain how the train conflicts, on this line segment,
are solved in real life using TAD rules. In Section 8.3 the modelling of this line segment is
explained. The discussion about the simulation study and the results are found in Section
8.4, after which the SMD decisions will be explained in Section 8.5. Conclusions are given
in Section 8.6.

8.1

Line segment Utrecht - Gouda

The line segment Utrecht - Gouda is one of the busiest line segments of The Netherlands. The line contains Utrecht Central station which is the largest train station of The
Netherlands and is the central hub where passengers can change trains carrying them to
different areas of The Netherlands and abroad. Moreover, the line is being heavily used
by freight trains coming from and heading towards the Rotterdam harbour, which is the
largest port in Europe and an important transit point.

Legend
Dutch border
Railway
Utrecht Gouda section
Randstad area

Utrecht
Gouda

Figure 8.1: Line segment Utrecht - Gouda

The lay-out of the line segment is given in Section 8.1.1. Other characteristics like the
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timetable which is being used and the delays which have been historically recorded on the
segment, are given in Sections 8.1.2 and 8.1.3.

8.1.1

Lay-out of the line segment

The Figure 8.2 shows the lay-out of the line segment. It contains six stations: Utrecht,
Utrecht Terwijde, Vleuten, Woerden, Gouda Goverwelle and Gouda. Additionally, there
are two special locations: Harmelen Aansluiting and Oudewater Wachtspoor. At Oudewater Wachtspoor there is a possibility to set aside freight trains so that these can be
overtaken by passenger trains. Next at Harmelen aansluiting some traffic from Gouda
leaves the line segment to head towards Amsterdam. On the other hand, at this location some traffic from Amsterdam enters the segment to head towards Gouda. Also at
Woerden station a number of trains leaves/enters the line. These trains head towards and
come from Leiden station.
Throughout this chapter the different locations will be abbreviated using the ProRail
convention. The following table lists the locations together with their abbreviation:
Abbreviation

Location name

Gd

Gouda

Gdg

Gouda Goverwelle

Odw

Oudewater

Wd

Woerden

Hmla

Harmelen aansluiting

Vtn

Vleuten

Utt

Utrecht Terwijde

Ut

Utrecht
Table 8.1: List of abbreviations
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Platform

Fly-over

Vleuten
Utrecht
Terwijde

Gouda Goverwelle

(a) Line section Utrecht - Woerden

Harmelen Aansluiting

Railway
Track buffer stop

Legend

Woerden

Gouda
(b) Line section Woerden - Gouda

Oudewater
Wachtspoor

Utrecht Centraal

Woerden

Figure 8.2: Line segment Utrecht - Gouda shown in two parts: part a depicting the Utrecht Woerden segment and part b depicting the Woerden - Gouda segment. The Figure
is based on data from maps of ProRail and www.sporenplan.nl
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At first glance the area looks quite complex. The area consists of a lot of tracks,
switches and complex stations. However, by examining the routes the different train
services take while crossing the area we can state that the Utrecht → Gouda traffic does
not intersect the paths of the Gouda → Utrecht traffic. This is the case under normal
circumstances where the whole infrastructure is available (no track segment is temporarily
down due to maintenance or malfunction). This fact already cuts down the size of the
problem considerably since only half of the tracks need to be modelled simultaneously.
On the other hand a lot of switches that the trains can take to change between the tracks
are used only if the normal route of the train is unavailable. Again, these switches can be
ignored here.
We want to stress here that the main purpose of the research, described in this thesis,
is the delay management through the Semi-Markovian decision processes. The delay
management problems arise from perturbations in the timetable. When a track segment
is unavailable due to maintenance or malfunction other problems arise, which are known
under the name disruption management. These problems often involve train reroutings,
cancelling of train services, or determining extra stop locations for existing train services
to handle the passenger flows. These problems are outside the scope of this research.
When taking the above factors into consideration, the complex area shown in Figure
8.2 can be decomposed into a number of smaller problems which can be handled by the
SMD model. We will explain how the area is decomposed in Section 8.3 when we will be
talking about the modelling of the area.

8.1.2

Timetable

The trains follow the predefined timetable while moving through the area. In The Netherlands, the timetable has an hourly pattern which means that exactly the same timetable
is repeated every hour. The detailed timetable for this line segment for the year 2007
is given in Tables 8.2 (for the direction Gouda to Utrecht) and 8.3 (for the opposite
direction).
The times in the timetable are given in the format Arrival time / Departure time, (e.g. Each
hour, train service 500 arrives at Gd at minute 54. It halts there for one minute and leaves
the station at minute 55. It then arrives at the next station at minute 57. Since the train
does not halt at Gdg, it leaves the station immediately. If the train service does not
run through some station, the corresponding times are depicted as ‘-’ (e.g. train service
4000 leaves the line segment Gouda - Utrecht at Hmla). Moreover, the departure time of
the train service 9700 is omitted since the service terminates at Gouda Goverwelle (Gdg)
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Service

Type

Gd

Gdg

Odw

Wd

Hmla

Vtn

Ut

500

IC

54/55

57/57

59

05/05

07

09

15/20

1700

IC

24/25

27/27

29

35/35

37

39

45/50

2000*

IC

10/11

13/13

16

21/21

23

25

27/31

2800*

IC

37/38

40/40

43

47/47

49

51

56/01

8800

IR

–/–

–/–

–

24/26

29

32

39/56

9800*

R

50/51

54/59

03

08/09

12

15

23/36

12500

IC

51/52

54/54

56

02/02

04

06

12/17

12700

IC

21/22

24/24

26

32/32

34

36

42/47

4000*

R

14/15

17.5/18

22

27/28

31

–

–/–

9700

R

27/29

02/–

–

–/–

–

–

–/–

KKE10D

FR

33/33

35/35

39

46/48

55

59

05/05

BK10D

FR

33/33

35/35

39

45/48

55

–

–/–

KE20D

FR

03/03

05/05

09

16/18

25

29

35/35

EK20D

FR

03/03

05/05

09

15/18

25

–

–/–

Table 8.2: Timetable for trains moving from Gouda to Utrecht. Train service with a star
behind the name runs twice per hour

station. None of the train services halts at Odw or Hmla, so one time indication suffices.
At Vtn the regional trains only halt for half a minute so only the departure times are
given.
The column Type shows the type of the train service as is defined by ProRail: IC
stands for the Intercity train service which only halts at Gouda and Utrecht. IR is the
Inter-regio train service which usually has some more stops than the Intercity service. In
our case, the train stops at Utrecht and at Woerden. R stands for Regional train service
which stops at every station while FR is the freight train.
The star behind the name of a train service indicates that this train runs twice per
hour. So the pattern of these trains is repeated every half hour instead of each whole
hour as is the case for the rest of the trains. A series of successive time stamps of a train
service is referred to as a path. Unlike the paths of the passenger trains, the paths of
the freight trains are not always utilized since the freight trains will only run when there
are goods to be transported. Moreover, the paths KE20D and EK20D can not be used
simultaneously. Depending on the destination of the freight train, the corresponding path
will be assigned. The same holds for the paths KKE10D and BK10D.
According to the timetable, the freight trains are scheduled to be overtaken at Woerden. In both directions, the freight trains halt there for several minutes. In practice, this
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Type
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Ut

Vtn

Wd

Odw

Gdg

Gd

IC

40/45

50

54/54

59

02/02

04/05

1700

IC

10/15

20

24/24

29

32/32

34/35

2000*

IC

23/29

34

39/39

43

46/46

49/50

2800*

IC

57/03

08

12/12

16

19/19

22/23

8800*

IR

39/56

01

07/08

-

-/-

-/-

9800*

R

53/06

13

20/21

26

30/35

38/40

12500

IC

37/47

53

58/58

62

05/05

08/09

12700

IC

07/17

23

28/28

32

35/35

38/39

4000*

R

-/-

-

02/03

07

11.5/12

15/16

BK10D

FR

20/20

28

36/45

50

54/54

57/57

EK20D

FR

50/50

58

06/15

20

24/24

27/27

Table 8.3: Timetable for trains moving from Utrecht to Gouda. Train service with a star
behind the name runs twice per hour

is not always the case since very few freight trains run on time. Some of these delayed
trains are then overtaken at Oudewater and others are not overtaken at all. The freight
paths BK10D and EK20D can be utilized by both trains heading from Utrecht and trains
entering the line segment at Woerden. In the latter case the paths are not utilized between
Utrecht and Woerden.
To ensure that small disturbances not immediately lead to delays, Time supplements
and Buffer times are usually inserted into the timetable. The Time supplement is the
difference between the minimal time that the train needs to complete a process and
the scheduled time for that process, while the Buffer time is the difference between the
minimal time between two consecutive trains and the scheduled time between these two
trains. While the buffer times can be calculated from the timetable, the time supplements
are depicted in Tables 8.4 and 8.5. The time supplements of the freight trains are unknown
to ProRail since this data heavily depends on the type of the locomotive that is being
used, the number of carriages and the mass of the train. In accordance with ProRail it
has been decided to set the time supplement of freight trains to zero minutes.
From Table 8.4 one can see that time supplements can be negative. This indicates
that the scheduled times are so tight that the train cannot possibly respect them. The
train will get delayed, usually however, the following time supplement is positive so that
the train can make up for the earlier delay.
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Train service

Gd

Gdg

Odw

Wd

Hmla

Vtn

Ut

500

0

0

-0.8

2.3

0

0.2

0.8

1700

0

-0.1

-0.7

2.2

0

0.2

0.8

2000

0

-0.1

0

1.3

0

0.2

0.8

2800

0

0

0.2

0.3

0

0.2

0.2

8800

-

-

-

0

0

1

2.2

9800

0

0.2

5.1

0.4

0

0.3

0.7

12500

0

0.1

-0.6

2.3

0

0.2

0.8

12700

0

0.1

-0.6

2.3

0

0.2

0.8

4000

0

0

0.7

0

0

-

-

9700

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

BK10D

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

EK20D

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 8.4: Time supplements (in minutes) for trains moving from Gouda to Utrecht

Train service

Ut

Vtn

Wd

Odw

Gdg

Gd

500

0

-0.1

0.2

1.3

0.2

-0.8

1700

0

-0.1

0.2

1.3

0.2

-0.8

2000

0

-0.3

1.1

0.3

0.4

0.9

2800

0

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.3

8800

0

0

1.1

-

-

-

9800

0

-0.8

1.3

0.1

0.3

4.4

12500

0

1.3

1.2

0.3

0.4

1

12700

0

1.3

1.2

0.3

0.4

1

4000

-

-

-

-0.6

1

0.5

BK10D

0

0

0

0

0

0

EK20D

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 8.5: Time supplements (in minutes) for trains moving from Utrecht to Gouda

8.1.3

Historical delays data

Historical data show that the trains enter the line segment Utrecht - Gouda with some
delay and leave the area with an even larger delay. To identify the magnitude of the delays,
a period has been selected which most likely will offer representative data. Because the
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delays are timetable dependent, only the months of the year 2007 are inspected. It appears
that the month March has the lowest probability of unusual events to appear (being it
weather related, or holiday related). Table 8.6 presents the means of these delays per
train service measured at the stations where the trains enter the Utrecht - Gouda line
segment.
The passenger trains have typically delays of a couple of minutes. The mean delays
of the freight trains are however difficult to obtain. Normally, the freight trains make a
reservation on some path and utilize it as specified. However, in a lot of the cases, the
trains will run on a different path than stated in the reservation. The difference in the
time is some times up to a day. Obviously, this time difference can not be seen as a delay
since the train has not been delayed on the railway track but simply has begun its journey
at a different time. In other cases, especially with international trains, the delays can be
up to a couple of hours. Since there is no data about the causes of freight train delays,
the mean delay that we will use in this thesis depends on the definition of the delay itself.
In accordance with ProRail it has been decided to define different scenarios with different
values of the freight train delays.
Direction Gouda → Utrecht
Train service

Direction Utrecht → Gouda

Delay at Gouda

Train service

Delay at Utrecht

12500

47

12500

67

12700

40

12700

78

2000

94

2000

48

500

103

500

54

1700

123

1700

84

2800

51

2800

36

4000

61

8800

65

9700

62

9800

78

9800

80

Freight

Freight

?

Train service
8800

?

Delay at Woerden
84

Train service

Delay at Woerden

4000

62

Table 8.6: Measured delays of various train services in March 2007. The delays are in seconds
and are averaged over the trains running the train service
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The TAD conflict resolution rules

The TAD rules are constructed off-line every time a new timetable is released. When a
conflict occurs, the train dispatcher looks up the corresponding rule and applies it. This
way, the TAD rules are used as a reference book. The rules typically consider two to four
trains at a time and ignore the rest of the trains in the area. Moreover, the rules are
written from the perspective of one train. If that train is delayed, then the train order
might change.
Train

To

Arrival

Minimal

Maximal

delay

delay

time

Train order

4000

Gd

-.03/-.33

0

6

4000 - 2000 - 2800 - FR

4000

Gd

-.03/-.33

6

10

2000 - 2800 - FR - 4000

Table 8.7: Example of a TAD rule

Table 8.7 depicts an example of a TAD rule. The rule specifies that train service 4000
should be the first one to depart towards Gouda (Gd) if the train is delayed up to 6
minutes. If its delay is between 6 and 10 minutes, the train should let train services 2000,
2800 and the freight train go first.
In case more than one train is delayed at the same time, the delays of Table 8.7 should
be interpreted as relative delays. So if a train of service 2000 is two minutes delayed, the
train service 4000 will go first when delayed up to 8 minutes.
The TAD rules for line segment Utrecht - Gouda can be found in appendix B.

8.3

The modelling

To model the line segment Utrecht - Gouda, one first needs to decompose it into manageable sub-areas, each containing exactly one conflicting area. In Section 7.2 we have
already discussed the decomposition of the large area and the scope of the junctions. In
this section we will explain how this is applied to the line segment Utrecht - Gouda.
Let us look at the various decisions that need to be made on the line segment in the
direction Utrecht → Gouda. In the first place a decision must be made about the order
of the trains that leave Utrecht. This order is then fixed up to Woerden. So the first area
naturally will be Utrecht - Woerden. This area is depicted in Figure 8.3 as area 1. At
Woerden some trains leave the line segment Utrecht - Gouda in the direction of Leiden
while new trains enter the line segment at Harmelen aansluiting to run towards Gouda.
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Woerden has three platforms allowing trains to overtake each other, so the decision that
needs to be taken is about the order of the trains that leave Woerden towards Gouda.
Since the order of most of the trains is fixed up to Gouda, the borders of the area will be
Woerden - Gouda. This area is depicted in Figure 8.3 as area 2. At Oudewater there is
a possibility to set aside a freight train so that it can be overtaken by passenger trains.
In practice, this does happen occasionally. So the decision here will be about whether to
set aside the freight train or not. This results in the last area which is depicted as area 3

Woerden

Area 1

Utrecht
Centraal

Area 2

Gouda

Area 3

Oudewater

in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3: The sub-areas of the direction Utrecht → Gouda (the trains run from right to left)

When looking at the opposite direction, the following decisions can be distinguished.
First of all, at Gouda one needs to decide about the order of trains that will leave the
station (Area 1 in Figure 8.4). Next, at Gouda Goverwelle the halting trains join the
Gouda - Utrecht route and it must be decided when these trains may enter the route
(Area 2 in Figure 8.4). The third decision moment is found at Oudewater. At this
location freight trains can be stopped in order to be overtaken by the passenger trains.
The decision here is thus about whether to stop the freight train or not (Area 3 in Figure
8.4). Then at Woerden some regional passenger trains and freight trains leave the line
segment while other regional passenger trains and freight trains will enter the segment.
The decision is then about the order of these activities (Area 4 in Figure 8.4). And the
final decision should be made at Harmelen aansluiting (Hmla). Here, the regional trains
and the freight trains will join the inter-regional traffic to run over the same track towards
Utrecht (Area 5 in Figure 8.4).
To summarize the above, there are three locations where decisions must be taken
when considering the traffic from Utrecht to Gouda (locations: Utrecht, Woerden and
Oudewater) while five locations are to be distinguished when looking at the traffic in
the opposite direction (locations: Gouda, Gouda Goverwelle, Oudewater, Woerden and
Harmelen aansluiting).
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Gouda

Gouda
Goverwelle

Oudewater

Area 4

Area 5

Utrecht
Centraal

Area 3

Harmelen
aansluiting

Area 2

Woerden

Area 1

Figure 8.4: The sub-areas of the direction Gouda → Utrecht (the trains run from left to right)

The different modelling choices that are made in respect to each of these areas are
explained next.

8.3.1

Utrecht to Gouda

8.3.1.1

Utrecht

4
5
8
9

18
19

Utrecht Centraal

Woerden

Vleuten

Utrecht
Terwijde

Figure 8.5: Utrecht Central station. Bold tracks are the tracks that are used by the traffic
towards Gouda. The numbers at the far right represent the platform numbers

Figure 8.5 depicts Utrecht Central station. It is one of the largest railway stations of
The Netherlands and is a very important hub where trains from different directions come
together. There is no need to model the whole traffic as most of the trains run towards
other directions without interfering with the Utrecht - Gouda traffic. Table 8.8 lists the
platforms which are used by the Utrecht - Gouda traffic. The platforms 18 and 19 are
the closest to Gouda. The trains that depart from these platforms do not conflict with
the trains of other directions. On the other hand the fly-over located to the left of the
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station allows for departure of the trains from platforms 4, 5, 8 and 9 without conflicting
with the trains moving in other directions.
Train service

Platform

2800

4

2000

5

12700

8

12500

8

1700

9

500

9

9800

18

8800

19

Freight

5

Table 8.8: Platforms of the Utrecht Central station which are used by different train services

Table 8.8 implies that the freight train shares the same platform with the train service
2000. However, in practice, if the platform is occupied, the freight train will be rerouted
to platform 4 or 7. To implement this we should assign the freight trains to a dedicated
track. This will raise the number of tracks to be modelled to seven. It is possible to model
the Utrecht station as a Fork7 junction with six arrival tracks representing a platform and
one track representing a virtual track dedicated to the freight trains. However, this way
of modelling will lead to a very large state space. We will therefore aggregate some of the
platforms decreasing the number of platforms to four. Table 8.9 reflects the aggregated
situation:
Platform

Train services

Departure times

1

2800, 12500, 12700

’03, ’17, ’33, ’47

2

500, 1700, 2000

’15, ’29, ’45, ’59

3

Freight

’20, ’50

4

9800, 8800

’06, ’26, ’36, ’56

Table 8.9: Assignment of train services to platforms after aggregation

The trains are assigned to the tracks in such a manner as to ensure that the trains that
in reality never conflict with each other are assigned to the same track. The idea behind
this is as follows: As the output of the SMD model is the optimal order of conflicting
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trains which may exit the station, finding the order of the trains which in reality never
conflict with each other is a waist of computational time. By assigning such trains to
the same track, the SMD model will process these trains on a FCFS basis which results
in a smaller, more compact, model. As a consequence the intercity train services 2800,
12500 and 12700 are assigned to the same track. Note that their planned departure times,
shown in the last column of Table 8.9 are perfectly distributed over time. The same holds
for the Intercity train services which are assigned to track 2.
Since, in reality, the track to which the freight trains are assigned depends on the
situation at the station, the freight trains can conflict with any of the other train services.
By assigning the freight trains to a dedicated platform we will obtain a SMD strategy
which will prescribe the order of the trains for all possible conflict situations involving the
freight trains.
Finally, we have decided to assign train services 9800 and 8800 to the same platform
since these trains are rarely in conflict with each other: the trains are planned to depart
from Utrecht with a time interval of at least 10 minutes while their delay at the Utrecht
station is at most only a couple of minutes. Should this delay turn out to be much higher
in reality then these trains should be assigned to different tracks. Note that in our case,
this modelling choice implies that, should the two be in conflict, the conflict will be solved
by means of the First Come First Served principle.
All passenger trains halt at Utrecht. When more than one train wants to depart from
Utrecht at more or less the same time, a conflict occurs. In this case one of the trains
receives permission to leave the station while the other trains wait for it to clear the way.
The penalty that the trains pay for letting another train to go first is the time the train
loses compared to the situation when the train did not have to wait. In this example the
penalty is exactly the amount of time the trains wait for the other train to pass first. No
acceleration time loss is involved here since the trains are already halting. The time that
the train needs to accelerate is not considered as part of the penalty since this amount of
time will be spent on acceleration either way.
The penalty for stopping the freight train in favour of the passenger train is calculated
differently. The freight trains normally do not halt at Utrecht and pass it with fairly high
speeds. Stopping such a freight train means that the train will need to wait for an other
train to depart from Utrecht and then start accelerating again to its desired speed. The
penalty for stopping the freight train is then equal to the waiting time (time that the
train waits for other train to depart from Utrecht) plus the acceleration time loss (time
the train loses on accelerate compared to the situation where the train was not stopped).
Summarizing the above, the acceleration time loss for passenger trains are zero while
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the acceleration time loss for freight trains depends on the speed of the freight train and
is equal to couple of minutes.
The train order which is set at Utrecht will be held at least until Woerden. It is then
natural to set Utrecht - Woerden as the boundaries for the decomposed area. On this
line section, a lot of the train services act similar. We will therefore aggregate these train
services to a smaller number of train types.
The resulting model is a fork with four arriving tracks and four train types (Intercity,
Regional (9800), Inter-Regional (8800) and Freight). The destination track is 15785 meter
in length. The intercity trains leave the track already after 9166 meters and move further
on a separate track. Figure 8.6 depicts the lay-out of the resulting SMD model.

9166 meter

6619 meter

Figure 8.6: Line section Utrecht - Woerden showing four arrival tracks. Halfway through the
destination track the intercity trains diverge to a separate track

As has been said earlier, not all freight paths are being utilized. From historical data
we found that only around 35% of the paths have been utilized on the line segment Utrecht
- Gouda. Around 57% of the freight trains pass Utrecht, the rest of the trains join the line
segment Utrecht - Gouda at Woerden. With this in mind, the number of freight trains
that pass Utrecht is on average 0.4 per hour.
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8.3.1.2

Woerden
y
3

c
x

Oudewater
Wachtspoor

b

2

a

Woerden

1

Harmelen Aansluiting

Figure 8.7: Lay-out of the Woerden station. Thick tracks are the tracks that are used by the
traffic towards Gouda which is located to the left of the figure. Trains run from
left to right.

Figure 8.7 depicts the lay-out of the Woerden station. The Intercity trains run via
the tracks that are indicated in the Figure as tracks 1, a and x. The freight trains enter
the station either via track 2 or 3 and continue their movement via tracks b and x. The
regional trains which enter the station via either track 2 or 3 halt at Woerden at tracks b
or c. The train service 8800 leaves the model via track y and heads towards Leiden while
the rest of the regional tracks continue towards Gouda via track x. As the train service
8800 does not interfere with other trains upon leaving the Woerden station, the train will
not be part of the model any more. On the other hand, train service 4000 and new freight
trains enter the track section and become part of the model.
Woerden station will be modelled as a Fork3 junction with three arrival tracks corresponding to tracks a, b and c and one destination track corresponding to track x.
Woerden has 8 kilometres of double track (tracks 1 - a and 2 - b as are depicted in
Figure 8.7). This means that the trains can overtake each other without hindering each
other much. The freight trains can decelerate a bit and let another train go first without
getting much penalty. In order to model this we will use a three-level gradation system to
indicate the train speeds on the arrival tracks (recall the speed indicator variable y from
section 2.2.1). The three values of the speed indicator y will have the following meaning:

• 2 meaning that the trains on that track are running according to their speed profile
and do not experience any hindrance from trains of other directions.
• 1 meaning that the trains on that track are slowed down a bit in order to let one or
more trains from other directions cross the junction first.
• 0 meaning that the trains on that track are standing still in order to let one or more
trains from other directions cross the junction first.
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When a train on the arrival track gives some other train the right of way, the speed
indicator of the track changes from 2 to 1. If, however, the train decides to let yet another
train cross the junction first, the speed indicator changes to 0 meaning that the train has
come to a complete stand still. The value of the acceleration time loss will then be
dependent on the speed indicator of the track. Note that the acceleration time loss is
only positive for the Intercity trains and the freight trains since the regional trains are
halting at Woerden.
The length of the destination track is 14.4 km (the distance until Gouda). On this part
of the line several train services act alike so the trains can be aggregated into a smaller
number of train type groups. We will distinguish five train types on this track segment.
To begin with we will distinguish between two type of Intercity trains: the train services
2000, 12500 and 12700 will be of type ICf ast . These train services run slightly faster than
the train services 500, 1700 and 2800. The reason for this is a particular switch in the
neighbourhood of the Gouda station. The switch routes the trains to different platforms.
Dependent on the status of the switch the maximum speed is either 40 kilometres per
hour or 80 kilometres per hour. As a consequence the IC-type of trains need to lower their
speed considerably to obey the 40 kilometres per hour limit while the ICf ast can pass the
switch with a fairly high speed. From historical data we found that the average speed of
the ICf ast trains will be 11 kilometres per hour higher than the speed of the IC-type of
trains. Next we distinguish between the Regional train service 4000, the Regional train
service 9800 and the freight trains.
The regional trains leave the track after 11 km since these trains run on a separate
track from Gouda Goverwelle onwards. Freight trains leave the destination track either at
Oudewater or at the end of the destination track. This depends on the decision strategy
at Oudewater. Figure 8.8 depicts the lay-out of the resulting SMD model.
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11000 meter

3400 meter

Figure 8.8: Line section Woerden - Gouda showing three arrival tracks. At Gouda Goverwelle
the regional trains halt at a separate track

8.3.1.3

Oudewater

At Oudewater there is a possibility of overtaking freight trains. For a length of about
one and a half kilometre there is a double track. Just long enough to put a freight train
aside. As this section is so short, freight train has to come to a complete stand still. The
penalty of overtaking a freight train here is therefore high, actually as high as it was the
case at Utrecht.
In real life the side track at Oudewater is only used when a freight train is put aside
there. In other cases the freight train runs over the same track as the other trains. In our
model a freight train will always run over the side track through Oudewater. The SMD
model can then decide per individual case whether the train should be overtaken or not.
The resulting model is a fork with two arriving tracks. One of them is dedicated to
the freight trains and the other to the rest of the trains. The destination track is 7304
meter long. The regional trains leave the model after 3904 meters.
3904 meter

3400 meter

Figure 8.9: Line section Oudewater - Gouda showing two arrival tracks. At Gouda Goverwelle
the regional trains halt at a separate track
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8.3.2

Gouda to Utrecht

8.3.2.1

Gouda

153

Gouda is a fairly large station where all passenger trains halt. There are three tracks which
are dedicated to the traffic towards Utrecht. In Figure 8.11 these tracks are numbered 1
to 3. Track number 1 is dedicated to the freight traffic while tracks 2 and 3 are used by
the passenger trains. The regional passenger trains leave the station via track b while the
rest of the trains use track a. From Figure 8.11 one can see that the regional trains that
run from 3 to b (train service 9800) conflict only with regional train services which halt at
track 2 (services 4000 and 9700). However, when looking at the planned departure times
and the amount of delay the trains usually have at Gouda, we can state that the train
service 9800 does not have any conflicts with any of the trains and can be left out of the
SMD model (This train will enter the model at Gouda Goverwelle).
Now we have a model where Intercity trains can halt at either track 2 or 3, while
regional trains only halt at track 2 and freight trains pass the station via track 1. In
this model the intercity train can have a conflict with both regional trains and the freight
trains while there is no conflict between regional trains and freight trains. These trains
can leave the model simultaneously. The SMD model described in this thesis can not
model this in an exact way. In Chapter 9 we will address this issue when we will be
talking about possible future research areas. There we will propose possible extensions to
the SMD model which will make modelling of this kind of situations possible. For now
we will use an approximate model. Two approximations are possible:
• We can model Gouda via three separate models. One model describing the conflict
situation between Intercity trains and regional trains. A second model describing
the conflict situation between Intercity trains and freight trains and a third model
describing the conflict situation between all three types of trains. The SMD strategy
belonging to these three models are then to be stored in the database. When, while
simulating, a conflict arises, the SMD solution of the corresponding SMD model is
retrieved (e.g. when the conflict is only between an Intercity train and a Regional
train then the solution is retrieved of the SMD model which describes the conflict
between these two train types). This way of modelling will result in a suboptimal
solution since in a number of cases not all trains are taken into account but it is
still a very plausible way of modelling.
• The situation at Gouda can also be modelled by artificially adding a conflict between
regional trains and freight trains. Upon such a situation the SMD model will falsely
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assume that one of the trains should be delayed. In the simulation though, no
conflict will be detected and the two trains can continue their trip without any
delay. Now, all three kind of trains conflict with each other, the standard SMD
model can be used. In this thesis, we will use this approximation.

Gouda Goverwelle

Gouda
Figure 8.10: Layout of Gouda station. The thicker tracks are the tracks that are used by the
traffic that runs towards Utrecht

The acceleration time loss of the passenger trains are zero since the trains are halting
at the station. This does not hold though for freight trains. Normally, these trains pass
the station without stopping. Stopping these trains in favour of passenger trains will
cause high acceleration time loss.
3

b
a

2
1

Gouda
Figure 8.11: Layout of the most interesting part of Gouda

In the timetable, regional train services 4000 and 9700 are assigned to track 2 together
with intercity train services 12500, 12700 and 2800. However, if a regional train service is
late and prevents an Intercity train from entering Gouda station, the intercity train will
be rerouted to track 3. This allows for the change in order between trains which normally
are assigned to the same platform. To allow this change in order, within the SMD model,
we will add a virtual track where the regional train services arrive. This way, the SMD
model will have the choice of changing the order of the trains upon a conflict. So in our
model, we will have four arrival tracks: one for freight trains, one for the regional trains
and two for Intercity trains. The layout of the model is depicted in Figure 8.12. Since
the regional trains run on a separate track between Gouda and Gouda Govervelle, these
trains will not run on the destination track (the trains leave the destination track after
travelling 0 meters on it). This way, these trains do conflict with the rest of the trains
while leaving the station but do not delay any trains when running on the destination
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track. At Gouda we will aggregate the different train services into three groups: Intercity
trains, Regional trains and Freight trains.

14311 meter

Figure 8.12: Line section Gouda - Woerden showing four arrival tracks. The regional trains
leave the section directly and run until Gouda Goverwelle on a separate track

8.3.2.2

Gouda Goverwelle
Woerden
Gouda Goverwelle

Figure 8.13: Lay-out of Gouda Goverwelle. The thicker tracks are the tracks that are used by
the traffic towards Utrecht which is located to the right of the Figure

At Gouda Goverwelle two tracks are in use for the Gouda → Utrecht traffic. The
regional trains use one of the tracks to halt at the station while the rest of the trains pass
the station via the other track. A conflict at this station will always involve a regional
train which wants to depart from the station while another train is approaching. The
decision is then either to delay the regional train and let the other train pass the station
without lowering its speed or to stop the approaching train and let the regional train
depart first. The order of the trains is then fixed at least until Woerden where the trains
can overtake each other due to a double track there. Just before Woerden, the Intercity
trains will diverge to a separate track.
At Oudewater which is located 6 kilometres further down the track, there is a possibility to overtake freight trains. We can take this fact into consideration by letting the
freight trains ‘disappear’ from the SMD model 6 kilometres into the destination track.
However, since it is not known yet if the trains will be overtaken there, we choose to
neglect Oudewater at this stage. The resulting model is depicted in Figure 8.14.
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11504 meter

1596 meter

Figure 8.14: Line section Gouda Goverwelle - Woerden

8.3.2.3

Oudewater

Oudewater is a location on the line section Gouda - Utrecht where over a length of 1.5
kilometres a double track is found. This location is sometimes used to overtake freight
trains. Since the double track is so short a freight train will need to come to a complete
stand still in order to let another train go first. So the question to be answered here is
whether it is good practice to stop a freight train, at least in some of the cases. The
lay-out of the Oudewater model is depicted in Figure 8.15.
5404 meter

1596 meter

Figure 8.15: Line section Oudewater - Woerden

8.3.2.4

Woerden

1

Oudewater
Wachtspoor

a
2

b
3

Woerden

c

Harmelen Aansluiting

Figure 8.16: Lay-out of Woerden station. The thicker tracks are used by the traffic towards
Utrecht which is located to the right of the Figure

Figure 8.16 depicts the situation at Woerden station. The thick tracks in the figure
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represent the tracks that are in use by the Gouda → Utrecht traffic. The Intercity trains
do not stop at Woerden and pass the station via tracks 1 and a. Normally, both regional
trains and the freight trains which run between Gouda and Utrecht enter the station via
track 2 and leave it via track c. However if track 2 is occupied, a freight train can overtake
a halting train by using track 3.
Train service 8800 enters the line section Gouda - Utrecht at Woerden. This train
service enters the station via track 3 and leaves it after halting via track c. On the other
hand train service 4000 and some freight trains leave the line via track b. These trains
head then towards Amsterdam.
Due to the fact that the freight trains can be rerouted via a different track, if the
track they were originally been assigned to is occupied, a virtual track will be added. The
resulting model is depicted in Figure 8.17 and consists of the four arrival tracks and a
destination track. The length of the destination track is the distance towards Utrecht
since the order of the trains can not change in the meantime. The train service 4000 and
some freight trains will leave the model already after a distance of 3625 meters. Since the
different services act differently at Woerden, we will not aggregate any services and will
model five type of trains which correspond with the train services 4000, 8800, 9800 and
the two freight trains depending on the destination (Utrecht, Amsterdam).

3625 meter

17775 meter

Figure 8.17: Line section Woerden - Utrecht. Halfway through the destination track a number
of trains diverge towards Amsterdam

8.3.2.5

Harmelen aansluiting

At the location called Harmelen aansluiting the Intercity trains which have passed the
Woerden station join the rest of the train services to run towards Utrecht. This location is
thus modelled as a junction with two arrival tracks and one destination track, the length
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of which represents the distance until Utrecht Central station. On this track segment
four train types can be distinquished (Intercity trains, Inter-regional train service 8800,
Regional train service 9800 and freight trains).
14311 meter

Figure 8.18: Line section Harmelen aansluiting - Utrecht

8.4
8.4.1

Simulation study
Simulation and the difference with the SMD model

After solving the models in the previous section, the local SMD strategies are obtained.
These strategies are compared by means of simulation to the TAD rules and to other
heuristics. In this section we want to stipulate the difference between the simulation
model and the SMD model.
Timetables Within the simulation environment the timetable of the year 2007 is used.
The trains however enter the line segment disturbed. The amount of this ‘initial’ delay
differs per train service and is drawn from an exponential distribution. The means of
these distribution functions correspond to the means of the historical data. The SMD
model is not aware of the timetables and will assume that the trains arrive following the
HP-process.
Train speeds In principle, within the simulation environment, the trains run with
planned speeds. However, when some train is delayed, the speed increases to the maximum
speed until the delay is resolved.
The notion of the planned speed is closely correlated with the timetable. Each year a
different timetable might be applied where the same train services can be planned with
different speeds. Since the SMD model is not aware of the timetables, the planned speeds
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are also unknown. Instead, the SMD model will use the maximal speeds that the trains
can reach taking into consideration the characteristics of the trains and the maximal
allowable speed on the track. Note that this is a modelling choice. We could have chosen
to differentiate between trains which are on time and trains which are delayed. Then
using the maximal speeds for the delayed trains and planned speeds for the trains which
are on time. This has been previously discussed in Section 2.2.4 where train categories
were suggested instead of train types. This will make SMD model more accurate but will
increase the state space too.
Decomposed areas Within the simulation model the whole area is modelled. No
decomposition is applied. Within the SMD environment, the Gouda - Utrecht line segment
is decomposed into a number of areas. The SMD model is not aware of the situation at
other areas.
Handling of conflicts When within a simulation environment a conflict is detected,
the state, the simulation process is currently in, is translated into the corresponding SMD
state. Then the corresponding SMD decision, which is stored in the database, is applied.
The translation process needs to be done carefully. Especially when virtual tracks are
defined within the SMD model. These tracks do not exist in reality and are not modelled
within the simulation environment. Bad translation practice can result in a SMD decision
which can not be executed since there is no capacity in the area to execute it. Figure 8.19
depicts such a situation.
In the sketched situation, due to a wrong translation, three trains are found simultaneously at the arrival tracks. If the optimal decision is to give train 3 the right of way,
a deadlock situation will be generated (trains 1 and 2 wait for train 3 while train 3 can
not pass Woerden since both tracks are occupied by trains 1 and 2). Preventing such a
situation is fairly simple. The translated state should not contain more trains than can
physically fit in a certain area. In the case depicted here, train 3 should not have been
part of the SMD state.
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Utrecht

Woerden
(a) Train 3 approaches Woerden station while all tracks are occupied by trains 1 and
2

3625 meter

17775 meter

(b) Wrong translation to the SMD state showing three trains at the Woerden station
Figure 8.19: An example of a wrong state translation from the Simulation state to the SMD
state. The SMD decision might lead to a deadlock situation
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Scenarios

As has been said earlier, not all freight train data is easy to obtain. In particular, the
speeds, the acceleration pattern and the initial delays of freight trains depend on a variety
of factors. To get around this, different scenario’s are constructed. The scenario’s vary
in three parameters; the maximum speed of the freight trains, the acceleration rate of
the freight trains and the initial delays of the freight trains. Next to these freight train
related parameters, one more parameter has been varied by, which is the initial delay of
the passenger trains defined as a percentage of the historically recorded delay (i.e. 100%
of historical delay, 75% etc.).
Even though these scenario’s had slightly different results, the overall conclusions
were comparable. In this chapter we therefore restrict ourselves to one of these cases.
The characteristics of the chosen scenario are given in the following table.
Characteristics
Speed (km/hr)

Value
85

Acceleration time loss (in sec)

180

Initial delay (in sec)

350

Percentage of historical delay

100

Table 8.10: characteristics of the scenario

Freight trains run with 85 km/hr and lose three additional minutes as a penalty for
acceleration when getting stopped. At Woerden though, where the double track is very
long, the freight trains can be overtaken without delaying the freight trains much. As a
consequence, the trains will adjust their speeds only a bit: The acceleration time loss will
be zero if the freight train is overtaken by 1 train. If however two or more trains overtake
the freight train, the train will come to a complete stop resulting in high acceleration
time loss. The initial delay of the freight trains (that is, the delay that the trains have at
the entrance of the Utrecht - Gouda line segment) has an exponential distribution with a
mean of 350 seconds.

8.4.3

Strategies

In previous chapters we have already introduced a number of simple heuristics. The
performance of the SMD strategy was compared to these simple heuristics. Within the
Timetable environment it makes sense to introduce two new strategies: Least-DelayedFirst and Most-Delayed-First. The prior gives the right of way to the train that has the
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lowest delay. The idea behind this is to protect the trains which are not yet delayed. On
the other hand, the Most-Delayed-First strategy tries to minimize the delays of trains
that are already delayed by giving them priority.

8.4.4

Results Utrecht to Gouda

In Table 8.11, the average delays in seconds are given as they are registered at the different
railway hubs. The average delays are the delays averaged over all train services weighted
by their frequency. The begin situation (the delays at Utrecht) is equal for every strategy.
The course of the delays diversifies though when the trains are further into the line
segment. The performance of different strategies becomes then evident.
Discipline

Ut

Wd

Gd

TAD

71

82

142

SMD

71

79

114

FCFS

71

86

147

IC-IR-RE-FR

71

81

121

IC-FR-IR-RE

71

81

115

FR-IC-IR-RE

71

79

118

FR-RE-IR-IC

71

86

156

RE-IR-IC-FR

71

88

150

Follow

71

84

139

LeastDelayedFirst

71

86

140

MostDelayedFirst

71

84

141

Table 8.11: Delays of trains in seconds at different stations of line Utrecht → Gouda. The
train type abbreviations are IC: Intercity, IR: Inter-Regional, RE: Regional, FR:
Freight trains

When looking at the mean delays measured at the Gouda station, a few things draw
our attention. The worst strategy turns out to be the FR-RE-IR-IC strategy, which gives
the freight trains priority above the regional trains, and regional trains priority over the
Inter-regional and Intercity trains. The FCFS strategy improves the result a little. The
TAD strategy is only a slight improvement over the FCFS strategy. The performance of
the Follow strategy is better than that of the FCFS strategy but the two do not differ
that much. This is due to the fact that the trains follow a timetable where the arrivals
are often planned to different platforms. As a result not often will a track be visited by
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more than one train in a short time period. Due to saturated tracks, the Follow strategy
then will resemble the FCFS strategy.
The strategies IC-IR-RE-FR, IC-FR-IR-RE and FR-IC-IR-RE have one thing in common: these strategies prioritize Intercity trains above Inter-Regional trains while InterRegional trains have priority above the Regional trains. These strategies perform very
well. The delays of the SMD strategy are the lowest although these are not significantly
different from the delays of the IC-FR-IR-RE strategy.
An interesting insight can be obtained when looking at Table 8.12 and comparing
these results with Table 8.11. The punctuality of the trains at the Gouda station is the
highest with the SMD strategy and the strategies which prioritize Intercity trains above
the Regional trains. However, a surprising addition to this list is the LeastDelayedFirst
strategy. With this strategy, 81% of the trains have a delay less than 3 minutes, however,
the rest of the trains (19%) have the delays so high that the overall delay, depicted in
Table 8.11 turns out to be disappointing.
Discipline

Ut

Wd

Gd

TAD

92

86

72

SMD

92

88

82

FCFS

92

85

70

IC-IR-RE-FR

92

89

83

IC-FR-IR-RE

92

89

82

FR-IC-IR-RE

92

89

80

FR-RE-IR-IC

92

86

74

RE-IR-IC-FR

92

87

78

Follow

92

89

76

LeastDelayedFirst

92

86

81

MostDelayedFirst

92

87

73

Table 8.12: Punctuality of Utrecht → Gouda. The train is punctual if the delay is less than 3
minutes

The gain in punctuality is 10% when the SMD strategy is compared to the TAD
strategy. Table 8.13 depicts the delays of different types of trains at Gouda. The last
column shows the overall delay and is identical with the value found in Table 8.11. From
the Table one can see that the SMD strategy, when compared to the TAD strategy,
improves considerably the delays of the passenger trains. The IC-FR-IR-RE strategy
decreases the delays of both Intercity trains and Freight trains but the delays of the
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IC

RE / IR

FR

All

TAD

128

129

379

142

SMD

95

90

469

114

FCFS

152

102

355

147

IC-IR-RE-FR

90

82

688

121

IC-FR-IR-RE

88

115

427

115

FR-IC-IR-RE

114

110

212

118

FR-RE-IR-IC

201

55

212

156

RE-IR-IC-FR

148

48

757

150

Follow

138

86

445

139

LeastDelayedFirst

142

61

558

140

MostDelayedFirst

143

96

370

141

Table 8.13: Delay of different types of trains at Gouda

regional trains are considerably higher than is the case with the SMD strategy
Discipline

Gd

TAD

165

SMD

127

FIFO

160

IC-IR-RE-FR

153

IC-FR-IR-RE

141

FR-IC-IR-RE

129

FR-RE-IR-IC

166

RE-IR-IC-FR

180

Follow

161

LeastDelayedFirst

164

MostDelayedFirst

161

Table 8.14: Mean delays at Gouda station when 50% of the freight paths are utilized instead
of 35%

The performance of the different heuristics is strongly related to the system configuration. If we would for example increase the number of freight trains in the system, the
performance of the IC-FR-IR-RE strategy will be considerably lower. Table 8.14 shows
the results when the percentage of the freight path utilisation is increased from 35% to
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50%. The rest of the configuration remained unchanged.
When 50% of the freight paths are utilized, considerably more freight trains will run
through the system. The IC-FR-IR-RE strategy which has performed greatly when only
35% of the freight paths have been utilized is now significantly poorer when compared to
the SMD strategy. On the other hand, the SMD strategy remains on the top regardless
of the percentage of the paths which are utilized. In fact, in all scenarios, we considered,
the SMD strategy performed great.

8.4.5

Results Gouda to Utrecht

In the opposite direction the difference between the strategies are even larger. Table 8.15
depicts the simulation results. The worst strategies by far are the strategies that give the
Regional trains priority above the Inter-Regional trains and above the Intercity trains.
The FCFS and the TAD strategies have already an improvement of one whole minute, as
far as the delays at the Utrecht station are considered.
Gd

Wd

Ut

TAD

86

103

211

SMD

86

95

131

FCFS

86

120

210

IC-IR-RE-FR

86

107

133

IC-FR-IR-RE

86

99

122

FR-RE-IR-IC

86

136

272

FR-IC-IR-RE

86

92

128

RE-IR-FR-IC

86

140

267

RE-IR-IC-FR

86

145

280

Follow

86

112

195

LeastDelayedFirst

86

133

226

MostDelayedFirst

86

108

190

Table 8.15: Delays of trains in seconds at different stations of line Gouda → Utrecht

The strategies that have the lowest overall delay at the end of the line segment are
again the SMD strategy and the strategies where the Intercity trains have priority above
the Inter-Regional trains and the Regional trains. In fact, the IC-FR-IR-RE strategy
beats the other strategies and decreases the delays by 9 seconds when compared to the
performance of the SMD strategy. But as has been said before, these train-type-priority
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strategies are strongly related to the system configuration. When the number of freight
trains is increased, or the average speed of the trains is changed, another heuristic might
turn out to be better.
Table 8.16 depicts the delays of various train types at the Utrecht station. The last
column shows the overall delay and is identical with the value found in Table 8.15. When
comparing the delays of various types of trains between the TAD and the SMD strategies,
then it can be seen that all train types end up with lower delays with the SMD strategy.
Moreover, from Table 8.17, which lists the measured punctualities, we learn that the gain
in punctuality is very substantial, namely 23%.
IC

RE / IR

FR

All

TAD

163

271

571

211

SMD

124

124

325

131

FCFS

203

179

642

210

IC-IR-RE-FR

97

128

912

133

IC-FR-IR-RE

91

125

705

122

FR-RE-IR-IC

334

146

309

272

FR-IC-IR-RE

108

149

308

128

RE-IR-FR-IC

322

145

366

267

RE-IR-IC-FR

316

148

882

280

Follow

186

168

632

195

LeastDelayedFirst

230

170

690

226

MostDelayedFirst

179

180

489

190

Table 8.16: Delay of different types of trains at Utrecht

Despite of a good performance of SMD, a number of heuristics (IC-FR-IR-RE and
IC-IR-RE-FR) still outperform the SMD strategy and raise the punctuality at Gouda by
3 and 1 percent point respectively. To enhance the performance of the SMD strategy, the
SMD model should approximate the simulation model in a better way. This can be done
by differentiating between trains which are late or which are on time or by modelling the
Gouda station in a more exact way. Either way, we will stick to the current SMD model
and will instead state that the performance of the model can be improved even further.
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Gd

Wd

Ut

TAD

88

80

53

SMD

88

83

76

FCFS

88

77

56

IC-IR-RE-FR

88

83

77

IC-FR-IR-RE

88

85

79

FR-RE-IR-IC

88

74

46

FR-IC-IR-RE

88

84

76

RE-IR-FR-IC

88

73

47

RE-IR-IC-FR

88

73

46

Follow

88

80

64

LeastDelayedFirst

88

78

64

MostDelayedFirst

88

79

55

Table 8.17: Punctuality of Gouda → Utrecht. The train is punctual if the delay is less than 3
minutes

8.5

SMD decisions and the usage in practice

In the previous sections we have explained how a railway conflict situation can be transformed to the SMD setting and modelled as a SMD model. We then simulated the
obtained SMD strategy and compared it to the TAD rules and to some other heuristics.
In this section we will talk about the SMD strategy itself. What does it look like? How
different is it from the TAD rules and can it be used by the train dispatchers as easily as
is the case with the TAD strategy?
The raw output of the SMD strategy is rather abstract and extensive. This output
is basically a list containing all possible states together with the corresponding SMD
decision. As number of states can be substantial, this list can be enormous. However, it
is very easy to transform this raw output to another format which is very similar to the
format of the TAD rules. As a result, the train dispatchers can use and interpret these
rules in more or less the same way they use the TAD rules nowadays. These rules can
be part of a decision support system which will assist train dispatchers when resolving
conflicts.
The SMD tables Recall that a state is characterised by a combination of x, y, z and
ts variables. By applying some straightforward aggregating procedures to the database
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containing the raw SMD output, we can aggregate rows, that contain the same x and
decision a information but differ in y and ts values, together in to one row. Another
procedure interprets these rows and comes up with the SMD tables listing only a couple
of rules. These rules are often intuitive which will accommodate their acceptance by the
train dispatchers. Table 8.18 depicts such SMD table. Other tables can be found in
Appendix C.
Table 8.18 lists the SMD table of the Gouda station. The first column indicates that
there are 23 different rules that can be distinguished at the station. The last column
describes these rules while the columns in between describe the state for which the rules
apply.
The columns 2 to 5 indicate the train services which are part of the state. When more
than one train service is depicted within the same cell, the rule applies for a situation
where one of these train services is found on that track (e.g. when on track 4 either train
service 9700 or 4000 is found while the rest of the tracks is empty, then rule number
2 should be applied). The column ‘Details’ depicts further specifications of the state.
Compare, for example, the states corresponding to rules 4 and 5. The train services on
the arrival tracks are equivalent. However, the description in column ‘Details’ specifies
that rule 4 should be applied the freight train on track 3 is in motion while rule 5 applies
when the freight train is standing still.
The last column specifies the rule that should be applied. The rule contains the
reference to the train service which receives permission to cross the junction together with
the track number the train service is currently on (e.g. rule 5 specifies that the Freight
train found on track 3 always gets priority above the train series on track 4). Some rules
depend on the track speed (TS) value of the destination track: Rule 7 specifies that when
the track speed of the destination track is 123km/hr or higher then the Intercity train
service found on track 2 gets the right of way. If however, the track speed is lower, then
the regional train service (either 9700 or 4000) gets the right of way. This rule makes
sense, since in the latter case giving the Intercity train the right of way will delay both the
regional train series and the Intercity train service witch will be delayed at the destination
track.
Decision Support System Depending on the complexity of the conflict situation for
which the SMD decisions have been obtained, the aggregation procedure can result in
SMD tables which are still substantial in size. For these cases, one might decide to integrate the SMD tables into a Decision Support System. Such system will detect conflicts
automatically and present the train dispatcher with the SMD decision and possibly with
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a number of good alternatives. The train dispatcher can then select the most suitable
resolution.
The option to present not only the best solution but also a number of alternatives
is a straightforward extension since the essence of the SMD approach is about assigning
the values to the alternative decisions, in a first place. Rather than storing only the best
value into the database, one may choose to store the values of the alternative decisions as
well. Then, the best alternatives can be selected based on these values.
The rest of the table can be interpreted in the same manner. Before moving to the
next section, we would like to highlight one more rule, found in Table C.9 of Appendix
C. Rule number 20 specifies that train service 8800 may overtake the freight train if the
freight train is either moving full speed or is standing still while rule 21 specifies that the
freight train will have the right of way above train service 8800 when the freight train is
running at half speed. This is the direct consequence of the long double track segment
at Woerden station. When the freight train is running full speed and the train service
8800 wants to leave the station, the freight train should slow down a bit and let the train
service 8800 through first. However, if the freight train is already running half speed, then
stopping would involve very high acceleration time loss. In this case, it is better to delay
the train service 8800 and let the freight train go first. Finally, when the freight train is
standing still, then it turns out to be more efficient to let the train service 8800 leave the
station first before the freight train starts accelerating.

500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
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FR is standing still
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Details

Rule
Always 0
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 3: Freight
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 3: Freight
Always 2: (12500, 12700, 2800)
If TS=IC then 2: (12500, 12700, 2800) else 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 2: (12500, 12700, 2800)
Always 3: Freight
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 3: Freight
Always 1:: (2000, 500, 1700)
If TS=IC then 1: (2000, 500, 1700) else 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 1: (2000, 500, 1700)
Always 3: Freight
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 3: Freight
Always 1: (2000, 500, 1700)
If TS=IC then 1: (2000, 500, 1700) else 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 1: (2000, 500, 1700)
If TS=Freight then 3: Freight else 1: (2000, 500, 1700)
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
If TS=Freight then 3: Freight else 4: (9700, 4000)

Table 8.18: SMD table of Gouda station for the direction Gouda → Utrecht
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Conclusions

In this chapter the SMD model, whose primal objective is to resolve conflicts in the
timetable-free environment, has been applied to a current situation where timetables are
a common practice. The goal is to examine whether a complex real-life situation can be
modelled within the SMD setting and whether the model can compete with the conflict
resolution rules, called TAD rules, which are used nowadays by ProRail. It has been shown
how a real-life situation can be modelled with the SMD approach. We have explained
the different modelling choices that have been made and how a large area can be divided
into small manageable sub-areas. By means of a simulation, the SMD strategy has been
compared to a number of heuristics and to the TAD strategy which is used nowadays by
ProRail. While different scenarios yielded slightly different results, the overall conclusions
were comparable. Therefore, it has been chosen to confine the presented results to one
of the scenario’s. In this scenario the SMD strategy has outperformed the TAD strategy
and improved the punctuality of trains with 10 percent points for the Utrecht → Gouda
direction and with 23 percent points for the Gouda → Utrecht direction. Of course, these
percentages vary per scenario, but in all cases the SMD strategy has shown significantly
superior results when compared to those of TAD rules. From the heuristics we have
looked at, the majority performed poorly. Some however performed well in a number of
cases. For instance, for the presented case, the FR-IC-RE heuristic has performed well
for both directions and has actually outperformed the SMD strategy for the direction
Gouda → Utrecht by one percent point, when considering the punctuality of trains at
the Utrecht central station. The drawback of the heuristics is however that these are
strongly dependent on the configuration of the line segment. For instance, a change in
the number of the freight trains, that run through the segment, will affect the performance
of such a heuristic, we have shown in Section 8.4.4 that the drop in performance can be
considerable. On the other hand, the SMD model produces dynamic strategies which are
optimised for various situations. We can conclude that the SMD model has shown very
well results on line segment Utrecht - Gouda.
In practice the SMD approach can be used to construct the SMD tables which can
be used by the train dispatches pretty much in the same manner as the TAD tables are
used nowadays. Such a table lists intuitive rules that are simple to apply and are easy to
interpret. Alternatively, the approach can be integrated into a Decision Support System
which will detect conflicts and pop-up with a selection of the resolution rules which are
preselected by the SMD system on the basis of their value. The train dispatcher can then
select the most suitable resolution.

Chapter 9
Epilogue
9.1

General discussion and summary

The topic of this research is dynamic delay management at railways. ProRail, the Dutch
railway infrastructure manager, is interested in finding new methods in order to improve
train service through optimisation of the usage of the railway network. This optimisation
step is needed, since the railway capacity is scarce while the demand is growing in terms of
both passenger and freight traffic. With this growing demand, the current way of railway
operation will become unsustainable and needs to be reviewed. The Dutch government is
aware of this and has expressed its ambitions to gradually increase the number of trains
in the most dense part of The Netherlands and gradually move to a system which can be
described best as a metro system. In such a system, a high number of trains operate and
run close to each other. This way a higher demand can be met. The drawback of such a
system is that it is more vulnerable to delays. Due to less buffer space, small delays will
more often lead to train conflicts. This change in railway operation will lead to a more
dynamic railway service which increases the need for new techniques that can solve train
conflicts dynamically.
Train conflicts occur also in the present day situation where timetables are a common
practice. Although, timetables are designed to separate trains from each other, some trains
get delayed which leads to train conflicts. Currently ProRail relies on the so-called TAD
conflict resolution rules which are strongly related to the timetable. Train dispatchers use
these rules to resolve train conflicts. The rules are the result of the negotiation process
between different operators and prescribe a certain train order per conflict situation. On
a number of locations within the Dutch railway network, these rules are however not
satisfactory. ProRail is interested in alternative conflict resolution strategies which may
have a better performance.
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The main goals of the thesis are thus to explore a new technique which is designed
to resolve train conflicts within the metro-like system of the future. But also to examine
whether such a system can serve as an alternative for the TAD rules used nowadays by
ProRail. The theory that we use in this thesis is that of the Semi-Markovian Decision
processes. This approach has never been tried before. The idea behind this approach is
to be able to construct rules off-line but solve the conflicts on-line pretty much the same
way TAD rules are used nowadays. The train dispatchers have an overview of the rules.
When a conflict arises, the conflict resolution rule is found and applied.
Due to interdependencies in the railway network, the large part of the delays are
knock-on delays which are transmitted from one train to another. Most of these delays are
transmitted either at the junctions where trains from different directions come together,
or at the track sections when a fast train catches up with a slower one. The goal of our
research is to optimize the situation at junctions and taking into consideration the track
behind it. Moreover, the rules of the SMD strategy will be local rules designed to resolve
the conflicts locally.
In the first chapters we develop the so-called SMD model and show how the conflict
resolution problem can be modelled as such. We start with a simple model where trains
from different directions come together and need to share the same infrastructure from
then onwards. We call the tracks where the trains arrive the arrival tracks and the
track they need to share the destination track. We then show how the model can be
extended by allowing trains to leave the destination track prematurely and allowing for
bidirectional traffic. The performance of the SMD strategy is compared to a number of
heuristics through an extensive simulation study. In all of the cases, the SMD strategy
outperforms other strategies, however, in some situations some heuristics turn out to be
almost optimal.
While developing the SMD model, a number of modelling choices were made. One of
these choices concerns the modelling of the destination track. It turns out that modelling
the destination track by means of the so-called track speed concept reduces the number of
states and solves an issue, concerning the headway concept, the original model had where
both location and type of each train were modelled. This SMDts model has comparable
results to the original model while being more compact and thus able to model more
complex situations. In a number of cases, though, modelling the destination track by
a single variable, which represents the speed of the ‘flow’, may be inadequate. In these
cases, one might think of extending the model to a multiple track speed model (see next
section for model extensions) or using the SMD model instead.
In a later chapter we apply the SMD model to some fictive networks to study the

9.1. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
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performance of the SMD model within a network environment. The idea is to solve train
conflicts locally but study their effects globally. In the studied network environments the
difference in performance between the SMD strategy and the heuristics was substantial.
The three networks we have studied had a growing complexity. The last network had
a number of complicated aspects which are comparable to characteristics found in the
real-life situations. The SMD strategy proved to perform very well, outperforming all
other strategies.
The results of the SMD strategy within the fictive cases we studied, encouraged us to
apply the model to a real-life situation. In cooperation with ProRail a study area has been
chosen involving the line segment Utrecht - Gouda. This line segment is being heavily
utilised by both passenger and freight traffic. The line includes Utrecht Central Station
which is the largest station in The Netherlands and the main hub where trains from
different parts of The Netherlands come together. Moreover, the freight traffic running to
and from the Rotterdam harbour makes use of this line segment too. The trains entering
this line segment are often delayed which leads to a large number of conflicts which need
to be resolved. The TAD rules do solve these conflicts but the train punctuality within
the area can still be improved.
The line segment Utrecht - Gouda has been decomposed into a number of areas where
local SMD rules have been applied. We have explained how the line segment is divided
into areas and how the situation in each area can be translated into the SMD model.
By means of a simulation study, the performance of the SMD strategy is compared to
that of the TAD rules and to a number of heuristics. The SMD strategy turns out to
perform very well, even though it does not hold any information of the timetable and
falsely assumes that the train arrivals are Poisson. Within the simulated environment
the SMD strategy, when compared to the TAD strategy, has substantially improved the
overall train punctuality. Again, some heuristics performed very well and have even in a
number of cases outperformed the SMD strategy. These heuristics, however, are strongly
dependent on the model settings and perform differently when other settings are applied
(in the case we have studied in Section 8.4.4 the heuristic IC-FR-IR-RE has performed
almost as well as the SMD strategy but its performance dropped substantially when the
number of freight trains was increased). The SMD model does not have these drawbacks
since it produces strategies which are optimised for each individual case.
The SMD strategy defines a rule for every possible situation. By grouping the situations together, for which the same rule applies, we can construct compact SMD tables
which present the SMD strategy on a comprehensive sheet. These tables can be used by
train dispatchers pretty much in the same manner they use the TAD rules today. This
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similarity between the two can contribute to a fast adaptation and acceptance of the SMD
strategy by the train dispatchers.
The goal of this thesis has been to examine the possibility of using the theory of the
Semi-Markovian decision processes to resolve train conflicts dynamically. The presented
results not only show that this is possible but that this approach has a potential to improve
the current train conflict handling procedures and hereby improve the train punctuality.
Due to the complete independence from the timetables, the approach is ready for the
metro-like situation which is likely to be implemented in the near future. Moreover, we
believe that the model can be easily extended to cover specific railway situations that can
be found in practice.

9.2

Limitations of the thesis and recommendations
for further research

As is stated, the main goal of the thesis has been to examine the possibility of using the
theory of the Semi-Markovian Decision processes to resolve train conflicts dynamically.
Thus, the emphasis laid on developing a model which can resolve conflicts occurring at
the most common junctions found in practice that is, (1) fork junctions where trains from
different directions come together and share the same track or a portion of it afterwards
and (2) bidirectional junctions. When examining the line segment Utrecht - Gouda we
have explained how already with this equipment, complex areas can be modelled. Moreover, the SMD strategy, provided by the model, proved to perform substantially better
than the TAD strategy. However, not all possible conflicting situations are covered with
the presented model. Modelling these situations requires model extensions. A number of
these extensions are proposed hereunder.
Multiple destination tracks. It is possible that in the real world a certain combination
of trains can cross the junction without conflicting with each other while another train
combination will have a mutual conflict. This is the case with multiple destination tracks.
An example of such a junction has been presented in Section 8.3.2.1 when the modelling
of the Gouda station has been explained. There we have approximated the junction with
the SMD model. In this section we want to explain how the SMD model can be extended
to facilitate this kind of junctions. In our model, an action a has been associated with
an arrival track from which a train will be allowed to cross the junction. In the extended
model, the action a should be associated with a combination of train types that can cross
the junction simultaneously. As has already been the case with a bidirectional junction,
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the current state can limit the number of possible actions. In case of a bidirectional
junction, a train can not enter a destination track when it is being used in the opposite
direction. In case of the extended model, an action is only possible when all involved
destination tracks are available. Another difference with the current SMD model, is the
Track Speed variable that has been used for tracking the state on the destination track. In
the extended model, this variable will be an array with each entry describing the situation
on a certain destination track.
Multiple track speeds. Independently from the above extension, one may think of situations where modelling one single destination track with one single variable representing
the speed of the ‘flow’ on the track will not be adequate. For instance, consider a long
destination track but where after already a short distance a slow freight train leaves the
model. This situation should lead to a low track speed on the first part of the track and
a high track speed at the rest of the track. With only one variable representing the speed
of the flow on the whole destination track, the track speed of both parts will be averaged.
As a result, the speed of the flow on the first part of the track will be overestimated. As a
result, fast trains leaving the track shortly after entering it will be hindered less by their
predecessors than it will be the case in reality. To model this in a correct way, one should
consider using two (or even more) track speeds to model the speed of each part of the
destination track separately. When in such a model, a slow train will enter the track, it
will lower the first track speed the most, the second less and the last track speed only
slightly. When after that, a fast train enters the destination track, then its delay should
be based on the track speed, which corresponds with the last part it will cross before
leaving the track. This way, the delays of all trains will be calculated in a correct way.
Phase type arrival process. Although the Poisson-type process, that has been used
throughout this thesis, has yielded promising results even in real-life situations, it is still
worthwhile to extend the model to allow for Phase type arrival processes. The idea behind
this is that the trains in real-life run less disorderly than it is the case with the Poissontype process. Approximating arrivals with a Phase type process, which is less chaotic than
the Poisson-type process can lead to better results. The extension itself is very easy to
implement. The state space needs to be extended with an extra variable k for every arrival
track. This variable gives the phase that the arrival process on that track is currently
on. Then, when during the simulation, a conflict occurs which needs to be solved with
the SMD strategy, the corresponding SMD state can be obtained by translating the time
the last train has entered the track into the arrival phase state of that track. The idea is,
that the longer this idle interval lasts, the higher the possibility of the new arrival.
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Dynamic train types. The SMD model introduced in this thesis can handle train
priorities implicitly. This allows for modelling practical situations where for example
international trains have a higher priority than domestic trains, or trains having a lot of
connections to other trains having higher priority than trains without connections. There
are however situations where other types of priorities arise. In many countries, the train
companies are judged by their punctualities. The punctuality is the percentage of trains
that have a delay of less than x minutes. In such a case, protecting the trains with the
delay around or below this value can be a good idea. As a result, the priority of the
train will be dynamic, based on its current delay. To model this, one could consider the
following: When an action a gives some train the right of crossing the junction, the trains
on other arrival tracks get delayed. When the resulting delay of the train falls within a
certain interval, the train type of the train should be changed to a type with a higher
priority. This way, the SMD strategy will take into account the fact that some actions
can cause an extra delay to trains that are better not to be delayed.
Next to the above extensions which are meant to extend the SMD model itself to
increase its ability to model real-life situations, the research can be expanded to areas
involving the implementation of the model into practice. Think of automating the process
of dividing a complex area into manageable sub-areas or building a global monitoring
system that examines the local SMD decisions and checks whether they do not conflict
with other decisions.
Moreover, it would be interesting to compare the quality of the SMD strategy to
strategies obtained from other models, taken from the literature. Due to limited time this
comparison had to be omitted in this research.
A very interesting extension of the research presented in this thesis is to examine the
performance of the different strategies on a more global scale. For this, a commercial
simulator software can be used where the whole Dutch railway net is incorporated. The
software that comes to mind is Simone, developed by the Incontrol Enterprise Dynamics,
which is used by ProRail for a variety of research objectives. The SMD strategy can then
be applied to a number of conflicting areas and the effects studied on the scale of the whole
network. By comparing these results to the results of another simulation where the TAD
rules are applied to the same areas, the added value of the SMD rules can be studied. This
extension requires building some additional software which allows for the communication
between the SMD and the Simone environments. Alternatively, this global environment
can be used to study the performance of the SMD approach for the situation where the
metro-like environment is applied to the most dense part of The Netherlands, as is likely
to happen in the near future.

Summary

English summary

Dynamic Delay Management at Railways
A Semi-Markovian Decision Approach

The topic of this research is dynamic delay management at railways. ProRail, the Dutch
railway infrastructure manager, is interested in finding new methods in order to improve
train service through optimisation of the usage of the railway network. This optimisation
step is needed, since the railway capacity is scarce while the demand is growing in terms of
both passenger and freight traffic. With this growing demand, the current way of railway
operation will become unsustainable and needs to be reviewed. The Dutch government is
aware of this and has expressed its ambitions to gradually increase the number of trains
in the most dense part of The Netherlands and gradually move to a system which can be
described best as a metro system. In such a system, a high number of trains operate and
run close to each other. This way a higher demand can be met. The drawback of such a
system is that it is more vulnerable to delays. Due to less buffer space, small delays will
more often lead to train conflicts. This change in railway operation will lead to a more
dynamic railway service which increases the need for new techniques that can solve train
conflicts dynamically.
Train conflicts occur also in the present day situation where timetables are a common
practice. Although, timetables are designed to separate trains from each other, some trains
get delayed which leads to train conflicts. Currently ProRail relies on the so-called TAD
conflict resolution rules which are strongly related to the timetable. Train dispatchers use
these rules to resolve train conflicts. The rules are the result of the negotiation process
between different operators and prescribe a certain train order per conflict situation. On
a number of locations within the Dutch railway network, these rules are however not
satisfactory. ProRail is interested in alternative conflict resolution strategies which may
have a better performance.
The main goals of the thesis are thus to explore a new technique which is designed
to resolve train conflicts within the metro-like system of the future. But also to examine
whether such a technique can serve as an alternative for the TAD rules used nowadays
by ProRail and by this improve the punctuality of the current railway system. The
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theory that we use in this thesis is that of the Semi-Markovian Decision processes. This
approach has never been tried before. The idea behind this approach is to be able to
construct rules off-line but solve the conflicts on-line pretty much the same way TAD
rules are used nowadays. The train dispatchers have an overview of the rules. When a
conflict arises, the conflict resolution rule is found and applied.
Due to interdependencies in the railway network, the large part of the delays are
knock-on delays which are transmitted from one train to another. Most of these delays are
transmitted either at the junctions where trains from different directions come together,
or at the track sections when a fast train catches up with a slower one. The goal of our
research is to optimize the situation at junctions and taking into consideration the track
behind it. Moreover, the rules of the SMD strategy will be local rules designed to resolve
the conflicts locally.
In the first chapters we develop the so-called SMD model and show how the conflict
resolution problem can be modelled as such. We start with a simple model where trains
from different directions come together and need to share the same infrastructure from
then onwards. In later chapters this model is extended. The performance of the SMD
strategy is compared to a number of heuristics through an extensive simulation study.
In all of the cases, the SMD strategy outperforms other strategies, however, in some
situations some heuristics turn out to be almost optimal.
Next we apply the SMD model to some fictive networks to study the performance of
the SMD model within a network environment. The idea is to solve train conflicts locally
but study their effects globally. In the studied network environments the difference in
performance between the SMD strategy and the heuristics was substantial. The three
networks we have studied had a growing complexity. The last network had a number of
complicated aspects which are comparable to characteristics found in the real-life situations. The SMD strategy proved to perform very well, outperforming all other strategies.
The results of the SMD strategy within the fictive cases we studied, encouraged us to
apply the model to a real-life situation. In cooperation with ProRail a study area has been
chosen involving the line segment Utrecht - Gouda. This line segment is being heavily
utilised by both passenger and freight traffic. The line includes Utrecht Central Station
which is the largest station in The Netherlands and the main hub where trains from
different parts of The Netherlands come together. Moreover, the freight traffic running to
and from the Rotterdam harbour makes use of this line segment too. The trains entering
this line segment are often delayed which leads to a large number of conflicts which need
to be resolved. The TAD rules do solve these conflicts but the train punctuality within
the area can still be improved.
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The line segment Utrecht - Gouda has been decomposed into a number of areas where
local SMD rules have been applied. We have explained how the line segment is divided
into areas and how the situation in each area can be translated into the SMD model.
By means of a simulation study, the performance of the SMD strategy is compared to
that of the TAD rules and to a number of heuristics. The SMD strategy turns out to
perform very well, even though it does not hold any information of the timetable and
falsely assumes that the train arrivals are Poisson. Within the simulated environment
the SMD strategy, when compared to the TAD strategy, has substantially improved the
overall train punctuality. Again, some heuristics performed very well and have even in a
number of cases outperformed the SMD strategy. A major drawback of the heuristics is
however that these strongly depend on a conflict situation. A heuristic which performs
well for one conflict situation does not necessarily have to perform well in other cases.
The SMD model does not have these drawbacks since it produces strategies which are
optimised for each individual case.
The SMD strategy defines a rule for every possible situation. By grouping the situations together, for which the same rule applies, we can construct compact SMD tables
which present the SMD strategy on a comprehensive sheet. These tables can be used by
train dispatchers pretty much in the same manner they use the TAD rules today. This
similarity between the two can contribute to a fast adaptation and acceptance of the SMD
strategy by the train dispatchers.
The goal of this thesis has been to examine the possibility of using the theory of the
Semi-Markovian decision processes to resolve train conflicts dynamically. The presented
results not only show that this is possible but that this approach has a potential to improve
the current train conflict handling procedures and hereby improve the train punctuality.
Due to the complete independence from the timetables, the approach is also ready for
the metro-like situation which is likely to be implemented in The Netherlands in the near
future. Moreover, we believe that the model can be easily extended to cover specific
railway situations that can be found in practice.

Nederlandse samenvatting

Dynamische vertragingsbeheersing bij treinen

Het Nederlandse spoorwegnet behoort tot de drukste spoorwegnetten ter wereld. De
treinen rijden dicht op elkaar. Wanneer er een vertraging optreedt, kan deze zich hierdoor
makkelijk over het net verspreiden. De verwachting is dat de vraag naar spoorwegdiensten,
zowel in het publieke domein als in de goederentransportsector, nog verder zal groeien.
Het uitbreiden van de capaciteit door steeds maar meer spoor te bouwen, helpt slechts
tijdelijk waardoor men op zoek is naar nieuwe technieken om de beschikbare capaciteit
beter te benutten.
De Nederlandse overheid realiseert zich dat de huidige manier van werken, met een
dienstregeling, op den duur dient te veranderen. Het gebruik maken van een dienstregeling beperkt in een aantal gevallen de beschikbare capaciteit. Een goed voorbeeld hiervan
zijn de treinaansluitingen, waardoor de treinen op elkaar gaan wachten en ‘onnodig’ de
spoorcapaciteit voor zich claimen. Een ander voorbeeld zijn de voorgeschreven vertrektijden van treinen waardoor de treinen niet eerder mogen vertrekken wanneer dat wel
mogelijk is.In 2008 is daarom het Programma Hoogfrequent Spoorvervoer gelanceerd dat
erin moet voorzien dat in de Randstad treinen met een veel hogere frequentie gaan rijden,
zodat het spoor meer op het metro-netwerk gaat lijken. Hierdoor hoeven de passagiers
geen rekening meer te houden met de vertrektijden van de treinen en hoeven ze zich geen
zorgen te maken over hun aansluiting, omdat de gemiddelde wachttijd op de stations laag
zal zijn. Het grootste voordeel zou echter zijn dat met de huidige spoorwegcapaciteit een
veel grotere vraag vervuld kan worden dan nu het geval is. De keerzijde van zo’n systeem
is dat er weinig ruimte overblijft voor het opvangen van vertragingen. Een kleine vertraging zal veel sneller leiden tot conflicten tussen treinen, waardoor dynamische technieken
nodig zijn om de vertraging te beheersen.
ProRail, de spoorbeheerder in Nederland, hanteert de zogenoemde TAD-regels om
conflicten op het spoor op te lossen. TAD staat voor TreinAfhandelingsDocument en is
een document dat voorschriften voor treindienstleiders bevat. Zodoende heeft iedere treindienstleider een overzicht van de voorgeschreven regels die gehanteerd dienen te worden
tijdens een conflict. In de praktijk zijn deze regels niet altijd even doeltreffend, waardoor
ProRail open staat voor nieuwe aanpakken.
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In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht of met behulp van de gevestigde wiskundige theorie, genaamd Semi-Markov Beslissingsprocessen (SMBP), conflicten op het spoor opgelost
kunnen worden. Deze techniek is succesvol toegepast op verschillende gebieden waar dynamiek en stochastiek een centrale rol spelen, maar is nog nooit eerder gebruikt voor de
doeleinden beschreven in dit proefschrift. Dit terwijl het spoor van nature een dynamisch
proces is en, door diverse externe factoren en vertragingen, veel stochastiek in zich heeft.
Een tweetal vragen staan in dit proefschrift centraal. In eerste instantie wordt onderzocht of het mogelijk is om de situatie op het spoor te vertalen naar de toestandsbeschrijving die past bij de SMBP-theorie. De toestandsbeschrijving is een wiskundige weergave
van de werkelijkheid waarbij elementen als positie van treinen, hun snelheid en route
beschreven worden. Deze beschrijving bepaalt mede de kwaliteit van de beslisregels. Het
model dat hieruit resulteert, dient aan te sluiten op de toekomstige situatie waarbij de
dienstregeling vervangen wordt door een op de metro lijkend systeem. De tweede onderzoeksvraag heeft betrekking op de huidige situatie waarbij de dienstregeling centraal staat.
De vraag is of het model een waardig alternatief kan bieden voor de TAD-regels om conflicten op het spoor op te lossen. Hiervoor dient het model met beslissingsregels te komen
die tot goede prestaties leiden, redelijk eenvoudig zijn en makkelijk interpreteerbaar. Het
laatste is noodzakelijk voor de acceptatie van de regels door de treindienstleiders die ze
zullen implementeren.
Door de onderlinge afhankelijkheden op het spoor, worden de meeste vertragingen
veroorzaakt op kruisingen waar treinen uit verschillende richtingen bij elkaar komen en op
stukken spoor waar snellere treinen de langzame inhalen en erachter moeten blijven rijden.
In de eerste hoofdstukken wordt uitgelegd hoe kruispunten met behulp van de SMBPtheorie vertaald kunnen worden naar een model dat we het SMD-model hebben genoemd.
Allereerst wordt een simpel kruispunt gemodelleerd waar treinen uit twee richtingen bij
elkaar komen en vervolgens in dezelfde richting achter elkaar blijven rijden. Daarna wordt
het model uitgebreid om meerdere richtingen te ondersteunen en toe te staan dat een deel
van de treinen eerder aftakt om in andere richtingen verder te gaan.
Het doorrekenen van het SMD-model levert de zogenoemde SMD-strategie op. Dit is
een voorschrift met regels waarmee de conflicten opgelost dienen te worden. De regels
bepalen de volgorde waarmee de treinen een conflictpunt mogen passeren. Dit zijn dus
vooraf vastgestelde regels (offline regels) die op een later tijdstip, op het moment van het
voorkomen van een conflict gebruikt kunnen worden. Om de prestatie van deze regels
te testen, wordt gebruik gemaakt van simulatie. Met behulp van simulatie wordt een
situatie op een kruising nagebootst. De treinenloop van een aantal jaar wordt in een paar
seconden gesimuleerd. Telkens als een conflict tussen de treinen zich voordoet, wordt
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de simulatie voor een fractie van een seconde stopgezet en de bijbehorende SMD-regel
opgezocht en toegepast. De prestatiemaat die in dit proefschrift gebruikt wordt, is de
totale verblijfstijd van de treinen in een gebied. Deze prestatiemaat lijkt voor de hand
te liggen in een situatie zonder dienstregeling. Een kortere verblijfstijd duidt op minder
vertraging in het gebied, wat tekenend is voor een goede strategie.
Om de prestatie van de SMD-strategie te vergelijken met dat van andere strategieën,
worden meerdere simulatiestudies uitgevoerd. In iedere studie worden de conflicten met
een bepaalde strategie opgelost. De voor de hand liggende strategieën om SMD mee
te vergelijken zijn: FCFS (First Come, First Served), voorrang op basis van treintype,
voorrang op basis van vertraging en de zogenoemde Follow strategie waarbij eerst alle
treinen uit een bepaalde richting de kruising mogen passeren voordat er ‘overgeschakeld’
wordt op treinen uit een andere richting.
Uit de simulatiestudie blijkt dat de SMD-regels heel goed presteren en leiden tot betere
resultaten dan andere strategieën. Alhoewel enkele andere strategieën het in afzonderlijke
situaties ook heel goed blijken te doen, wisselen de prestaties sterk en zijn ze afhankelijk
van de situatie rondom de kruising. De SMD-strategie blijkt daarentegen een dynamische strategie te zijn die altijd goed lijkt te presteren. Deze resultaten moedigden aan
om het model verder te ontplooien. Zo is het model uitgebreid om ook tweerichtingsverkeer te kunnen faciliteren en werd het model wiskundig gezien compacter gemaakt.
Een voordeel van een compact model is dat het sneller door te rekenen is en dat grotere
kruisingen gemodelleerd kunnen worden zonder tegen de grenzen van de rekencapaciteit
van de huidige computers te lopen.
Vervolgens werd onderzocht hoe het SMD-model, dat bedoeld is om de situatie rondom
lokale conflictpunten te optimaliseren, op een grotere schaal zal presteren. Hiertoe zijn
kleine netwerken bedacht die elementen bevatten uit het werkelijke spoornet. Nadat
bleek dat ook hier het SMD-model goed werkte, werd een werkelijk spoortraject, Utrecht
- Gouda, nagebootst. Dit traject staat bekend om de grote hoeveelheid conflicten tussen
treinen, waarbij bovendien de TAD-regels niet altijd voldoende presteren. Het gevolg
hiervan is dat de treinvertraging aan het eind van het traject groter is dan de aanvankelijke
vertraging, hetgeen zich vertaalt in lage punctualiteitcijfers.
Het laatste hoofdstuk beschrijft hoe een complexe situatie zoals deze zich voordoet
op het traject Utrecht - Gouda vertaald kan worden naar de beschrijving van het SMDmodel. Met behulp van simulatie, waarin nu ook de TAD-regels opgenomen zijn, worden
de prestaties van verschillende strategieën met elkaar vergeleken. Voor de uitgevoerde
studie werd de dienstregeling van het jaar 2007 gebruikt en werden de toen geregistreerde
vertragingen in acht genomen. De SMD-regels bleken in de gesimuleerde omgeving de
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prestaties van de TAD-regels te verbeteren en de punctualiteit te verhogen.
We kunnen vaststellen dat dit onderzoek aangetoond heeft dat de theorie van de
Semi-Markov Beslissingsprocessen gebruikt kan worden om de conflicten op het spoor op
te lossen. In dit proefschrift werd uitgelegd hoe een model, gebaseerd op deze theorie,
geconstrueerd en toegepast kan worden. De resultaten laten zien dat het model niet alleen
goed presteert in het op de metro lijkend toekomstige systeem, maar ook de vertragingen
in de huidige situatie kan verminderen. Een logisch vervolgonderzoek zou zijn om het
model verder te generaliseren en het in een simulatiemodel op landelijk niveau uit te
testen.

Краткое содержание

Динамичное разрешение конфликтных ситуаций и
урегулирование задержек на железнодорожных сетях
Диссертация на соискание ученой степени доктора экономических наук (Ph.D.).
Амстердамский университет, факультет Экономики и Бизнеса. Май 2010

Железнодорожная сеть Нидерландов относится к одной из самых загруженных
сетей мира. По этой сети проходит большое количество пассажирских и грузовых перевозок. В расписании движения поездов часто планируются короткие промежутки
времени между поездами. Взачастую этот интервал состоит лишь из трех-четырех
минут. В случае отклонений или опоздания поезда, задержка может мгновенно привести к последствиям, влияющим на движение других поездов, что нередко наблюдается на практике. Такие задержки и конфликты между поездами наносят огромный
ущерб экономике Нидерландов. Кроме того, по оценкам экспертов следует, что спрос
на железнодорожный транспорт растет и будет расти и в будущем, что приведет к
росту объема железнодорожных перевозок. Эта тенденция наблюдается как в пассажирском, так и в грузовом секторах. Для того чтобы суметь справиться с такой
повышенной деятельностью, необходимо повысить эксплуатационную вместимость
сети. Строительство новых железных дорог является очень дорогим решением данной проблемы. Кроме того, длительный процесс строения новой инфраструктуры
дает эффект только через несколько лет. Намного эффективнее будет рассмотреть
новые возможности, которые могут быть осуществимы в пределах ныне действующей инфраструктуры.
Голландские железнодорожные ведомства, а также и правительство Голландии
осознают, что способ действий, используемый в данный момент, неадекватно подготовлен к будущему. График следования поездов, который в стандартном и в обязательном порядке составляется с целью обеспечения бесконфликтного движения
поездов, в будущем может привести к понижению пропускной способности сети Нидерландов. В качестве примера здесь могут быть приведены пересадки пассажиров
из поезда в поезд, которые предусмотрены расписанием. Эти пересадки приводят к
тому, что поезда ждут друг друга, при этом занимая ценную инфраструктуру.
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В 2008 году правительство Голландии сформулировало проект "Высокочастотное
железнодорожное движение" (ВЖД), который направлен на существенное повышение количества железнодорожных перевозок в пределах наиболее плотно населенной
части Голландии, носящей имя Randstad1 .
Это новшество приведет систему железных дорог к сближению с системой, применяющейся в сетях метро, где пассажирам не требуется запоминать расписание
поездов и не нужно беспокоиться успевать на пересадку, ведь в такой сети среднее
время ожидания до следующего поезда незначительно. Однако более важное преимущество внесения этого новшества состоит в том, что эта программа способствует
увеличению пропускной способности сети Голландии.
К сожалению, у такой системы есть и отрицательный элемент. Малый промежуток времени между поездами способствует повышению уязвимости сети, так как
задержка одного поезда скорее приведет к возникновению железнодорожных конфликтов.
ProRail - это государственное ведомство, которое занимается обслуживанием сети национальных железных дорог и уполномочено обеспечить ее функционирование
и дальнейшее развитие. Эта организация является владельцем железнодорожной
инфраструктуры и ежегодно выдает концессии различным операторам на ее использование. Кроме того, ProRail управляет железнодорожным транспортом в Голландии и регулирует конфликты между поездами. В случае возникновения конфликтов
ProRail разрешает их в соответствии с руководством (регламентом), которое носит
название TAD. В сущности, TAD является документом, содержащим указания для
поездных диспетчеров, которые определяют порядок следования поездов. Этот порядок зависит от задержек и заранее установлен для ряда конфликтных ситуаций.
К сожалению, не все ситуации предусмотрены этим документом, что приводит
к тому, что диспетчеры часто принимают решения о порядке следования поездов
в соответствии с навыками и опытом, полученным в течение работы. Этот способ
действий не всегда эффективен и нередко приводит к неудовлетворительному разрешению конфликтов.
В данной диссертации впервые рассматривается возможность применения известной в математике теории Управляемых Марковских Процессов (УМП) с целью разрешения конфликтов между поездами. Эта теория эффективно применяется на прак1

к числу городов, находящихся в этой части Голландии, относятся такие известные города, как
Амстердам, Роттердам, Гаага и Утрехт. Эти города находятся так близко друг к другу и растут
в такой степени, что был введен термин, объединяющий их и указывающий на формирование в
будущем одного большого метрополиса Randstad.
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тике в разных отраслях экономики, но еще не употреблялась в целях, описанных
в данной работе. С теоретической точки зрения эта теория описывает системы, где
динамика и стохастические процессы играют центральную роль. Железнодорожный
сектор по своей природе является такой системой, которой характерно динамичное
ее свойство, а также свойственны задержки и перебои в графике движений, что приводит к стохастическому поведению системы.
В основе этой диссертации лежат два вопроса. Первый вопрос носит теоретический характер и рассматривает возможность описания железнодорожной ситуации
в общем, и железнодорожного конфликта, в частности, в рамках теории УМП. Другими словами, в состоянии ли теория УМП моделировать столь сложную систему,
как железнодорожная сеть, с целью создания регламента, регулирующего движение
поездов и разрешение конфликтов между ними как в железнодорожной сети сегодняшнего времени, так и в системе будущего.
Второй вопрос, обсуждаемый в рамках этой работы, изложен с практической
точки зрения. Может ли модель, основанная на теории УМП, быть внедрена на
практике, и, если да, то в состоянии ли она улучшить качество разрешения конфликтов, которое на сегодняшний день определяется при помощи регламента TAD.
Для того чтобы ответить на эти вопросы, необходимо, чтобы плодом модели являлся регламент, который не только способен разрешать конфликты теоретически, но
и который можно легко внедрить на практике. Кроме того, этот регламент обязан
содержать ясные правила, понятные для диспетчеров, которые будут их применять.
Посредством тесного взаимодействия между поездами большая часть задержек
приходится на перекрестки, где поезда, идущие из разных направлений, встречаются
и могут повлиять на движение друг друга. Кроме того, задержки "переносятся" с
поезда на поезд на длинных участках железной дороги, где более скорые поезда не
могут обогнать менее скорых и, таким образом, остаются за ними на долгий промежуток времени. Методы, изложенные в данной диссертации, направлены именно
на перекрестки и те участки железной дороги, где возникают конфликты между
поездами.
В первых главах рассматривается модель, которая направлена на наиболее простой по характеристике перекресток, где поезда из двух направлений встречаются.
В последующих главах эта модель совершенствуется путем расширения ее возможностей. Таким образом, моделирование более сложных перекрестков становится возможным. К таким перекресткам относятся места пересечения более двух направлений, перекрестки, включающие в себя двустороннее движение, и перекрестки, после
которых часть поездов движется в направлениях, отличающихся от направлений
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других поездов.
Плодом модели является регламент, который мы будем называть SMD-регламент.
Также, как и руководство TAD, SMD содержит в себе указания, определяющие порядок следования поездов при конфликтной ситуации. Для того чтобы определить
качество регламента SMD на практике и сравнить итоги от его применения с результатами, полученными от применения других регламентов, мы прибегаем к методу Имитационного Моделирования (Computer Simulation). Этот метод дает возможность заменить реальную систему компьютерной моделью, описывающей ее с
достаточной точностью и способной воспроизвести поведение исследуемой системы.
В рамках такой среды поведение перевозочных составов, проходящих через исследуемый участок железной дороги в течение нескольких лет, можно воспроизвести
всего за несколько секунд. В случае возникновения конфликта между поездами,
процесс воспроизведения приостанавливается на долю секунды, в течение которой
отыскивается указанная регламентом инструкция разрешения конфликта, которая
незамедлительно осуществляется. После осуществления инструкции процесс воспроизведения восстанавливается.
При помощи Имитационного Моделирования качество регламента SMD сравнивается не только с регламентом TAD, но и с такими часто употребляемыми как в
теории, так и на практике руководствами, как FCFS (First Come, First Served)2 , а
также с регламентами, определяющими привилегии на основе категории поезда3 и
привилегии на основе задержки поезда4 .
Каждый из выше перечисленных регламентов имитируется на протяжении нескольких модельных лет, в течение которых фиксируется каждая задержка поездов. В
конечном итоге наиболее перспективный регламент - это тот, который обладает повышенной способностью подавлять существующие задержки и тот, который лучше
способствует предотвращению новых задержек.
Результаты, приведенные в данной диссертации, показывают, что регламент SMD
способен разрешать конфликты эффективно, существенно сокращая при этом задержки. Регламент SMD превосходит большую часть других руководств, хотя в ходе
исследований были обнаружены отдельные руководства, которые в некоторых слу2

FCFS - это руководство, дающее право на пересечение конфликтного участка поездам, не меняя
их порядок, то есть поезд, подходящий первым, имеет право первым пересечь этот участок.
3
привилегии на основе категории поезда - в качестве примера руководство может быть таковым:
конфликт разрешается всегда в пользу скорого пассажирского поезда, затем следуют региональные
пассажирские поезда и только потом грузовые поезда.
4
например, поезда с более длительной задержкой имеют право первыми пересечь конфликтный
участок.
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чаях по качеству были схожи с руководством SMD. Рассматривая внимательно эти
руководства, было однако отмечено, что их качество сильно колеблется от ситуации
к ситуации. Таким образом, на практике такое руководство далеко не всегда приводит к удовлетворительным результатам, в то время как руководство SMD проявило
себя динамичным и высококачественным в каждой ситуации.
Эти результаты дали нам повод расширить диапазон исследований и переместить
внимание с уединенных перекрестков и участков дорог на ряд конфликтных зон, вместе составляющих маломасштабную железнодорожную сеть. В пределах такой сети
руководство SMD, по своей натуре, разрешает конфликты на локальном уровне, то
есть не рассматривая ситуацию в других частях сети. Тем не менее, результаты таких локальных руководств рассматриваются на уровне всей сети. В связи с этим было составлено трое таких маломасштабных сетей, которые увеличивались по уровню
сложности. При этом последняя из этих сетей включает в себя множество элементов,
имеющихся у реальной сети. Руководство SMD оказалось эффективным в каждой
из этих сетей, при этом значительно увеличивая качество разрешения конфликтов в
самой комплексной из трех сетей.
Результаты, полученные из теоретических сетей, рассмотренных выше, свидетельствуют о перспективности регламента SMD и открыли путь к рассмотрению эффективности этого подхода в реальных сетях. ProRail предложил направить ресурсы
исследования на изучение ситуации на одном из самых загруженных участков Голландии: перегон Утрехт-Гауда и рассмотреть эффективность подхода SMD вокруг
разрешения поездных конфликтов. Перегон Утрехт-Гауда включает в себя станцию
Утрехт, которая является самым крупным и объемным железнодорожным узлом
Голландии. Пассажиры здесь имеют возможность сделать пересадку на огромное
количество поездов, уходящих по разным направлениям, включая международные.
Кроме того, перегон Утрехт-Гауда используется грузовыми передвижными составами, которые движутся от порта Роттердам в сторону Германии и обратно. Будучи
одним из самых больших портов мира, Роттердам создает устойчивый поток грузовых перевозок. Главной целью исследования этого участка является изучение руководства TAD, которое используется организацией ProRail для разрешения конфликтов и рассмотрения возможностей применения руководства SMD для наиболее эффективного разрешения конфликтов. В ходе исследования был представлен способ
действий, необходимый для моделирования столь сложного по структуре перегона.
Кроме того, при помощи метода Имитационного Моделирования результаты, полученные от применения руководства SMD, были сравнены с результатами регламента
TAD и ряда других. Результаты показали бесспорное превосходство регламента SMD
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над регламентом TAD.
Результаты исследования, приведенные в данной диссертации, показывают перспективность подхода, основанного на теории Управляемых Марковских процессов.
Модель SMD, основанная на этой теории, показала хорошие результаты как в системе ближайшего будущего Голландии, где расписание поездов будет играть менее
важную роль, так и в системе сегодняшнего времени. В рамках будущего проекта
мы советуем рассмотреть совершенствование применения этой теории с целью разрешения конфликтов в сети железных дорог и тестирования эффективности этого
подхода на уровне более глобальной системы, предпочтительно, на национальном
уровне, при помощи метода Имитационного Моделирования.
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Appendices

Appendix A
Definitions
Arrival track is the track from which the trains arrive at the junction.
Arrival track costs are costs computed over the trains found on the arrival tracks.
Bidirectional destination track is the destination track that is used in both directions.
Block is a part of the track where only one train can be found at the same time. Every
track is divided into one or more blocks. The length and the position of the blocks
is defined by the safety system being used. Some systems use fixed blocks which
are physically separated by signals or other hardware units. Other systems use the
notion of moving blocks which is basically the amount of track ahead of the train
which is reserved for the train and claimed by it.
Delay management is the technique of oppressing the delays found at the railways
usually by setting a (new) train order and possibly re-routing some trains. Compare
to disruption management.
Destination track is the track which is shared with trains from other routes.
Destination track costs are costs computed over the trains found on the destination
track.
Destination track movement is the movement of a train on the destination track from
the block it currently occupies to the new block it will occupy some time unites later.
Destination track phase is the phase of the transition process involving the changes
on the destination track.
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Destination track probability is the probability of a certain movement of the train(s)
on the destination track as a result of the time jump.
Disruption management Is the technique of solving a severely disrupted situation usually involving deleting train services or shortening their service, rerouting trains to
different destinations. Other resolution methods can involve assigning extra stopping locations to some of the train services to make up for the deleted services.
Compare to delay management.
Double track is a track section that has two tracks exclusively for a particular direction.
This allows for two trains to run next to each other.
Externality costs are the costs that represent the stay time of the rejected train in the
system if it were to be allowed to enter the system.
Fixed block safety system is a safety system which makes use of fixed blocks. Every
block is enclosed by signals or other hardware units which ensure that only one train
is located within the same block at the same time.
Headway is the minimal amount of time between two subsequent trains. This value
should be respected and is enforced by the security system.
Headway-Poisson process or HP-process is a Poisson arrival process that takes into
account the minimal safety inter-arrival time between the trains that we call headway.
Junction crossing phase is the phase of the transition process involving the crossing
of the junction by the train. That is, leaving the arrival track and entering the
destination track.
Line section is a part of a line segment.
Line segment is a part of the railway network connecting two railway hubs. It can be
devided into a number of line sections (or track sections).
Maximal speed is the maximal speed that the train can achieve taking into consideration the type of locomotive, the number of the carriages, the mass of the train and
the maximal permitted speed on the track section.
Moving block safety system is a safety system which makes use of moving blocks. A
moving block is basically the amount of track ahead of the train which is reserved
for the train and is claimed by it. This space moves along with the train.
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New arrivals phase is the phase of the transition process involving the newly arriving
trains.
Path is a series of successive time stamps of a train service. Within a timetable, each
path is assigned to a certain train service. Unless a train is delayed, the train will
follow this path.
Planned speed is the speed of the train according to the timetable.
Primary delay is the delay caused by external factors not involving other trains. Compare to Secondary delay.
Punctuality the punctuality is defined as the percentage of trains with the delay less
than some predefined threshold value. In Netherlands this threshold value is equal
to three minutes.
Railway hub is a (large) railway station within a railway network where trains from
different destinations come together.
Secondary delay is the delay caused by conflicts between trains. Compare to Primary
delays.
Single track is a track section that has one track per direction. Trains can not overtake
each other at the single track and run behind each other.
Speed indicator is a label assigned to every arrival track. This label provides information about the speed of the trains on that track.
SMD table is a list of local rules meant for train conflict resolution. The rules prescribe
train orders for a list of possible cases. These rules are a result of the SMD model
discussed in this thesis.
State is a description of the situation at some particular point in time. This description
involves the positions, the speeds and the types of the trains located in a certain
area.
TAD or TAD table is a list of local rules meant for train conflict resolution. The rules
prescribe an order with which the trains should proceed for a list of possible cases.
These rules are currently in use by ProRail.
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Time jump is an amount of time being skipped as a result of a decision. This decision
gives permission to a certain train to cross the junction. This junction is then
blocked for other trains for a certain amount of time. As no decisions can be made
in the meanwhile, the time can be advanced by this amount of time.
Track section see Line section.
Track speed Is the speed of the ‘flow’ on the destination track. By flow we mean the
trains running on the destination track at some particular point in time.
Track speed phase is the transition phase involving changes in track speed.
Train movement is the path that a train takes from its starting location until the
destination.
Train rejection costs see Externality costs.
Transition or Transition process is the change from one state into another. As this
change is a complex process, the transition process is divided into three phases,
namely, Destination track phase or Track speed phase, Junction crossing phase and
the new arrivals phase.

Appendix B
TAD rules of the Utrecht-Gouda line
segment

Train
4000

To
Gd

Woerden to Gouda
Decision point:Vtn
Delay
Time
From To Train order
-.03/-.33 6
10 2000 - 2800 - FR - 4000

9800

Gd

-.21

3

9

1700 - 21700 - 9800

9800

Gd

-.51

3

9

500 - 20500 -9800

Table B.1: TAD 1: train dispatcher Woerden

Train
2000

To
Gvc

2800

Rtd

Utrecht to Woerden
Decision point: Lak
Delay
Time
From To Train order
-.29/-.59 6
10 2800 - 2000 - 9800
11
∞ 2800 - 9800 - 2000
Decision point: Uto
-.03/-.33 8
∞ 9800 - 2800

Table B.2: TAD 4: train dispatcher Ut Noord
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Woerden to Hmla /Utrecht
Decision point from Gouda: Odw
Decision point from Apn: Bdg
Delay
Time
From To Train order
-.05
0
7
initial order Wd - Ut

Train
500

To
Ut

1700

Ut

-.35

0

7

initial order Wd - Ut

2000

Ut

-.21

6

9

FR - 2000
8800 - (21700 or 1700)

2000

Ut

-.51

6

9

FR - 2000
8800 - (20500 or 500)

4000

Hlma

-.28/-.58

0

4

initial order

8800

Ut

-.26

4

11

21700 -1700 - 8800

8800

Ut

-.56

4

11

20500 - 500 - 8800

9800

Ut

-.09/-.39

0

5

initial order

Table B.3: TAD 2: train dispatcher Woerden
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Train
500

Decision points Nwk and Ztmo
Delay
To
Time
From To Train order
Wd -.55
4
7
9800 - 500

1700

Wd

-.25

4

7

9800 - 1700

2000

Wd

-.11/-.41

6

9

4000 - 2000

9700

Gdg

-.29/-.59

0

7

initial order

9800

Gdg

-.21/-.51

0

9

initial order

9800

Gdg

-.21/-.51

6

9

9700 - 9800

2800

Wd

-.08/-.38

5

9

2000 - 2800

20500

Wd

-.52

7

9

500 - 20500

21700

Wd

-.54

7

9

1700 - 21700

12500

Wd

-.52

7

9

500 - 20500

12700

Wd

-.54

7

9

1700 - 21700

Table B.4: TAD 3: train dispatcher Gouda

Appendix C
SMD tables of the Utrecht-Gouda
line segment

Track 2

(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
-

Track 3
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight

Track 4
8800
9800
8800
8800
9800
9800
8800
9800
8800
8800
9800
9800
8800
9800
8800
8800
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight

Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight

Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight

If
If
If
If

If
If
If
If
If
If

If
If
If
If

Details

train
train
train
train

train
train
train
train
train
train

train
train
train
train

is
is
is
is

is
is
is
is
is
is

is
is
is
is

standing still
moving
standing still
moving

standing still
moving
standing still
moving
standing still
moving

standing still
moving
standing still
moving

Rule
Always 0
Always 4: 8800
Always 4: 9800
Always 3: Freight
Always 4: 8800
Always 3: Freight
Always 4: 9800
Always 3: Freight
Always 2: (2000,500,1700)
If TS=70 then 4: 8800 else 2:
If TS=70 then 4: 9800 else 2:
Always 2: (2000,500,1700)
Always 3: Freight
If TS=70 then 4: 8800 else 2:
If TS=70 then 4: 8800 else 3:
If TS=70 then 4: 9800 else 2:
If TS=70 then 4: 9800 else 3:
Always 1: (2800,12500,12700)
If TS=70 then 4: 8800 else 1:
If TS=70 then 4: 9800 else 1:
Always 1: (2800,12500,12700)
Always 3: Freight
If TS=70 then 4: 8800 else 1:
If TS=70 then 4: 8800 else 3:

Table C.1: SMD table of Utrecht central station for the direction Utrecht → Gouda, part 1

Track 1

(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)

Nr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
(2800,12500,12700)
Freight

(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)

(2000,500,1700)
Freight
(2000,500,1700)
Freight

(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
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Track 2

(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)
(2000,500,1700)

Track 3
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight

Track 4
9800
9800
8800
9800
8800
8800
9800
9800

Details

If
If
If
If
If
If

Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight

train
train
train
train
train
train

is
is
is
is
is
is

standing still
moving
standing still
moving
standing still
moving

If Freight train is standing still
If Freight train is moving

Rule
If TS=70 then 4: 9800 else 1: (2800,12500,12700)
If TS=70 then 4: 9800 else 3: Freight
Always 1: (2800,12500,12700)
If TS=105 then 1: (2800,12500,12700) else 4: 8800
If TS=70 then 4: 9800 else 1: (2800,12500,12700)
Always 1: (2800,12500,12700)
Always 3: Freight
If TS=105 then 1: (2800,12500,12700) else 4: 8800
If TS=70 then 4: 8800 else 3: Freight
If TS=70 then 4: 9800 else 1: (2800,12500,12700)
4: 9800 If TS=70. 3: Freight If 87 ≤ T S < 105.
1 (2800,12500,12700) If T S ≥ 105

Table C.2: SMD table of Utrecht central station for the direction Utrecht → Gouda, part 2

Track 1

(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)
(2800,12500,12700)

Nr

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
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Track 1

Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight

Nr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Track 2

Track 3
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
standing still
is moving
standing still
is moving

FR at half speed
FR at full speed, IC standing still
In all other cases
FR is moving, IC is standing still
IC is moving, FR at half speed
In all other cases
If freight train is standing still
If freight train is not standing still
IC and FR are standing still
FR is moving, IC is standing still
IC at full speed, FR at half speed

IC standing still
IC is moving

IC
IC
IC
IC

Details

Rule
Always 0
Always 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 3: (500, 1700, 2800)
Always 2: 4000
Always 2: 4000
Always 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 2: 4000
Always 3: (500, 1700, 2800)
Always 2: 9800
Always 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 2: 9800
Always 3: (500, 1700, 2800)
Always 1: Freight
Always 1: Freight
If T S ≤ 92 then 1: Freight else 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 1: Freight
Always 1: Freight
Always 3: (500, 1700, 2800)
Always 2: 4000
Always 1: Freight
If T S ≤ 92 then 2: 4000 else 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 1: Freight
Always 1: Freight

Table C.3: SMD table of Woerden station for the direction Utrecht → Gouda, part 1

4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
9800
9800
9800
9800
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
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Track 1

Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight

Nr

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Track 2

Track 3
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(12500, 12700, 2000)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(500, 1700, 2800)
(500, 1700, 2800)

Details
IC and FR are running half speed
In all other cases
FR at half speed
FR at full speed, IC standing still
In all other cases
If freight train is standing still
If freight train is not standing still
FR is moving, IC is standing still
IC at full speed, FR at half speed
IC and FR are running half speed
In all other cases
FR is moving, IC is standing still
IC is moving, FR at half speed
In all other cases

Rule
If T S ≤ 92 then 1: Freight else 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 1: Freight
Always 2: 4000
Always 3: (500, 1700, 2800)
Always 2: 9800
Always 1: Freight
Always 1: Freight
Always 1: Freight
If T S ≤ 92 then 1: Freight else 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 3: (12500, 12700, 2000)
Always 1: Freight
Always 1: Freight
Always 3: (500, 1700, 2800)

Freight
Freight

1
2
3
4

some train
some train

Track 2

Details

Always
Always
Always
Always

Rule
0
1: Freight
2
1: Freight

Table C.5: SMD table of Oudewater for the direction Utrecht → Gouda

Track 1

Nr

Table C.4: SMD table of Woerden station for the direction Utrecht → Gouda, part 2

4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
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500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,
500,

Track 1

(2000,
(2000,
(2000,
(2000,
(2000,
(2000,
(2000,
(2000,
(2000,
(2000,
(2000,
(2000,

Nr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

1700)
1700)
1700)
1700)
1700)
1700)
1700)
1700)
1700)
1700)
1700)
1700)
2800)
2800)
2800)
2800)
2800)
2800)

2800)
2800)
2800)
2800)
2800)
2800)

Track 3
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
4000)
4000)

4000)

4000)
4000)

4000)

4000)
4000)

4000)

4000)
4000)

4000)

Track 4
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
(9700,
FR
FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR
FR

is
is
is
is

is
is
is
is

is
is
is
is

standing still
running
standing still
running

standing still
running
standing still
running

standing still
running
standing still
running

FR is standing still
FR is running

Details

Rule
Always 0
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 3: Freight
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 3: Freight
Always 2: (12500, 12700, 2800)
If TS=IC then 2: (12500, 12700, 2800) else 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 2: (12500, 12700, 2800)
Always 3: Freight
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 3: Freight
Always 1:: (2000, 500, 1700)
If TS=IC then 1: (2000, 500, 1700) else 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 1: (2000, 500, 1700)
Always 3: Freight
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 3: Freight
Always 1: (2000, 500, 1700)
If TS=IC then 1: (2000, 500, 1700) else 4: (9700, 4000)
Always 1: (2000, 500, 1700)
If TS=Freight then 3: Freight else 1: (2000, 500, 1700)
Always 4: (9700, 4000)
If TS=Freight then 3: Freight else 4: (9700, 4000)

Regional train
Regional train

1
2
3
4

some train
some train

Track 2

Details

Always
Always
Always
Always

Rule
0
2
1
2

Table C.7: SMD table of Gouda Goverwelle station for the direction Gouda → Utrecht

Track 1

Nr

Table C.6: SMD table of Gouda station for the direction Gouda → Utrecht

12700,
12700,
12700,
12700,
12700,
12700,

12700,
12700,
12700,
12700,
12700,
12700,

Track 2

(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
(12500,
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Track 1

8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800

Nr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Track 2

Freight
Freight

Track 2

Details
Always
Always
Always
Always

Rule
0
1
2: Freight
2: Freight

Track 3
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000

Track 4
F Rut
F Rhmla
F Rut
F Rut
F Rhmla
F Rhmla
F Rut
F Rut
F Rhmla
F Rhmla
F Rut
F Rut
F Rhmla
F Rhmla
F Rut
F Rut
F Rhmla
F Rhmla
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR

If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If

is
is
is
is

is
is
is
is

is
is
is
is

is
is
is
is

either standing still or running full speed
runnig half speed
either standing still or running full speed
runnig half speed

standing still
moving
standing still
moving

standing still
moving
standing still
moving

standing still
moving
standing still
moving

Details

Rule
Always 0
Always 4: F Rut
Always 4: F Rhmla
Always 3: 4000
Always 3: 4000
Always 4: F Rut
Always 3: 4000
Always 4: F Rhmla
Always 2: 9800
Always 2: 9800
Always 4: F Rut
Always 2: 9800
Always 4: F Rhmla
If TS=70 then 2: 9800 else 3: 4000
If TS=70 then 2: 9800 else 3: 4000
Always 4: F Rut
If TS=70 then 2: 9800 else 3: 4000
Always 4: F Rhmla
Always 1: 8800
Always 1: 8800
Always 4: F Rut
Always 1: 8800
Always 4: F Rhmla
Always 1: 8800

Table C.9: SMD table of Woerden station for the direction Gouda → Utrecht, part 1

9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
-

some train
some train

1
2
3
4

Table C.8: SMD table of Oudewater for the direction Gouda → Utrecht

Track 1

Nr
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Track 2
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800
9800

Track 3
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000

Track 4
F Rut
F Rut
F Rhmla
F Rhmla
F Rut
F Rut
F Rhmla
F Rhmla
F Rut
F Rut
F Rhmla
F Rhmla

FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR

If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If

is
is
is
is

is
is
is
is

is
is
is
is

either standing still or running full speed
runnig half speed
either standing still or running full speed
runnig half speed

either standing still or running full speed
runnig half speed
either standing still or running full speed
runnig half speed

either standing still or running full speed
runnig half speed
either standing still or running full speed
runnig half speed

Details
If
If
If
If

Rule
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always

Track 2
8800
9800
Freight
8800
8800
9800
9800
Freight
IC
IC
IC
IC

is
is
is
is

running
standing still
running
standing still

Details

Rule
Always 0
Always 2: 8800
Always 2: 9800
Always 2: Freight
Always 1: IC
Always 1: IC
Always 2: 8800
Always 1: IC
if TS=70 then 2: 9800 else 1: IC
Always 2: Freight

Table C.11: SMD table of Harmelen aansluiting for the direction Gouda → Utrecht

Track 1
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC

Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table C.10: SMD table of Woerden station for the direction Gouda → Utrecht, part 2

Track 1

8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800
8800

Nr

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

1:
4:
1:
4:
1:
1:
4:
1:
4:
1:
1:
4:
1:
4:

8800
F Rut
8800
F Rhmla
8800
8800
F Rut
8800
F Rhmla
8800
8800
F Rut
8800
F Rhmla
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Dynamic Delay Management at Railways

A Semi-Markovian Decision Approach
Assil Al-Ibrahim

Assil Al-Ibrahim

At railways the capacity is scarce. An increasing demand challenges policy
makers to think of innovative ways in which the current infrastructure
might be used. The Program for High-Frequency Railway Transport (in
Dutch: Programma Hoogfrequent Spoorvervoer), which has been launched
recently by the Dutch government, is an example of such innovative
movement. This program sets aside the traditional timetables, which
characterize the railways nowadays, and paves the way for timetable-free
railway operation. This new approach will result in a dynamic environment
which requires conflict resolution methods that are dynamic and robust.
But even in today’s railway system, the need for such resolution methods
is evident.
This thesis presents an innovative approach based on the theory of
the Semi-Markovian Decision Processes and examines its potential as a
dynamic delay management mechanism. The approach is compared to
the resolution method used nowadays by ProRail (the Dutch railway infrastructure manager) and to a number of other heuristics. The research
presented in this thesis shows promising results that reveal the potential
of the approach.
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